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ABSTRACT
PORTRAITS OF LOW-INCOME AFRICAN-AMERICAN MOTHERS’ INVOLVEMENT IN
SUBURBAN SCHOOLS

Rachael Mahmood, EdD
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Dr. Mary Beth Henning, Director

This study advances the premise that African-American parents are deliberately involved
in their children’s education; however, many educators may not recognize their involvement
because it may not always align with dominant cultural expectations. Therefore, the purpose of
this study is to explore beneficial social capital and cultural capital that low-income AfricanAmerican parents use to involve themselves in their children’s suburban school education. Data
was collected for this study, in a suburb outside of a large metropolitan city, through the use of a
World Café (a type of community discussion group) and semi-structured interviews. Using
portraiture research design, the findings of the study are highlighted through six participant
portraits, which narrate their involvement in their children’s education.
In summary, all of the participants utilized both social and cultural capital to become
involved in their children’s education. Generally, each interview participant’s family cultural
capital motivated her to participate in her child’s education, in a manner unique to her own
educational experiences. In addition to understanding and utilizing valuable dominant forms of
cultural capital (attending parent-teacher conferences, volunteering, and communicating with the
teachers, working with children at home, and having educational expectations), participants in

this study also referenced the use of culture-specific forms of capital, such as: family cultural
capital, family networks and church, teaching cultural knowledge, community collective beliefs,
and African-American networks. Additionally, participants used the following forms of social
capital to benefit their children’s education: relocating, hiding poverty, utilizing community
service resources, and using intergenerational closure.
Suggestions are made for educators to recognize and honor these non-dominant social
and cultural forms of parental involvement, so that low-income African-American parental
involvement can benefit their children’s education. Participants called for more supportive social
and cultural African-American parent networks to be created within schools, to help parents feel
more welcome and supported in the schools, and become more knowledgeable about the
schooling process.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Artist’s Plan

It takes a whole village to raise a child. (Healy, 1998, p.1)

This well-known African proverb has been repeated in many literary forms (Healey,
1998), used as inspiration for the titles of books (Clinton, 1996; Cowen-Fletcher, 1994), and has
found its way into modern discourse regarding the philosophies of raising children (“Proverb: It
takes a whole village to raise a child”, 1996). Figuratively, this proverb portrays raising children
as a job that extends beyond families by placing equal responsibility on their community to
educate and care for their children. However, what happens when the communities that children
live in are dangerous, unsupportive, or cannot meet their families’ needs? What happens when
children and their families move to new, unfamiliar communities? What happens when families
feel unwelcome in their own communities? What happens when parents are disenfranchised from
the communities in which they live? Can the community’s children still be raised successfully?
These questions represent many of the struggles that low-income African-American
families face when they move from low-income urban communities to high-income suburban
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communities. These families seek to raise their children in communities that are different from
those that they have known and understood, and make them feel foreign when they do attempt to
become involved in their communities. This study explores the experiences of low-income
African-American families navigating the culture of suburbia, and more specifically, their
children’s suburban school communities. By highlighting these community members’ voices and
documenting their stories, I paint the portraits (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997) that reveal
their effort in becoming part of their children’s education, and part of their school community
which is part of the “village” that helps to raise their children.
I am the artist who carefully observes, captures, and sketches the African-American
parents’ perspectives in order to create portraits that illuminate their experiences. But first and
foremost, I must acknowledge that I am an Asian-American teacher, from an upper-middle class
background, who has been fascinated with the experiences of African-American families in my
suburban school district. I, like my educator peers, was frustrated with the lack of AfricanAmerican parental involvement that I saw in my classroom. I wanted to better understand these
parents’ perspectives and dispositions. As much as this dissertation is a portrait of these parents’
experiences, it is also a story of my becoming (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). I paint
myself into this portrait as I reflect on how my own beliefs about African-American parental
involvement transform and shape the study I designed and the portraits that I created. In the end,
it is my hope that this dissertation is viewed as a blend of rigorous research that explores
African-American parental involvement while aesthetically portraying their experiences in an
empathetic manner that allows teachers and other readers to “capture the good” (Lawrence-
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Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 9) that African-American parents are doing to become involved in
their suburban school communities.

Historical Context Layer

In the late 1960’s, a class-action lawsuit was filed against the Chicago Housing Authority
(CHA) and the federal department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) on behalf of
40,000 African-Americans who were residents of Chicago’s public housing. These residents
argued that because CHA and HUD had used discriminatory practices in assigning low-rent
housing, the organizations were responsible for creating segregated communities of low-income
families. In addition, living in these poor neighborhoods isolated the residents from the rest of
society and its networks, thus creating a “ghetto underclass” (Wilson, 1987, p.11) who had few
opportunities for employment, less access to municipal services, and a lack of successful
working residents to support the infrastructure of their communities.
Due to these struggles, the Supreme Court issued a decree that ordered CHA and HUD to
generate a formal strategy for the desegregation of these neighborhoods (Rubinowitz &
Rosenbaum, 2000). It is from this decree that the Gautreaux Program was developed in Chicago.
The Gautreaux program’s aim was to help low-income families resettle in diverse, low-poverty,
opportunity neighborhoods such as middle-class suburbs (Bembry & Norris, 2005). Following
suit, other cities also attempted to desegregate their communities with similar programs, such as
Moving to Opportunity (MTO), and a national plan titled Housing Opportunities for People
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Everywhere (HOPE VI). When low-income African-American parents move to new
communities, they face a variety of struggles adjusting to their children’s new schools.

Social Context Layer

Many suburbs which surround large, diverse cities are experiencing an influx of lowincome African-American families due to changes in housing policy where state governments
now provide these residents with suburban subsidized housing (Rubinowitz & Rosenbaum,
2000). Recurrent themes in the literature (Abdul-Adil & Farmer, 2006; Abrams & Gibbs, 2002;
Bermudez & Marquez, 1996; Rubinowitz & Rosenbaum, 2000; Menacker, Hurwitz, & Weldon,
1988; Perkins, 2008; Trumbull, Rothstein-Fisch, Greenfield, & Quiroz, 2001) suggest that these
African-American parents are not involved in their children’s education because they rarely
attend school functions (Menacker, et al.) and generally appear to be uninterested in their
children’s education (Abdul-Adil & Farmer). As a result, many educators feel that AfricanAmerican parents simply do not care about their children’s education (Lareau & Horvat, 1999;
Thompson, 2003) and may respond to African-American parents with negative attitudes and low
expectations, perpetuating a distrust of the educational system among African-American parents
(Delpit, 2013; Lareau & Horvat, 1999; Perkins, 2008).
In fact, many African-American parents are more estranged from public schools than
Caucasian parents because they claim that they are unwelcome, their input is not valued, and
they have no voice in their schools (Abrams & Gibbs, 2002). Additionally, low-income AfricanAmerican families experience challenges in suburban schools because of a general lack of
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understanding of the school system and the schools’ philosophy on the home-school partnership
(Bermudez & Marquez, 1996). One reason may be that African-American parents and Caucasian
educators simply have differing views of the purpose and goals of schools (Trumbull, et al.,
2001). Further provoking the issue, research has revealed that many suburban teachers are often
inexperienced and have little, or no training at all, in how to best meet the needs of formerly
urban low-income African-American students (Rubinowitz & Rosenbaum, 2000). These
differing views, along with negative assumptions and a lack of understanding of the educational
system may cause African-American parents to become disenfranchised from their school
communities.
When parents are disenfranchised from their schools, it may be difficult for them to
become involved in their children’s education. On the other hand, research suggests a positive
correlation between parental involvement and school connectedness (Azzam, 2007; Henderson
& Berla, 1994). In fact, parental involvement is associated with (a) students developing needed
adaptive behaviors and basic school skills (Marcon, 1999); (b) classroom teachers developing
meaningful relationships with families (Vondra, 1999); (c) parents gaining an understanding of
their children’s schools; (d) parents having improved communication with their children; (e)
parents having better access to needed services; and (f) parents having an increased level of selfefficacy and sense of empowerment (Wandersman et al., 2002). In fact, some research supports
that parental involvement improves the overall effectiveness of schools (Huang & Mason, 2008).
A growing body of research claims that African-American parents deliberately use
strategies to become involved in their children’s education (Field-Smith, 2005; Gutman &
McLloyd, 2000; Hayes, 2012; Huang & Mason, 2008; Jackson & Remillard, 2005). However,
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educators may not recognize or can easily overlook these attempts at parental involvement
because they are different from their understanding of what traditionally constitutes parental
involvement (Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Lareau & Horvat, 1999). If we give opportunities to
low-income African-American parents to share their strategies through the stories they share,
educators may be able to help enfranchise a group of parents that have been historically absent or
silenced in suburban education (Archer- Banks & Behar-Horenstein, 2008).

The Lens: Framing the Study

The foundation of this research study is built on a popularly supported claim that parental
involvement is an important and necessary component of effective schools (Azzam, 2007;
Henderson & Berla, 1994; Huang & Mason, 2008; Marcon, 1999; Vondra, 1999; Wandersman et
al., 2002). An additional construct, which frames this study, is that parents of various ethnic,
racial, and socioeconomic backgrounds possess different forms of social capital and cultural
capital, which aid them in successfully navigating their lives and more specifically, their
suburban schools. Social and cultural capital theories have been used to better understand the
roles of power, social support, privilege, and opportunity for social acclimation and social
mobility in a variety of disciplines (Coleman, 1988; DiMaggio, 1982, Lamont & Lareau, 1988;
Lareau & Weininger, 2003; Lin, 2001a, 2001b; Loury, 1977; Putnam, 1995, 2000; Portes, 2000a;
Sullivan, 2001). In fact, over the last two decades, social and cultural capital have arguably
become two of the most popular exports of sociology to other fields of social science (Adler &
Kwon, 2002; Portes, 2000a; Lamont & Lareau, 1988; Putnam, 1995), and exploring the effect of
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these two types of capital across various disciplines has become a prevalent theme in many
empirical studies (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Loury, 1977; Putnam, 1995; Sullivan, 2001). I am
drawn to social and cultural capital because I believe that all families, including minority
families, have valuable skills, knowledge, and social networks that can help them to become
integrated into their school communities.

Cultural Capital

I recognize that minority populations’ forms of cultural capital are often overlooked, not
valued, or unrecognized by dominant cultures (Carter, 2003; Lareau & Horvat, 1999; Lareau &
Weininger, 2003). In addition, I agree that traditional views of cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1977;
DiMaggio, 1982) marginalize populations by viewing their culture as having a deficiency,
promoting deficit views of culture, and force non-dominant cultures to measure the value of their
own cultural capital by dominant culture standards (Allen & Boyce, 2013; Carter, 2003). I reject
the belief that cultural capital consists of only highbrow cultural signals (Bourdieu, 1977;
DiMaggio, 1982) with which every culture must adhere in order to achieve social acceptance and
mobility. I embrace the idea that every culture has unique cultural capital that is mutually
beneficial to the owners of that capital and their community (Carter, 2003; Yosso, 2005). Carter
(2003) asserts that cultural capital, cultural attributes which influence ways of interacting, is a
multi-dimensional resource that can produce status shifts within subordinate groups as well as
within the larger social hierarchy. He further claims that cultural capital is “context specific…
[meaning] the value of different cultural attributes changes depending upon either the situation or
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the reference group” (p. 149). Considering Carter’s (2003) two assertions, minority groups also
have unique codes for authentic membership, which reflect certain preferences for styles, tastes,
and practices. These unique codes, or cultural signals, are a form of non-dominant cultural
capital, which can determine members’ inclusion or exclusion from a group (Carter). A study of
African-American parents’ specific cultural capital should help parents, researchers, and
educators to recognize beneficial forms of capital which can enfranchise African-American
parents within their school community.

Social Capital

Though Bourdieu (1977), Putnam (1995), and Coleman (1988) are often described as the
central researchers of social capital, I choose to use Briggs’ (1998) definition of social capital
because of its simplicity in remaining focused on the social networks component and benefits of
social capital. Briggs defined social capital simply as the “resources for individual action that is
stored in human relationships… and that social capital is what we draw on when we get others to
help us solve problems, seize opportunities, and accomplish other aims that matter to us” (p.
178). I see social relationships as a necessary component of becoming involved in one’s
community. I agree with Briggs that social relationships serve two purposes. The first purpose is
what Briggs refers to as social support. This type of social capital helps individuals to “cope” or
“get by” (p.178). I believe that low-income African-American families may benefit from this
type of social capital in order to help them acclimate to their suburban communities.
Additionally, because many of these African-American families are seeking to fit into
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communities that are economically more successful than themselves, the second type of capital
that they benefit from is social leverage, as Briggs refers to it. This type of social capital helps
individuals to increase their social standing. I believe that low-income African-American
families also utilize their social networks to get ahead, so that they can increase their economic
status, thus helping them to better fit in with the average socioeconomic statuses of their
communities. Briggs does not promote one type of social capital over another, thus establishing
that both are equally important forms of capital.

Mixing the Palette

Often times, social capital and cultural capital are studied together because of their
interrelated components (Portes, 2000b). Portes explains that the relationship between social
capital and cultural capital are exchangeable because “social capital of any significance can
seldom be acquired, for example, without the investment of some material resources and the
possession of some cultural knowledge [cultural capital], enabling the individual to establish
relations with others [social capital]” (p. 2). I believe that African-American parents may use a
mixture of cultural skills or cultural knowledge and social networks in order to become
successfully embedded into their school communities, which is why I have chosen to mix the
palette and study these two interrelated theories.
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Problem and Purpose Statement

Over the last three decades, researchers have examined the relationship between social
and cultural capital and minority parental involvement using predominantly quantitative methods
(Coleman, 1988; Lee & Bowen, 2006) with samples from the National Educational Longitudinal
Study data set (Ho & Willms, 1996; Kao, 2007; Perna & Titus, 2005; Sun, 1998). Therefore,
there is a need for more qualitative studies that deeply explore the perceptions and experiences of
African-American families in suburban schools by highlighting and honoring the stories of
parents whose voices have been absent or silenced in schools (Delpit, 2013). Few research
studies have examined the perceptions of African-American parents (Archer- Banks & BeharHorenstein, 2008), and few research studies have empowered minority parents to use their ideas
to create solutions to overcome minority parental involvement obstacles (Snell, Miguel, & East,
2009; Trumball, Rothstein-Fisch, & Hernandez, 2003). Additionally, the literature pertaining to
African-American parental involvement has historically focused on African-American parents’
barriers to involvement by viewing the parents as having an educational deficit (Jones, 2013).
Instead, this study will draw attention to what social and cultural capital best assists AfricanAmerican parents in becoming involved in their children’s education.
The purpose of this study is to explore beneficial social capital and cultural capital that
low-income African-American parents use to involve themselves in their children’s suburban
school education.
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Research Questions

The following three research questions guide this study:
1. How do low-income African-American parents describe their experiences of parental
involvement in suburban school education?
2. How do low-income African-American parents use social resources to involve themselves in
their children’s suburban school education?
3. How do low-income African-American parents use cultural resources to involve themselves in
their children’s suburban school education?

Significance of the Study

This study is significant because it lends qualitative insight to the predominantly
quantitative body of literature already present on the influences of social and cultural capital of
low-income African-American families navigating suburban schools. More importantly, I
incorporate the voices of the participants in identifying types of social and cultural capital they
utilize, and allow them to be a part of the proposal of needed policies and practices that will best
work to enfranchise African-American parents.
The findings of this study build understanding of these families’ experiences, thus
promoting respectful relationships between African-American parents and suburban teachers.
The findings of this study, presented as portraits, may inspire teaching practices and school
policies/practices, which enfranchise this subgroup of parents, thus creating a more welcoming
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school atmosphere. By hearing these parents’ stories, understanding their perspectives, and
employing their suggestions, educators can begin to create empathetic effective partnerships with
disenfranchised low-income African-American parents, thus uniting them with the school
community.

Definition of Terms

The following definitions are being used to clarify terms for this study.

African-American: Refers to the racial group of Americans who self-identify as descendants of
African/African-American people that were enslaved in the United States (Locke & Bailey,
2013) or participants who self-identify as being “African American or Black”.

Low-income: Students “who are eligible to receive free or reduced-price lunches, live in
substitute care, or whose families receive public aid” (IIRC, 2014, para 1.) Alternately, a second
relevant definition used is from Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) definition of low
income, which is defined as, “as 80 percent (or less) of the Median Family Income for the area,
subject to adjustments for areas with unusually high or low incomes or housing costs,” (HUD,
2016).
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Methodology Overview

This study uses portraiture design research methodology (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis,
1997) to explore the types of social and cultural capital that low-income African-American
parents use to navigate suburban educational parental involvement. The study took place in a
middle-class suburban school district located about 30 miles outside of a large metropolitan city.
Using primarily criterion sampling, the participants in the study are low-income AfricanAmerican parents who have students in the school district of study.
I collected preliminary data through a World Café, which is a type of community
discussion group, (Brown & Isaacs, 2005), but predominantly through semi-structured interviews
(Seidman, 2013), documents, and observations. While reviewing the data, I searched for
emergent themes (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997), made detailed impressionistic records of
my observations (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis), and created participant portraits (LawrenceLightfoot & Davis) to discover elements of social and cultural capital. In order to increase the
trustworthiness of the data that I collected, I used triangulation, thick description, and peer
examination. I wrote up the findings detailing the emergent themes and wove elements of
portraiture style (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis) throughout the section. More details regarding
the methodology are provided in chapter three.
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Organization of Study

This study is organized into eleven chapters. Each chapter serves as the brush strokes,
which together complete the painted portraits of African-American parental involvement in
suburban communities. In chapter one, I sketch the problem, purpose, research questions,
theoretical framework, and overview of the study. In chapter two, I present research studies on
social capital and cultural capital as these two theories relate to parental involvement in
education. Also, I discuss the current literature available on African-American parental
involvement. In chapter three, I outline the research methodology and share the philosophy and
plan for data collection and analysis tools. In chapters four through nine, I paint the portraits of
the research participants to provide rich understandings of their backgrounds and to better
understand their dispositions regarding parental involvement. In chapter ten, I present the
analysis of the portraits, as I discuss emergent themes from the interviews, exposing instrumental
elements of social and cultural capital, which benefited the participants’ involvement in their
children’s education. In chapter eleven, I answer the research questions, expose limitations,
provide implications, and suggest future areas of research the research. In addition, in chapter
eleven, I present a call to action, a collective portrait, which combines the voices of the
participants and reveals their suggestions on how to improve low-income African-American
parental involvement.

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The Voices of Past Research

The purpose of this literature review is to examine research studies which detail how lowincome urban African-American parents utilize their social and cultural capital to become
involved in their children’s education. In this literature review, first definitions of social and
cultural capital are presented as the foundation of the conceptual framework. Then empirical
research examining the correlation between social/cultural capital and parental involvement,
race, social class, and mobility will be reviewed. Next, studies which examine the types of
parental involvement African-American families engage in are presented. More specifically,
studies that outline the barriers and relationships between African-American parental
involvement and gender, as well as social class, are examined. Based on the terminology used in
each research study, both African American and African-American will be used throughout the
literature review.
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Theoretical Underpinnings of Social and Cultural Capital

The relationships between a student’s academic achievement, the family’s socioeconomic
status (financial capital) and the parents’ level of education (human capital) has long been
recognized in educational research (Davis-Kean, 2005; Sirin, 2005; White, 1982). However,
French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1977), economist Glen Loury (1977), and American
sociologist James Coleman (1988) presented the ideas of “social capital” and “cultural capital”
as key constructs that can affect a student’s academic success. Specifically, social capital is the
knowledge that a person gains through interactions with other people (Coleman), whereas
cultural capital is the formal education, as well as the knowledge of values and cultural norms,
that a person exhibits in his/her conduct (Portes, 1998). These two types of capitals are used to
achieve a more desirable social status in society (Coleman).
Coleman (1988) presents two categories of social capital: social capital in the family and
social capital outside of the family. Social capital in the family can be defined as the social
interactions between parents and children in which parents teach their knowledge and skills to
their children. Social capital outside of the family is more complex and embodies the cultural
norms and values of the community. Cultural capital is different than social capital in that
cultural capital is more “institutionalized, widely shared, high status cultural signals – such as
attitudes, preferences, formal knowledge, behaviors, goods and credentials – used for social and
cultural exclusion,” (Lamont & Lareau, 1988, p.156). It is important to note that, in many
research studies, the terms social capital and cultural capital are conflated, thus making it
difficult to understand the distinct definitions of each (Portes, 1998).
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Students who possess more social/cultural capital, which is valued by mainstream
society, navigate the educational system more effectively than their peers who possess less
valuable social or cultural capital (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990). When parents teach their
children social/cultural capital valued by society, they create advantageous opportunities for their
children. However, when parents teach social/cultural capital that differs from the culture of the
larger society in which they live, they perpetuate a disadvantage for their children. Bourdieu &
Passeron discuss two further concepts that also influence the reproduction of social and cultural
capital. The first concept is habitus, which is used to describe the ability to think or act in a
certain way. The second concept is the field, which pertains to the setting in which the
social/cultural capital must be applied. In summary, when an individual possesses social/cultural
capital which is valued and his/her thinking (habitus) is correctly aligned with a setting (field)
that is familiar or understood by the individual, she/he will experience a social advantage
(Grenfell & James, 1998).

Critique of Social and Cultural Capital Theories

Lareau and Horvat (1999) argue that Bourdieu’s theory of social and cultural
reproduction is limiting because it relies on the notion of systematic reproduction and does not
acknowledge that there can be variations or anomalies in the process. Therefore, Lareau and
Horvat outline two additional points. First, valuable capital in one setting may be worthless in
another setting. Therefore, the value of the capital an individual possesses depends primarily on
the setting (field) in which he/she chooses to use it. Second, though the individual may possess
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valued capital, she/he may choose not to use it. As a result, there is a notable difference in the
idea of possessing capital versus utilizing the capital. Lareau and Horvat deem it necessary to
analyze: (a) the context in which the capital is used, (b) the individual’s choice to use or refrain
from using the capital, (c) his/her skill in utilizing the capital, and (d) the institution’s response to
the employment of the capital. If the institutional response to the capital is positive, then the
capital is valuable to the individual.

Social and Cultural Capital Studies Related to Education

The following research studies examine the relationship between social capital and
education, and cultural capital and education, as they relate to parental involvement, minority
families, social class, and mobility.

Social Capital and Parental Involvement

Coleman (1988) is most known for his landmark study, which measures the predictability
of high school dropout rates based on a differently defined “social capital”. Coleman describes
“social capital” in a different way than past theorists (Bourdieu, 1977; Bourdieu & Passeron,
1990) because he does not describe it as a means of perpetuating social inequality. Instead,
Colman portrays “social capital” as a tool to increase one’s social standing.
Using the High school and beyond data set, encompassing a random sample chosen from
4,000 participants, Coleman (1988) used a weighted logistic model to analyze various
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demographics that could measure the impact of “social capital” as he defined it. To quantify the
measure of social capital, Coleman only evaluated: (a) the time and effort the parents spent
discussing educational topics with their children, (b) the ratio of adults to children in a
household, and (c) the parents’ educational expectations of their children. Coleman found an
abundance of academic conversations, a high expectation for education, and a low adult-tostudent ratio lead to lower high school dropout rates. However, a low number of academic
conversations, with a low expectation for education, and a high adult-to-student ratio lead to
greater high school dropout rates There is a positive correlation between these social capital
factors and educational attainment narrowly measured by high school retention.
In addition to these internal family social capital factors, Coleman (1988) also measured a
component of social capital, which he termed “intergenerational closure,” (p. S106). He defined
this as a network of parents created through communication with their children’s friends’
parents. Coleman assumed that parents who know a large number of their children’s friends’
parents are able to: (a) acquire information and observations about their children’s in-school and
extracurricular activities; and (b) pass and reinforce social norms, shared expectations, and
values associated with child rearing and academics to other parents. Coleman provides a weak
argument when drawing the conclusion that the number of parents known is directly responsible
for the quality of the educationally related conversations between these parents. Coleman argues
that “intergenerational closure” is necessary for the passing of social capital, which can support
academic achievement of students, such as matriculation.
However, Lin (2001) argues that strong ties, socializing with close family and friends, are
not required to pass on social capital, therefore denouncing Coleman’s (1988) “intergenerational
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closure” theory. Based on her theoretical understanding, Lin not only supports that strong ties
safeguard resources, but also promotes that weak ties may enable individuals to access resources
that are not readily available by means of only socializing within your circle. Lin discusses two
principles that dictate how people relate to one another. The homophilous principle is where
individuals seek out relationships with like-minded and like-situation people (strong-ties).
Whereas, the heterophilous principle is where individuals seek out relationships with people they
view to have a more desirable social status than themselves in order to acquire resources from
the relationship (weak-ties). Not only do parents use the heterophilous principle to increase their
social standing, academically successful African-American and Hispanic students also use weakties relationships to gain educational resources.
Using quantitative data from the follow-ups of the National Educational Longitudinal
Study of 1988 (NELS), Perna and Titus (2005) identified ways in which parental involvement as
social capital influenced African-American and Hispanic student college enrollment. Multilevel
multinomial analyses of data only reported by twelfth-grade students indicated that parental
involvement motivated students to enroll in college. Parent involvement, as social capital, was
defined more thoroughly than in Coleman’s study (1988). As the social capital that contributed
to parental involvement, Perna and Titus included: (a) the number of educationally related
conversations with child, (b) the number of volunteer opportunities at the school, (c) the number
of parent contacts with the school on education-related topics, (d) the number of parent contacts
with other parents, and (e) the parents’ college expectations for the child. It is important to note
that all of the data was self-reported and focused on the frequency versus the quality of
educational interactions. In addition to parental involvement as social capital, the authors
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explained that other factors might have influenced enrollment including financial capital to pay
college tuition and cultural capital defined, in part, as the parents’ level of education.
Perna and Titus (2005) highlighted an interesting finding: parental involvement as useful
social capital varied across racial and ethnic groups. A descriptive analysis showed that though
African-Americans averaged more education-related discussions with their children than other
racial or ethnic groups, those conversations produced less social capital. Direct communication
with schools about academics produced more social capital for African-American families, than
when other racial and ethnic groups contacted the schools. In fact, all students performed better
when parents often contacted the schools predominantly about academic concerns, but all
students performed worse when parents contacted the school often to discuss behavioral
concerns. Missing from the results were the main reasons why African-American families
contacted the schools.

Social/Cultural Capital of Minority Students

Also, using the quantitative data from the NELS, Kao (2007) studied the degree to which
minority and immigrant children were able to benefit from social capital when compared to their
native-born Caucasian peers. Kao presented a thorough operationalized definition of social
capital as: (a) “intergenerational closure” as Coleman (1988) defined it, and (b) parent-school
involvement, as the number of contacts parents had with school. Further, Kao purposefully
choose to exclude parent-child involvement because of the ambiguity of the term. The results of
Kao’s study indicated that White children as well as third-generation minority children possess
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higher levels of social capital than first- and second-generation minority and immigrant children.
This pattern of disadvantage was more observable for African-Americans, Hispanics, and
Asians, but disappeared by third-generation children for all groups, except Hispanics. Minority
children may possess different social capital that is particular to their ethnic/cultural group,
which may have been overlooked. In addition, the study was limited by variables that only could
be tested based on the NELS data. Despite the limitations, these findings affirmed Coleman’s
social capital hypothesis (1988) stating that parent-school involvement and “intergenerational
closure” did positively correlate with a student’s academic achievement, as measured by
standardized assessments.
In fact, the types of social capital that different racial and ethnic groups have available
vary. For example, in another study limited by the data from NELS and solely focused on
mathematical achievement, Ho and Williams (1996) recorded that there were higher levels of
home supervision for Hispanic, African-American, and Asian families when compared to White
families. Second, Hispanic and Asian parents had less parental participation at school than White
parents. However, for at-home discussion and school communications, White and Hispanic
parents had about equal amounts of social capital, but they had significantly more than Native
American and Asian parents.
According to a quantitative study also using the NELS data, Sun (1998) asserted that
even when the type of social capital is similar and the investment in that capital is similar, the
capital produces better outcomes for Asian students than for African-American or Hispanic
students. However, according to Sun, it is important to note that East Asians do possess higher
levels of financial, social, and cultural capital than other ethnic groups. See Sun (1998) for a
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detailed listing for how each type of capital was measured. Consequently, social capital affects
students differently based on their race and immigrant status. One limitation noted in the body of
research that examines social/cultural capital in relation to minority families, is that a majority of
the studies are quantitative and are based solely on the data of NELS.
Contrary to the quantitative methods that are most utilized when investigating the social
and cultural capital of minority students, Diamond (1999) conducted a qualitative study to
explore the cultural capital that low-income African-American families utilize in order to foster
their children’s academic achievement. Through comprehensive interviews, and extensive
observations of ten purposefully chosen African-American families, he identified the cultural
resources African-American mothers employ—child rearing, family networks, and religious
institutions—to increase educational involvement. He asserted that these resources could transfer
to cultural capital. Diamond further argued that cultural capital utilized by low-income AfricanAmerican families is different than cultural capital utilized by low-income White families.
However, Diamond only compared the findings of this sample to the findings of low-income
White families in Lareau’s study of the Colton parents (1987; 1989). The findings of Diamond’s
study support that it is useless to simply possess capital, unless parents are able to activate the
capital to benefit themselves or their children. Equally important, Diamond emphasizes that
though parents of the same race, culture, and/or social class may possess similar capital, there is
autonomy in the process as to how they employ that capital. Finally, Diamond concludes that the
participants’ immersion in African-American cultural resources benefited their families. This
finding contradicts other research studies (Lareau & Horvat, 1999) which support that the more a
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family’s culture aligns with dominant or white upper-middle class structures, the easier it is for
the family to foster their children’s academic achievement.
In another qualitative study, Lareau and Horvat (1999) examined how African-American
parents, who were concerned about racism at school, used social and cultural capital to address
educational issues. Utilizing interviews with 12 of the African-American students’ families and
12 of the White students’ families, as well as extensive weekly classroom observations over two
years, the researchers collected data on how race and social class influenced social/cultural
capital. The researchers appropriately acknowledged that their sample was confounded because
they compared White middle-class families to African-American working-class families. Their
study concluded that parents, who used different social/cultural capital than the White middleclass teachers valued, were often excluded from the educational system and the community of
the school.
For example, one group of African-American parents used anger and criticism to
advocate for their children when speaking with staff. This approach drastically differed from the
teacher’s preferred mode, which was a positive, trusting, and supportive approach. Lareau and
Horvat (1999) may be too eager to suggest that this positive style of communication is more
difficult for African-American families because they have been subjected to racism, which may
prohibit them from trusting that their children will be treated fairly.
The second group of participants in the study was African-American parents who chose
to advocate for their children using the types of involvement valued by the teachers, such as
volunteering in school, advocating for advanced placement tests, and speaking to the teacher in a
manner that suggests they trust the teacher, even if they do not. Consequently, these parents were
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more successful in placing their children in advanced classes and developing positive
relationships with the school personnel. Therefore, when the parent participants were able to use
social and cultural capital valued by the educators, they were more successful in advocating for
their child’s academic achievement (Lareau & Horvat, 1999).
Differences in cultural capital may influence the parents’ ability to acquire social capital
from the schools even when they are able to participate in the school in a way valued by staff
(Lareau, 2001). Lareau theorizes that when an individual’s habitus (way of thinking), and the
dominant culture’s habitus are well aligned, then they often become intertwined in a way that
makes both invisible. However, when the individual’s habitus differs from that of the dominant
culture’s habitus, it creates a disconnect, making the individual feel less comfortable, less
welcomed, and less able to utilize the school’s resources.
In a quantitative study, Lee and Bowen (2006) examined the correlation between five
types of parental social capital on 415 African-American, Latino, and European-American
students and their academic achievement, as measured by their teacher’s assignment of grades.
Social reproduction theory provided a framework for the findings, which indicated that parents
with diverse demographic backgrounds exhibited differing types of parental social capital. More
specifically, children were more academically successful if their parents were of EuropeanAmerican ancestry, middle-class or above, and holders of at least a Bachelor’s degree. These
attributes were the social and cultural capital parents needed to successfully pass academic
success onto their children. Additionally, these parents lived a lifestyle that most resembled the
dominant group, and therefore, were familiar with the field (school setting) and possessed the
habitus (way of thinking) that is most congruent with the educational system.
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In contrast, parents who did not possess the same social/cultural capital were less able to
support or perpetuate academic achievement for their children in the school system. A majority
of these parents who were unable to perpetuate academic achievement for their children were
African-American working-class parents. However, race and ethnicity was confounded with
academic achievement, parent’s educational level, and participation in the free and reduced price
lunch program. The findings of this study were limited by the reliance of the survey questions on
ordinal frequency scales in which parents and educators were asked to self-report. For example,
parents with higher expectations for themselves may have chosen lower ratings, even if they
were doing a better job than the average parent.

Social/Cultural Capital and Social Class

Lareau (2002) examined the effects of social class on parental involvement in child
rearing. Some important differences were noted between the parenting styles of the middleclass, working-class, and poor. In a comprehensive three-phase study, Lareau first observed in
multiple classrooms for two to six months, and then interviewed 88 of the students’ parents
before finally choosing 12 families with which to conduct home observations.
Lareau (2002) revealed that middle-class parents used a concerted cultivation approach to
parenting whereas working-class and poor parents used an accomplishment of natural growth
approach to parenting. In concerted cultivation, middle-class parents tended to use more
reasoning language and only resorted to directives when it was a matter of health or safety.
However, children often contested parents’ reasoning and entered into long negotiations with
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their parents. This differed from the accomplishment of natural growth style in which working
class and poor parents used mostly directives to talk to their children and their children accepted
those directives with little objection or questioning. Additionally, parents from the concerted
cultivation approach were more likely to schedule multiple leisure activities orchestrated by
adults, whereas the accomplishment of natural growth parents allowed their child more
opportunities to free play with kin. Socially, children of middle-class parents often had weaker
family ties and spent more time with other children the same age as themselves. In contrast,
working-class and poor parents’ children had stronger family ties and often spent more time with
mixed-age groups of children.
Working-class and poor parents showed more fear of representatives of major social
institutions, such as the police and schools. They often discussed fears of their children being
taken away by the Department of Children and Family Services. These fears were not present in
middle-class parents’ conversations. In addition, middle-class parents were more confident in
criticizing and intervening with institutions on behalf of their children, and teaching their
children to do the same, whereas working-class and poor parents were more likely to feel a sense
of dependence, powerlessness, and conflict with institutions. In return, the social and cultural
capital that these experiences gave to children of middle-class parents was an emerging sense of
entitlement, differing from children of working-class and poor parents who gained an emerging
sense of constraint. Lareau (2002) appropriately cautions that there is no better approach to child
rearing, as both approaches had their advantages and disadvantages. However, aligned all too
closely with her previous findings on social and cultural capital (Lareau & Horvat, 1999), Lareau
argues that the concerted cultivation approach produced children whose social and cultural
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capital was more aligned to the wider community, thus making them more able to maneuver the
expectations of institutions effectively.
In a new critical analysis of Lareau’s previous (2002) findings, Lareau and Weininger
(2003) commented that there was also a discrepancy in the social capital of parents from the
same race (African-American), but different socioeconomic statuses. Lareau found that middleclass African-American parents were more likely to exhibit a sense of entitlement when
navigating issues that arose with their children, such as problems with teachers or qualifications
for advanced programs. Instead, working-class parents utilized capital such as: fighting for their
children, passive listening, abstaining from probing, and abstaining from asking questions.
Unfortunately, educational institutions value active, engaged, and assertive parents, therefore
showing a preference for the middle-class parenting style. As a result, middle-class parents were
more easily able to navigate and advocate for their children’s educational experiences (Lareau &
Weininger). When problems do arise in school, working-class parents tend to handle the problem
individually, whereas middle-class parents are more likely to handle the problem collectively or
draw on the advice of professionals with whom they associate. Horvat, Weininger, and Lareau
(2003) emphasized the plausibility that middle-class parents are able to mobilize sufficient social
capital in order to challenge and even trump different educational authorities; because of this
ability, they are able to produce more advantageous situations for their children.
What is most surprising in this field is that few researchers have chosen to study the
relationship between social class and social or cultural capital. Undoubtedly, Lareau has
established herself as a central figure in this research area; (Horvat, Weininger and Lareau, 2003;
Lamont & Lareau, 1988; Lareau, 2001; Lareau, 2002; Lareau & Horvat, 1999; Lareau &
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Weininger, 2003). Because her data set is more than 15 years old, it may no longer be
representative of the current population. Furthermore, there is a need for more research studies
involving newer data sets.

Social Capital and Mobility

Briggs (1998) makes a distinction between the two types of social capital: social support
and social leverage. When low-income families resided with similarly situated peers, they
experienced a sense of social support that aided them in their day-to-day exchanges. However,
when families moved from a high-poverty to a low-poverty community, they had the ability to
increase their social leverage capital through interactions with people in a higher social class than
themselves. In a quantitative study, that was part of a projected 10- to 15-year study of relocated,
public housing residents, Briggs used chain sampling to compare the social capital of residents
who remained in public housing communities to residents who moved to scattered public
housing sites. Briggs hypothesized that moving to a more affluent community provided families
with opportunities to access other social networks, which aided them to advance socially.
Unfortunately, once these families arrived at their new neighborhoods, there was a lack of crossclass interactions, which in turn limited their ability to actually gain valuable social leverage
capital.
Much of the research surrounding the relocation of low-income African-American
Chicago families originates from Rubinowitz and Rosenbaum (2000). After multiple qualitative
and quantitative, as well as longitudinal studies, a convoluted picture emerges on the effects of
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relocated families. Many families reported that in the suburbs they faced significantly less
violence than in the city, higher standards for education, better employment, and increased parent
communication. However, along with these positive results came challenges, such as racial
harassment, academic struggle due to higher educational standards in the suburbs, and difficulty
acclimating to the school’s policies and developing relationships with the educators. Therefore,
these African-American parents had a difficult time becoming involved in their children’s new
schools.

Parent Involvement Models

Over time, the parental involvement literature has shifted from supporting models in
which parents are passive supporters of the school’s transfer of academic skills to empowering
models which integrate families and communities as valuable and knowledgeable change
agents. In early research, parent involvement is defined through parental roles created to support
the schools’ goals. Gordon (1979) proposes roles parents can play when interacting with
schools: teach own child, decision-maker, classroom volunteer, paraprofessional, adult
educator, and adult learner. Similarly, Hester (1989) outlines five types of parental
involvement: communication, parents as teachers, parents as learners, parents as supporters,
and parents as advocates. In this model, communication and support represent traditional forms
of parental involvement such as coming to school and speaking with teachers. Parents as
teachers and learners refers to the roles parents play in learning about education and relaying
that information to their children at home. Finally, parents as advocates refers to parental
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activities that can result in policy change. Davies (1991) introduced the redefinition of parent
involvement, by promoting a shift from a parent focus to a family focus, from exposing family
deficits to highlighting family strengths, and from educators’ agendas to parents’ priorities.
Epstein (1995; 2010) provides one of the most notable frameworks of involvement
(Auerbach, 2007). The Epstein framework for involvement encompasses six components: (1)
teaching families parenting skills, (2) communicating with families about school programs and
students, (3) involving families as volunteers within school/events, (4) families supporting the
learning at home, (5) including families in school decision-making, and (6) coordinating
community resources and services for families. The first four components of Epstein’s
framework: parenting, communicating, volunteering, and learning at home can be characterized
as school-based forms of involvement directly relating to the transfer of academic skills taught in
school. While the fifth component, decision-making, is inclusive, the sixth component,
community involvement, adds a more macro-level involvement that preceding models lack.
However, Epstein’s framework does not account for the impact that student and parent agency,
parent expectations, and parent aspirations can have on parental involvement (Fan, 2001; Fan &
Chen, 2001; Feuerstein, 2000; Lee & Bowen, 2006; Rodriguez, Collins-Parks & Garza, 2013).
Epstein’s framework may also continue to promote White, middle-class values of involvement
while overlooking non-dominant forms of involvement (Baquedano-López, Alexander &
Hernández, 2013). For instance, Epstein’s framework does not acknowledge many AfricanAmerican parents are engaged in “psychologically preparing their children for life in a racialized
society” (Baquedano-López, Alexander & Hernández, 2013, p.158) by teaching their children
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how to “identify, deflect, clarify, and resist racism” (p. 159) in the classroom (Carter, 2008;
Reynolds, 2010).
Olivos (2006) rejects three types of parental involvement models (a) Family Influence
Models, where schools try to rectify parents’ deficits through education (b) Alternative School
Reform Models, where parents join school committees to influence change, and (c) Cooperative
Systems Models, where schools integrate parents into various school roles: paid employees,
volunteers, decision- makers, audiences, teachers at home as well as adult learners. These first
three models represent earlier views of parental involvement. To account for parental agency
and aspirations, Olivos advocates for Transformative Education Context Models, where parental
involvement is viewed as a transformational experience. In this model, both educators and
parents participate in a Freirean dialogue (Freire, 1970, 1973) by stating the challenges they face,
engaging in meaningful dialogue to understand the reasons for those challenges, and proposing
alternatives and solutions to those said challenges. This model rejects the deficit view of parents.
Instead, parents are viewed as being knowledgeable, valued participants who work together with
educators in a democratic process to transform practices which engender subordination and
perpetuate inequality (Olivos, 2006).
Baquedano-López, Alexander & Hernández (2013) cement this conceptual shift by
proposing the following three approaches to empowering parental involvement. The first
approach, based on Pauolo Freire’s educational philosophies (Freire, 1970, 1973), is called
Freirian school based parent organizing. In this approach, followers question dominant school
practices and focuses parent effort on transformative practices. The second approach is parent
community organizing, which involves community based organizations serving as liaisons
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between families and their schools by advocating for schools to better meet the families’ needs.
The third approach is the home-school connections models based on the funds of knowledge
approach (Baquedano-López, Alexander & Hernández, 2013; González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005).
In the funds of knowledge approach, students and their families are viewed as knowledgeable,
and their knowledge is viewed as an asset to the school and their overall education. These
paradigms promote the power of parents (Olivos, 2006) over the forced assimilation of families.

African-American Parental Involvement

The following research studies examine parental involvement as it relates specifically to
African-American parents. More specifically, the first part of the section focuses on barriers that
African-American parents face when becoming involved in their children’s schools, and is then
followed by research studies which highlight deliberate forms of African-American parental
involvement.

Barriers to African-American Parental Involvement

The following section reviews barriers to African-American parental involvement. These
barriers consisted of themes, such as: lack of trust of and respect from educators, lowexpectations, and cultural bias. When 40 teachers were surveyed on how they get diverse
parents involved in their classroom, a majority of these teachers shared that their main vehicle to
get parents involved was through parent-teacher conferences and written communication (Joshi,
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Eberly & Konzal, 2005). The belief that parental involvement begins with parents coming to
school was a widely-held belief amongst all of the teacher participants. However, since 92% of
the teachers were female, 83% of European-American background, and just under half in the
teaching profession for three years or less, these results could have varied with a more diverse
sample. Two years later, Eberly, Joshi, and Konzal (2007) conducted a follow-up focus group
study to further explore their findings from their 2005 study. In this second phase, there were two
focus groups, with more diverse participants, resulting in a deeper empathetic regard for families
of different cultures. Often times, since some African-American parents feel they are only
encouraged to participate in general school activities, such as parent-teacher conferences and
school events, invitation and interaction beyond these events is limited; therefore, many parents
feel excluded from getting involved in other ways in their children’s education (Abrams & Gibs,
2002).

Trust and Respect

If parents and teachers are expected to work together for the betterment of the students,
then it is important to evaluate the types of relationships they have with one another. Many
African-American parents report feelings of mistrust when it comes to White educators and the
American school system, in general (Archer-Banks & Behar-Horenstein, 2008; Bermudez &
Marquez, 1996; Trumbull et al., 2001). Perkins (2008) conducted a comprehensive survey of the
families in urban schools within 17 states and one territory titled, What We Think: Parental
Perceptions of Urban School Climate. Of the 10,270 surveys received, the majority of
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respondents reported being African-American (41.7%) or Hispanic (31.4%), creating a
substantial minority sample. Perkins was straightforward in explaining his simple methodology
for the collection of this data and clearly defended that these findings present one viewpoint of
urban parents. Furthermore, the majority of the responses were from female participants (70%)
compared to male participants (30%), whose views could differ with their female counterparts.
According to Perkin’s (2008) findings, African-American parents reported three times
more often that they did not trust their child’s teachers compared to White and Asian parents.
Significantly fewer African-American parents felt that their teachers respected all students when
compared to other ethnicities. For example, African-American parents were two times more
likely to think that teachers were not respectful to all students compared to White and Hispanic
parents’ responses. Though a majority of Asian and African-American parents felt teachers cared
about the success of their children, African-American parents and, unexpectedly, Asian parents
were the two races that had the highest number of participants who believed that teachers did not
want their children to be successful. Of all of the races represented, African-American parents
had the highest indication that teachers are unfair at their schools.

Low-Expectations

Some African-American parents feel that teachers and administrators have unfair lower
expectations for African-American parents and their children compared to other races. In a
qualitative study conducted by Archer-Banks and Behar-Horenstein (2008), a diverse sample of
nine African-American parents of middle-school children—from varying educational levels,
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genders, and marital statuses—shared their opinions of African-American parental involvement.
These parents believed that the educators’ low expectations lead to a decline in the level of
academically challenging work offered to African-American students and negative feelings
toward African-American parental school involvement (Archer-Banks & Behar-Horenstein,
2008; Williams & Baber, 2007). Since the parents recognize these low expectations, they can
cause negative feelings among African-American families toward White educators. In addition to
the mistrust caused by the belief of lower academic and behavioral expectations, the parent
participants also shared that financial and job responsibilities exist as barriers to their level of
school involvement, which was further compounded by many parents’ single parent status.

Culture-Specific Barriers

In addition to a perceived belief of low expectations, when parents and teachers come
from differing cultural, language, ethnic, and/or racial backgrounds, there are many cultural
barriers to effective parental involvement. Some of those cultural barriers are “lack of English
language skills, lack of understanding of the home-school partnership, lack of understanding of
school system, lack of confidence, work interference, negative past experiences with school, and
insensitivity or hostility on the part of the school personnel” (Bermudez & Marquez, 1996, p.3).
In a study conducted by Bermudez and Marquez, a group of 35 parents participated in an adult
education program, which addressed each of these barriers. Results indicated that the program
was successful in increasing parental involvement because of its multifaceted approach.
Trumbull et al. (2001) corroborated that most parents and educators simply have differing
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cultural views of the purpose and goals of schools. For example, most of these parents felt that it
is solely the teachers’ responsibility to teach academics, whereas these teachers felt it was a
shared responsibility between teachers and parents. In fact, parents and educators rarely
acknowledge or spend time examining how their different viewpoints create barriers to
communication, therefore perpetuating larger divides between school families and
administration.
When African-American parents were unable to participate in school activities, teachers
reinforced the biases and stereotypes of African-American parental participation, sometimes
speculating on the reasons for their absences (Amatea & Vandiver, 2004). However, AfricanAmerican parents have multiple motivators to stay involved in their children’s education,
including developing relationships, influencing their children’s learning, and helping their
children to understand that education is key for academic success (Huang & Mason, 2008).
Therefore, many African-American parents were deliberately involved in their children’s
education, but the types of involvement that these parents employed were culturally different
than the types of involvement that most educators expected.

African-American Parental Involvement

In a study conducted by Field-Smith (2005), African-American parents stated that they
are interested in their children’s education and that they consider their children’s education a
priority. Other studies conducted by Nieto (1996) and Compton-Lilly (2000) substantiate that
African-American parents support their children’s education by setting high expectations and
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helping them to navigate the educational system; however, their involvement may look different
than educators’ expectations.

A Different Type of Involvement

Jackson and Remillard (2005) offered strong evidence that low-income AfricanAmerican parents are deliberately involved in their children’s education. However, their
involvement is often overlooked because it does not match many of the educators’ expectations
for parental involvement. Jackson and Remillard interviewed only ten low-income AfricanAmerican mothers who were selected from an Educational Scholarship Program. Their
participation in the program confirmed that these participants were already motivated to help
their children to be successful in school. Drawing on observations from the interviews, these
parents showed engagement in their children’s mathematical education that differed from a
school-centric approach preferred by most schools. The first type of involvement noted was
“involvement in children’s learning” (p.68), where parents created informal lessons/games to
teach their children mathematics lessons at home. The second type of involvement noted was
“involvement in children’s schooling” (p.68), where parents took active roles in helping with
homework or communicating with the teacher. The third type of involvement noted, and least
observed, was “involvement in children’s school” (p.68), which was described as the parents’
physical presence within the school.
In a more recent quantitative study, Hayes (2012), collected surveys from a convenient
sample of 145 African-American parents, in order to determine which types of parental
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involvement benefited their children. Hayes argued that much of the research on AfricanAmerican parental involvement is limited to low-income African-American families. Therefore,
the purpose of this study was to collect data from a socioeconomically diverse population of
urban African-American families. Based on self-reports of the parents, the results indicated that
home-based parental involvement, such as educational conversations, was practiced more often
and was a higher predictor of academic achievement than school-based parental involvement for
these adolescents. In fact, there was a negative relationship between school-based involvement
and academic achievement as the adolescents aged. One caution about this negative relationship
could be that these students were already struggling academically, and therefore parents were
asked to increase parental involvement through support meetings or conferences. Hayes
determined that the only demographic factor that affected academic achievement was the
parents’ employment status. Children of parents who were employed full-time were more likely
to have experienced academic success. Consequently, higher social class was correlated with the
parental involvement needed to support academic achievement.

Social Class and African-American Parental Involvement

From a sample of Chicago parents, self-identified as involved in their children's
education, Diamond and Gomez (2004) conducted qualitative interviews to determine the
relationship between social class and parental involvement. Their findings indicated that
working-class and poor African-Americans were more likely to not trust schools, were more
dissatisfied with their children’s education, and were more likely to criticize their teachers and
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administration than middle-class African-Americans. Middle-class African-Americans were
generally pleased with their children’s education (Diamond & Gomez). Middle-class AfricanAmericans tend to be involved in their children’s education, by helping with their children’s
course placement and working with teachers to advocate for their children’s needs, than poor and
working-class parents who were less involved in school choices and more confrontational
towards school personnel when attempting to advocate for their children’s needs (Diamond &
Gomez, 2004; Lareau & Horvat, 1999).

Involvement Aligned with Educator Expectations

Gutman and McLloyd (2000) examined parental involvement of 17 academically
successful and 17 academically low performing poor African-American students, through
comprehensive interviews with their primary care giver. The results indicated that parents of
successful students used a plethora of strategies to assist their children in becoming successful in
school, including: private tutoring, extra academic practice, extracurricular activities, as well as
close monitoring of their children’s homework time, and positive praise. Successful students’
parental involvement resembled the types of involvement valued by a majority of educators
(Joshi, Eberly & Konzal, 2005; Lareau & Horvat, 1999). In addition, these parents of
academically successful students were more involved in school matters to monitor their
children’s progress towards academic goals, whereas parents of low-achieving students were
involved in school matters only in response to the school staff requesting it, based on their
children’s poor academic performance or behavior. This study used only grade-point average to
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determine academically successful students from those that were not. In addition, the sample had
a higher percentage of females in the academically successful group. Therefore, it is difficult to
conclude that parental involvement styles alone led one group of students to become more
successful than the other. Other influential factors may have included socioeconomic status,
educators’ relationships with the students, or even the gender of the students.

Gender Influences

Using a data set from the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study- Kindergarten Cohort
(ECLS-K), sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education and the National Center of
Educational Statistics, Graves (2010) studied the relationship between African-American
parental involvement and gender. The results of the study were determined through self-reported
measures of parental involvement using a generally broad definition, which included: homebased and school-based parental involvement, as well as cultural exposure, parent expectations,
and socioeconomic status determined by parents’ employment status/income. African-American
parental involvement, between boys and girls, was equal in Kindergarten; however, by third
grade, boys experienced lower parental expectations than girls. In addition, this study
contradicted the findings of Hayes (2012), concluding that home-based parental involvement was
negatively correlated with academic achievement in reading and writing, as measured by
standardized assessments. One explanation the author offered was that these African-American
students were already struggling academically; so, their parents increased their level of home-
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based involvement. The large sample of 2,500 African-American students and longitudinal
design of Kindergarten to third grade increased the generalizability and validity of the study.

Conclusion

The social and cultural capital that parents possess, and choose to employ, influences the
ways in which they navigate their children’s education. Teachers acknowledge and respond
positively to parents who use social/cultural capital that more closely resembles the mainstream
culture of the area. Middle-class European-Americans’ social and cultural capital is often seen as
the most valuable types of capital in education. However, low-income African-American
families also possess valuable capital that can foster their children’s academic development.
These parents are also actively involved in their children’s education despite what many
educators may believe. One reason that educators may not observe low-income AfricanAmerican parental involvement is because the involvement looks different from their own
expectations of parental involvement. This different type of parental involvement may stem from
the differences in social and cultural capital that low-income African-American parents possess.
In the last 20 years, researchers have begun to examine the effects of social/cultural
capital on minority parental involvement in school. Characteristically, many of these studies
have utilized only quantitative methods. In addition, most of these studies draw their samples and
data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study data set. The lack of qualitative studies in
this field is a cause for concern. More attention needs to be given to the stories of low-income
African-American parents, whose voices have been silenced throughout much of history. In
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addition to the lack of studies on social/cultural capital of minority families, few researchers
have chosen to study the relationships between social class, compounded by race, and
social/cultural capital. Certainly, Lareau contributes a majority of the research to this body of
literature (Horvat, Weininger and Lareau, 2003; Lamont & Lareau, 1988; Lareau, 2001; Lareau,
2002; Lareau & Horvat, 1999; Lareau & Weininger, 2003). However, a majority of her studies
examine a single pool of participants whose data was collected over 15 years ago. More
researchers need to explore the relationships between social class, compounded by the effects of
race, and social/cultural capital.
African-American parental involvement literature has been predominantly concerned
with the barriers to parental involvement. Researchers focus on the pathos of the problem of
minority parental involvement. Instead, attention should be directed to what is working. Lowincome African-American parents are purposefully involved in their children’s education. There
is a need to further research what resources and social/cultural capital they utilize to navigate
their children’s educational system. More specifically, with recent changes in housing policy, an
influx of low-income African-American families are moving to middle-class suburban areas.
Qualitative studies exploring how these parents use their social/cultural capital to navigate their
new schools is essential to engaging these parents in their children’s education. Rarely, have
research studies examined the perceptions of African-American parents (Archer- Banks &
Behar-Horenstein, 2008). By hearing their stories, and understanding their perspectives,
educators can begin to create empathetic effective partnerships with disenfranchised low-income
African-American parents, thus uniting them with the school community.

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The Journey

“To [change behavior] takes a very special kind of listening, listening that requires not
only open eyes and ears, but open hearts and minds. We do not really see through our
eyes or hear through our ears, but through our beliefs.”
(Delpit, 2013, p. 119)

This chapter describes the methodological journey that guides this study in order to
support my research purpose: to explore beneficial social capital and cultural capital that lowincome African-American parents use to successfully involve themselves in their children’s
suburban school education. Like any typical journey, I entered into it with a plan, which directed
me to where I believed I was headed. However, like any journey worth undertaking I
encountered detours, hit speed bumps, and the interview participants ended up shaping more of
the journey than what I anticipated.
Adopting a qualitative approach allowed me to add information to the already substantial
body of quantitative studies on social and cultural capital (Coleman, 1988; Ho & Willms, 1996;
Kao, 2007; Lee & Bowen, 2006; Perna & Titus, 2005; Sun, 1998). People’s lives and their
histories are complex. Qualitative research calls for layers of meaning to be added to the body of
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data that defines who people are and what their motivations may be for acting the way they do.
More specifically, a portraiture (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997) study allows for the
collection of stories of African-American parents whose voices have often been silenced in
empirical literature (Archer-Banks & Behar-Horenstein, 2008; Delpit, 2013; hooks, 1990).
Finally, a portraiture lens allows me to share the participants’ stories in a manner that blends the
scientific rigor demanded of a dissertation with the aesthetic value that builds empathy in the
hearts of parents and educators (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). Through the creation of
portraits, I reveal, “what is good here?” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, p. 9)—presenting a
counter narrative (Milner, 2012; Rolon-Dow, 2005) that challenges the negative public views of
African-American parental involvement that predominate. By seeking their advice on how to
improve African-American parental involvement, I hoped to place the capabilities within the
hands of the marginalized African-American parents, so that they can transform their own
parental involvement (Freire, 1970). The participants’ suggestions to improve low-income
African- American parental involvement helped me to shape a composite portrait of their advice,
and their call for action, included in chapter 11. By writing this final portrait, I hope to help
promote these parents’ messages by combining and highlighting their collective voices in their
school district community.
The research questions that shape this study, evolved from the experiences I have
witnessed as an educator in my school. I have noticed that many African-American parents in
our suburban school district are disenfranchised from the school community, yet I believe that
these parents do possess valuable knowledge and skills that aid them in being part of their
children’s education. Consequently, I am interested in determining how low-income African-
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American parents can successfully use their knowledge and skills to incorporate themselves into
their children’s education. From these interests, I asked the following three research questions to
guide this study:
1. How do low-income African-American parents describe their experiences of parental
involvement in suburban school education?
2. How do low-income African-American parents use social resources to involve
themselves in their children’s suburban school education?
3. How do low-income African-American parents use cultural resources to involve
themselves in their children’s suburban school education?
This chapter is comprised of four main sections: Research Design, Background &
Foreground, The Artistic Process, and The Artist’s Exploration. In the first section, Research
Design, I describe the rigorous research methodology that guided this study, as well as the
aesthetic design elements that framed the study, and provide a lens with which to view the final
product. In addition, I further explain my rationale for choosing to conduct a portraiture
(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997) study.
In the next section, titled Background & Foreground, I discuss the research context
(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997) and the research participants. The background became the
context, or setting, upon which the portrait was painted. The background likewise informs the
context for the participant’s stories, whereas the foreground describes the actual research
participants, the muses, whose stories are the central images of the study. Chapters four through
nine are devoted to individual portraits of each of the interview participants.
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The third section, The Artistic Process, overviews the various tools that I used to collect
the data. In addition, I outline the research process to further clarify the data collection phases.
Because the research process followed a process similar to that which an artist may use, the
phases are carefully named after the steps an artist would take in creating an actual work of art.
In the final section, The Artist’s Exploration, I explicate the media that I used to analyze
the information I collected. Through impressionistic records (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis,
1997), emergent themes (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis), and other reflection techniques (Birks,
Chapman, & Francis, 2008; Bogdan & Biklen, 2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Emerson, 1995;
Hesse-Biber & Levy, 2006), I searched for common beliefs among the individual stories that
participants impart. I also acknowledged that my own frame of reference influenced the
emerging themes. Therefore, I effectively placed myself into the study, thus exposing the biases
that I bring to the research. In order to protect the integrity of the data I collected and ensure the
scientific rigor of the study, I outlined the processes that I followed to increase the
trustworthiness of the study’s data.

Research Design

I chose a qualitative approach in designing this study because my primary objective was
to capture the participants’ narratives and preserve their language in order to gain a deeper
connection to their experiences (Bogdan & Biklen, 2006; Gilgun, 1992). More specifically, this
study gave attention to the participants’ voices by deliberately seeking out involvement from
those groups of people who have been silenced and/or marginalized in previous research (hooks,
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1990). Marginalized groups of people, who have been oppressed and excluded, possess valuable
knowledge about the history, structure, and consequences of social injustices (Cammarota &
Fine, 2008). However, how can these participants tell their story in a way that changes the beliefs
of educators and empowers them to be agents of social change? Therefore, this study will be
built upon the qualitative research design of portraiture (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997).

Portraiture

Portraiture is a qualitative research methodology, framed by a phenomenological
paradigm, which marries the scientific focus of research with the creativity of art. More
specifically, portraiture is a form of narrative inquiry that “blurs the boundaries of aesthetics and
empiricism in an effort to capture the complexity, dynamics, and subtlety of the human
experience and organizational life” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. XV). Portraiture
stretches the boundaries of conventional qualitative research by “painting with words,” thus
creating “life drawings” (p. 4) of the research participants that include scientifically rigorous
claims with human emotion. Drawing on theories of ethnography, a portraiture research design
allows the researcher to be on the inside, as opposed to the outside, of the work— a careful
observer and yet, a person of real relation to the research participants (Lawrence-Lightfoot &
Davis, 1997). The end-goals of portraiture research studies are to create rich, written portraits of
the participants, which are “marked by a moment in time, and yet feel timeless” (p. 260).
However, contrary to the dominant discourse of most social scientists who largely focus on the
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identification of social problems, portraiture searches for evidence of “what is good here”
(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 9).
I am intrigued by portraiture because of the harmony between the scientific discovery and
the creative narrative that it presents. This portraiture study drew me in, immersed me in the life
stories of the participants, and left me changed in deeper ways than I have experienced with any
other type of research. Portraiture aligns with my belief that the researcher can never truly be
absent or separate from his/her study. As the portraitist, the experiences that I have endured
throughout this study informed the study in meaningful ways. They became part of the unfolding
portraits allowing layers of meaning to be added to the findings. As I identified the themes that
emerged from the study and I wrote the portraits that became part of the study, I thoughtfully
wove myself into the narrative. I explained how my own beliefs, assumptions, and judgments
affected the themes and stories
On a theoretical level, portraiture is “framed by the phenomenological lens” (LawrenceLightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. xvi). The research questions have evolved organically from the
experiences that I have had as a teacher in an affluent suburb, which has received an influx of
low-income African-American families. In fact, the research questions center on the experiences
of the participants, seeking to analyze their understanding of parental involvement from their
own perspectives. Additionally, I believe that a portraiture methodology fits this study because
the interview questions focus on the participants’ perceptions of parental involvement in light of
their past educational experiences, their personal histories, and their current context living in an
affluent suburb. Because of their experiences, histories, and context, African-American parents
face a variety of challenges when they try to become involved in their children’s education
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(Abrams & Gibs, 2002; Archer-Banks & Behar-Horenstein, 2008; Bermudez & Marquez, 1996;
Perkins, 2008; Trumbull et al., 2001). Dixon, Chapman, and Hill (2005) relay that portraiture is
an effective research design to investigate ways in which subjects meet, negotiate, and overcome
life’s challenges.
Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis (1997) present five central features of a portraiture study.
These five features are context, voice, relationships, emerging themes, and the aesthetic whole.
The first feature is an important component to this research study, because the participants’
placement within a certain context of a suburban school setting is the phenomena being studied.
The second feature, voice, is integral because this study attempts to give opportunities for
minority families’ voices to be heard. The third feature of portraiture, relationships, is also
essential to this study because it seeks to understand the relationships that low-income AfricanAmerican parents make with their school community, as well as the relationships that I, as the
portraitist, built with the participants in order to elicit their stories. Emergent themes is the main
tool for analysis in this study because it is important that in phenomenological narrative studies,
such as portraiture, that the themes emerge organically from the data. The aesthetic whole,
presented as the fifth feature, is the cornerstone of this study because the final aesthetic portraits
will serve as a tool that will attempt to refine educators’ thoughts and actions concerning lowincome African-American parental involvement. It is from these five features that the
methodology of portraiture takes shape, aligning itself as oppositional with traditional research
methodologies, such as quantitative studies. It also distinguishes itself from the most revisionist
qualitative inquiry methods. Through these five features of portraiture, I constructed findings
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that embody the scientific rigor of a dissertation and at the same time encompass the emotional
transformation brought about by the interaction with an aesthetic body of literature.
I believe storytelling to be an important and effective means in which I can present the
findings. Through the gift of a portrait, each participant’s experiences and voice is given the
opportunity to be heard. A portraiture research design pushes boundaries, expands audiences,
and challenges perspectives (Sneed, 2011). This portraiture study pushes the boundaries of a
narrative inquiry through the use of aesthetics, repetitive refrains, and overarching themes to
relay the research data. The new boundaries allow for a broader audience to become interested
in the findings of this study because the portraiture study was written from a perspective that is
understandable and inclusive to a variety of readers. Finally, a portraiture research design
challenged my own perspectives as I collected personal data from the research participants and
wrote reflectively about their lives. In addition, the audience’s perspectives may also be
challenged through their close interaction with aesthetically written portraits which present
research claims that are convincing to one’s head, and word choice which speaks to one’s heart.
This approach may just be the balance needed in research to evoke meaningful change in
education.
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The Background & Foreground

The Suburb

Just as the heart propels life throughout a body, in the suburb of Riverbrook (a
pseudonym), the downtown is the heart. It is from the heart that the suburb has gained its
reputation revolving around upper-middle class values and being recognized numerous times by
multiple magazines as one of the most kid friendly cities in the nation (City Website, 2017). In
fact, the downtown area—with its boutique shops, many restaurants, and relaxed nightlife—
hugging the banks of a scenic river, is a picturesque place that newlyweds and growing families
flock to for portraits. Businessmen and women, rush down the main street with their briefcases
swinging by their sides, or tucked away neatly on the back of their bikes, to catch the express
train into a major metropolitan city for work. In fact, in Riverbrook, the median household
income is $130,000 per year (City Website, 2017). On warm days, the town’s residents flock to
the heart of downtown for frozen yogurt, and on cold days for coffee and holiday lights.
To the chance onlooker, the tourist, or the casual observer, the heart of Riverbrook is
picture perfect. The tree-lined streets are quiet, peaceful, and safe. Early 20th century frame
homes and mid-century split levels disappear, giving way to new, towering homes that spread to
the edges of the city-sized lots, fulfilling the desires of the urban businessmen and women who
prefer to own not just a house, but a statement-making, entertainment-filled mini-mansion. The
homes in the heart of this city are priced much higher than the city’s average home price of
$378,000 (City Website, 2017). Indeed, to the outsider, Riverbrook paints the picture of a
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flawless community. However, the halo effect (Thorndike, 1920) created by the downtown area,
can only extend so far, and therefore promotes a false reality of the rest of Riverbrook. For it is
near the downtown where most of the 77% Caucasian families live. The northwest side of
Riverbrook, at the outskirts, in sharp contrast, does not fully resemble the heart of this suburb. It
is a much more mixed community where many of the 14.9% of the Asian, and almost all of the
5% Hispanic, and 5% African-American families live (City Website, 2017).
As you move west, the suburb changes. Lower income housing skirts the downtown
district, where a majority of the 5% of persons in poverty in Riverbrook live (City Website,
2017). Industrial companies, office buildings, car sales lots, warehouses, and other commercial
buildings emerge and begin to clutter the streets. Cars battling the construction-encumbered
streets take the place of businessmen and women on bike or on foot. Endless rows of
townhomes, large communities of apartments and condominiums, and other more recent,
modest-size housing developments, replace the large-lot mini-mansions of the suburban center.
Children of all different racial colors and backgrounds yell to each other in a variety of languages
from the sidewalks in front of their homes, some of their words are foreign and some of their
words are just plain inappropriate for play, or even their age.

The School District

Embracing the west side of Riverbrook, one school district clings to high educational
standards, innovative instructional practices, and prides itself on an attitude of respect and
inclusion for all students. This school district, which was once comprised of mostly farmland,
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slowly witnessed more new homes sprouting from where corn used to grow. In fact, the school
district grew very quickly over the last twenty years and is now comprised of 31 schools, which
together educate a population of around 28,000 students that range in age from 3 to 21 years old.
At the time of this study, about 20% of the students were recognized as having a low income,
about 7% were Limited English Proficient, and about 11% had an Individualized Education Plan.
The racial demographic data described the student population as: 50% White, 24% Asian, 10%
African-American, 11% Hispanic, 5% multiracial, and under 1% Native American or Pacific
Islander. The school district had: a 96% attendance rate, a 4% mobility rate, and a chronic
truancy rate of 0.5%. Of the third- through eighth-grade students, about 78% of all students met
or exceeded grade-level state standards as measured by Illinois Standards Achievement Test
(ISAT) and Prairie State Achievement Examination (PSAE) in 2014. The average American
College Test (ACT) score was about 24, which is above the state average of 20.7, and about 97%
of the student body graduate high school (IIRC, 2016; School District Website, 2016).
Similar to many other school districts, which grew quickly on the backs of farm fields in
the matter of a decade, the demographics of this school district have drastically changed. As
news of Riverbrook’s amazing schools and ideal community spread throughout the surrounding
metropolitan areas, parents from a variety of backgrounds flocked to Riverbrook looking for
better educational opportunities for their children. Consequently, the diversity of the school
district spiked. At the same time as the dramatic rise in student population took place in
Riverbrook, the major metropolitan city was also experiencing public housing policy changes.
Low-income public housing was being dismantled in the city, and public housing residents were
given Section 8 vouchers to find alternate housing elsewhere in the city or the surrounding
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suburbs (Rubinowitz & Rosenbaum, 2000). Hearing the whispers of the educational
opportunities that awaited their children in Riverbrook, many of these families sought apartments
in that particular suburb. However, because they were not able to afford the higher rents near
Riverbrook’s downtown area, they moved to the more affordable western side of the suburb.
Consequently, in the last 15 years, the percentage of low-income students in the school district
increased from 0.9% to 18.1% of the student body (IIRC, 2014; School District Website, 2014).

Enter the Researcher

I am a biracial teacher, part Asian and part Caucasian, who has been fascinated with the
influence of race and culture on education since college. I was drawn to working in this district
because of their public focus on meeting the needs of diverse students and families. When I
began this study, I had taught in the school district for just over a decade. As a teacher in a
school on the northwest side of the district, I personally witnessed the influx of public housing
families to this upper-middle class suburb. A majority of these new students were low-income
African-American students from families whose identities, shared experiences, income statuses,
and culture sharply contrasted with the students and families already present at this school. They
came in crowds, every year, increasing their portion of the student population. Not only was this
happening at the school where I was working, but it was also happening all over the school
district, where the total White population in 2000 was 80% and fell to just under 50% by 2016.
African-American students in the district rose from about 6% in 2000 to just over 9% in 2016
and low-income students increased from just under 1% to just about 15% in that same time
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period (IIRC, 2017). As public housing was being deconstructed in many large cities across the
entire country, low-income, predominantly African-American families were moving into
“opportunity neighborhoods” (Bremby & Norris, 2005), or in other words, more affluent
suburbs.

Participants: Muses

In late June 2015, I organized and lead an African-American parent World Café, which
explored issues related to African-American parental involvement in school communities. In
order to introduce the research study to the community of parents who could qualify as
participants, I created a flier that described the study and the purpose of the World Café (see
Appendix A to view the World Café flier). Using criterion sampling (Mertens, 2015), I sought
out about 20 participants who met the criteria of (a) identifying as being African-American/
Black, (b) low-income as measured by lunch status and/ or HUD’s definition, and (c) a parent of
a student enrolled in the school district being studied. Though there is no specific number of
participants that are necessary to conduct a World Café, I was hoping to identify 20 participants
because that is the number of participants that original World Cafés first started with (Brown &
Issacs, 2005). In addition, it was a reasonable number of participants needed to support the
structure of four small group discussions, within the larger group. Furthermore, I enlisted the
help of district principals in identifying interested participants who met these criteria, by asking
them to communicate with low-income African-American parents in their school community. I
asked these principals to let potential participants know about the meeting’s purpose via phone
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calls, emails, and direct personal communication. Using snowball sampling (Mertens; Seidman,
2013), I asked interested participants to help recruit other interested participants, using the same
criteria, to participate in the World Café.
The World Café consisted of 18 African-American participants. Because of the
snowballing technique used to recruit participants, fourteen of the participants were parents and
two were grandparents of students in the district. The other two participants were a dean of a
high school in the district, and a youth pastor. The participants ranged in age from 20 to60 years
old, with a majority of the participants being between the ages of 31 to40. Half of the
participants’ children participated in the state’s Free/Reduced Lunch Program (FRL) and 11 of
the 18 participants would qualify as low-income or very low-income as defined by HUD. A
demographic table of the participants is included in the Appendices (see Appendix B to view the
World Café Participant Demographic Table).
Each participant was asked to sign an informed consent document, which detailed the
purpose of the study and requested permission to be recorded, and quoted through the use of
pseudonyms (see Appendix C to view the World Café consent form). The consent forms were
explained and distributed at the World Café prior to the start of the discussion. All consent
forms were kept in a locked filing cabinet protecting the identity of the participants. In addition,
all correspondence and drafts of the study identified the participants via their pseudonyms as an
additional layer of security.
After the completion of the World Café, I asked for six participants who have a
willingness to share their personal perspective and the interest to donate their time to volunteer
as interview participants. Five of the interview participants were also World Café participants,
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and one of the interview participants was not able to participate in the World Café, but was eager
to participate in the interview portion of the study. These participants were also asked to sign an
additional consent form, which outlined the purpose of the study, permission to be audio taped,
and permission to be quoted through the use of pseudonyms (see Appendix D to view a copy of
the interview consent form).
All of the six interview participants were African-American mothers of students in the
Riverbrook School District. In addition, one of the six participants is a grandmother of a
Riverbrook School District student. The interview participants ranged in age from 30 to 52 years
old. They all had between one and six children, who ranged in age from preschool to adult. Each
of the participants had at least one child who had an IEP, individualized education plan, and five
of the six participants had at least one child that was labeled by school personnel as having
behavioral needs. At the time of this study, four of the participants were single and two were
married. One of the participants had taken only a few courses of college, two participants had
completed an associate's degree, two had completed a bachelor’s degree, and one had completed
a master’s degree. On average, the participants had been part of the Riverbrook School District
between three and fifteen years (see Appendix E to view interview participants’ demographic
data). Later in chapters four through nine, I will share an individual portrait of each of the
participants chosen for the interviews honoring the personal experiences that have shaped their
individual backgrounds and perspectives.
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The Artistic Process

Data Collection Plan

In portraiture, the researcher “seeks to document and illuminate the complexity and detail
of a unique experience or place” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 14) using a variety of
tools that capture the voice of the participants. In this section of the chapter, I overview the
artistic process that I used to capture the voice and document the complexity and detail of the
experiences that the participants endured in order to determine the types of social and cultural
capital they utilize in embedding themselves into their school communities. I explain each one
of the research tools that I used—the World Café, interviews, observations, and documents—in
depth, to provide a rationale for why I chose each tool, and explain how the tool contributed to
the creation of the final portraits. In addition, I outline the artistic process, organized into two
phases, highlighting the steps that illuminated emergent themes.

The Artist’s Tools

I collected four different types of data in order to identify the types of beneficial social
and cultural capital that African-American families in this study utilized when acclimating to
suburban schools. Each type of data added a layer of voice to the final portraits, revealing the
emergent themes. However, since the data was recursive I continually generated findings while I
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collected the data, which shaped the data collection process in meaningful ways (Bogdan &
Biklen, 2006).
World Café. A World Café is a model, similar to a large focus group. The World Café
consists of two parts. The first part is small group discussions, which involve about four or five
participants each, centered on the guiding questions. Participants record their conversations on a
butcher paper tablecloth. The second part is a large group discussion, where the participants
come together to further summarize and share key points that were discussed in their small
groups. It is a method that is well suited for the advancement of social justice issues (Rodriguez,
Schwartz, Lahman, & Geist, 2011). I organized and conducted the World Café, which was the
first entry point for participants into the dissertation. Few events have been organized in the
school district which provide platforms for the voices of families whose needs and opinions have
been absent from everyday educational discourse. Therefore, a World Café provided the
participants with an avenue to discuss important challenges in their children’s schooling and in
their lives, thus providing marginalized parents with an opportunity to validate their experiences
of subjugation (Rodriguez, et al.). It also gave me an opportunity to get a pulse of this
community of parents’ beliefs, which provided guidance for me in the interview phase. The pulse
of the community helped to inform the social and historical context of the issues, which is a
necessary component which needs to be addressed in a portraiture dissertation. The World Café
event also helped me to identify the best potential candidates for the interviews.
The World Café model (Brown & Isaacs, 2005) was effective in creating the warm
environment needed in order to facilitate an effective discussion. The World Café model is
guided by two principles. First, people have a desire to talk to each other about issues that affect
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their lives and are important to them. Second, when people talk together, they have the potential
of accessing greater wisdom on a topic that can only be reached through the collective (Brown &
Isaacs). The focus on interaction within the group in answering open-ended questions (Krueger
& Casey, 2009) allows the participants multiple opportunities to understand how others interpret
key ideas and to decide whether they agree or disagree on similar issues (Mertens, 2015).
In addition, the World Café model met the needs of this population of parents. A World
Café is built on the belief that everyone has something to contribute and that there is strength in
the diversity of the group (Brown & Isaacs, 2005). Therefore, in the World Café, AfricanAmerican parents’ opinions are viewed as useful and necessary in the discussion process.
Invitation to participate in a World Café may rectify any unwelcome feelings that AfricanAmericans can experience when they are not invited to leadership opportunities to discuss their
children’s education. Listening, another central component of a World Café, gives AfricanAmerican parents the opportunity to be heard. In addition, movement, thoughtful questions, high
energy, and food are also characteristics of a World Café that are especially appealing to
African-American culture (Brown & Isaacs). The World Café creates a unique warmness for the
type of discussion that may be needed to engage these marginalized groups of parents.
Documents. During the World Café, the participants recorded some of their
conversations, thoughts, and ideas onto large pieces of paper that also served as tablecloths. As
the participants hashed out their feelings, experiences, and answers to the focus questions, the
notes that they took on the tablecloth were used to help document the conversations that took
place and more deeply explore the conversations for emerging themes. These documents were
examples of elicited texts participants would purposefully create for the study (Charmaz, 2006),
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and thus empower the participants to become an active part of the data collection process
(Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005). The data from these documents were used to generate and shape
the interview protocols used in the interview phase.
Interviews. Following the World Café, I identified six participants to interview.
Whereas the World Café allows the researcher to see the bigger picture/context in the study,
interviews allow researchers to gain the individualized authenticity needed to guide a portrait
study (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). In fact, my research questions can better be
answered through studying the “meaning participants make of their own experiences” (Seidman,
2013, p. 10). Good interviewing begins with good listening. Listening is an essential component
of this study because participants have generally felt that no one has, or will, listen to their voices
in the suburban education system (Archer- Banks & Behar-Horenstein, 2008; Delpit, 2013;
hooks, 1990).
Seidman (2013) outlines three levels of listening that must take place in a successful
interview. The first level is listening to what the participant is literally saying. The second level
of listening requires listening for the “inner voice” (p. 84). Seidman describes the inner voice as
listening for certain words that are guarding the true feelings of the participant, and then
exploring their word choice in order to discover their genuine feelings or opinions. Finally, the
third level of listening requires the interviewer to facilitate the conversation by determining what
has or has not been covered, the amount of time left, the nonverbal cues of the participant, as
well as offering “navigational nudges” (p. 82) when the participant needs help to elaborate.
Though I had an interview guide (see Appendix F to view the interview guide) to help determine
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the flow of the interview, I organically asked follow-up questions determined by what the
participant was sharing.
Seidman (2013) provides a phenomenological structure for in-depth interviewing which
applies to this study. Generally, phenomenological interviews focus on life histories and are
open-ended. This type of interview can be further defined by the following four themes: the
focus on the lived experiences as phenomena, the temporary and transitional nature of these
experiences, a subjective understanding of the participants’ experiences, and how the participants
make meaning of their experiences. Through the building of respectful relationships with the
interview participants (Weiss, 1994) and the use of Seidman’s interviewing structure, I captured
the counter-narrative story (Milner, 2012; Rolon-Dow, 2005) that low-income African-American
parents experience in suburban school settings.
Observations. Though a majority of the data collected involved capturing the voice of
the participants in the interviews, and World Café, it was also important to listen to the voice
they use while not being directly spoken to. I discerned these voices through informal
observations of the participants before and after the World Café and in their home settings. Two
graduate students assisted me in taking observational notes on the parents as I welcomed and bid
farewell to the parents at the event, as well as during the event. I also kept observational notes
on the participants following the World Café and interviews, being sure to capture the context of
each. I kept detailed notes of all of my observations using a template that I created (see
Appendix G to view the observations notes template).
I saw my role as a participant as observer (Hesse-Biber & Levy, 2006) in the World Café
because I was facilitating the discussions. However, when I moved to the interviewing process,
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my role changed to an observer as participant (Hesse-Biber & Levy) because I spent more time
observing and only participated when needed to redirect the conversation. My central role was
to facilitate and support the process of the participants (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005), but also to
take note or observe their context, behaviors, and other non-verbal cues during this process. In
fact, Patton (2002) outlined multiple lenses that a researcher can use when observing including
the program setting, the human and social environment, the program activities and participant
behaviors, the informal interactions and unplanned activities, the native language of the
participants, the nonverbal communication, and the observation of what does not happen. These
topics provided me with a framework to ensure that I made rich observations, which better
informed my study and gave meaningful context to the portraits.

The Process

In order to better understand the process that I took in utilizing the various data collection
tools, I have organized this study into two phases. Each phase was a layer of the artistic process
that added to the final portraits and findings of the study. In the first phase, The Sketch, the
World Café was a tool to document the general feelings and experiences of African-American
parents. The World Café provided preliminary data which was used to shape the second phase.
The second phase, Brushstrokes, added layers of meaning to the themes identified at the World
Café through in-depth interviews with select participants.
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Phase One: The Sketch

On an unusually cool night on the last day of June, in the summer of 2015, I entered the
community library tense with anxiety. Not only was I extra emotional because I was eight
months pregnant, but I had also been having nightmares for the last two weeks foreshadowing
that no one would be attending the African-American Parent World Café (Brown & Isaacs,
2005) that I had planned for that night. I only had two weeks to organize the entire event because
the church where I had originally planned on hosting the event had surprisingly asked me to
show them a million-dollar insurance policy to rent a room. The community library was the
second option, but because the board had just passed a new rule, stating that starting July 1st, they
would be charging for the use of their community rooms, I was there on the last day of June. As I
rushed around setting up the tables, signs, posters, chairs, decorations, and most importantly the
food, my phone continued to buzz with text messages. One, two, three, four, five people had
already texted to say that they wouldn’t be able to attend the event. I knew that these were the
people that had the courtesy to send a message, and that unfortunately more might just simply
not show up. The two research assistants that offered to help me take notes came a few minutes
early and I briefed them on the aspects that I wanted them to capture: the room, the participants’
comments, their body language, the general tones of the conversations.
The meeting room was the largest that the library had and was located just off of the main
entrance. I hung signs at the front door and halfway down the hallway to direct participants to the
meeting room. I placed four tables, with five chairs each, for discussion in the middle of the
room in a circle formation. On the center of each table was a focus question written on a large
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piece of butcher paper, along with pens and markers. I also added a little decoration sign that I
had made saying, “Welcome to the World Café”. On the side of the room, I set up a large buffet
of food with sandwich rolls, soda, chips, cookies, water, pretzels, and watermelon for the
participants to snack on while they conversed about the questions. As it approached 7:00 P.M.,
the first participant walked through the door; she had curly hair, and a very happy tone. She
reached her arm out and introduced herself quickly. I realized that she hadn’t RSVP’d for this
event, which meant that maybe more people would show up replacing those who had canceled.
After her, there was a constant stream of people entering. Many of the participants were familiar
faces, parents of past students who I had invited personally; other faces were new to me. Each
person received a nametag with a number, found a place to sit, and perused the buffet before the
event began.
At 7:05 P.M. I introduced myself, my background, and the purpose of the World Café
which was to empower African-American parents to verbally sketch successful AfricanAmerican parental involvement in suburban schools. I also explained the central question of this
World Café, which was “How do African-American parents become successfully involved in
their children’s suburban school education?” Finally, I wrapped up the introduction with
reviewing the consent form and the steps that I took to respect the confidentiality of the
participants. No one had any questions.
During the World Café, the eighteen participants engaged in small group discussions on
the question that was in the middle of each of their tables and took notes as they conversed. The
four questions were (a) How do you become involved in your child’s education? (b) How do you
become a part of your school community? (c) What methods or resources help you to become
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involved in your child’s education or school community? (d) What social networks help you to
become involved in your child’s education or school community? Each table had a different
question and about every 15 minutes, the participants got up and switched tables to sit with new
people to discuss a different question. I floated around to facilitate each of the small groups.
When groups got off topic, I helped to guide participants back to the central questions of the
World Café. When the groups got into good conversations about the questions, but forgot to
write down their ideas, I encouraged them to continue to jot down evidence of their
conversations on the butcher paper. The research assistants also continued to take notes on the
conversations that were taking place at the table. They rotated around and captured the
conversation at each of the tables. They also captured many direct comments made by the
participants as well as the general body language, tone, and demeanor of the groups. The
participants quickly fell into the ebb and flow of the small conversations around the questions.
After an hour, I brought the small groups back together to have a larger group discussion.
I continued to facilitate the large group discussion, as the participants summarized the points that
were made in their small groups. As the facilitator, I tried to ensure that all participants were
given a voice, that few participants attempted to dominate the conversation, and that all of the
participants remained focused on the research topic. The two research assistants continued to
take notes on the participants’ comments, their body language, and the tone of the conversation.
I wrapped up the large group conversation, 90 minutes after the start of the World Café. I
concluded with sharing a little of my own story and how I became interested in AfricanAmerican issues in education. I became a little emotional; as I briefly described that I have
advocated for many African-American parents, students, and families in my school. I
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highlighted, that I felt that I didn’t have to be Black to care about Black families. At the end, I
asked the participants to fill out the demographic sheets and told them about the opportunity to
continue the conversation privately with me in the phase two interviews. Participants turned in
both the interview sheet and the demographic sheet to a bin, as a few participants exchanged
contact info, and a few others helped me to clean up the room. I collected the butcher paper that
the participants had used to record their notes from their small group discussions. The notes
recorded on the butcher paper became part of the documents which I reviewed for further codes
and themes. Additionally, I also analyzed the notes, collected by the research assistants, for
codes and themes that would help to substantiate any claims made about African-American
parental involvement and give context the developing portraits of the participants.

Phase Two: Brushstrokes

In the summer of 2015, I initiated the second phase of data collection. I built upon the
sketch of ideas that were generated through the World Café by adding brushstrokes of details and
depth to the data with personal in-depth interviews. I interviewed six participants, five of whom
volunteered from the World Café. The sixth participant was unable to attend the World Café, due
to an accident, but was highly interested in participating in the study. I met with each participant
two times to conduct semi-structured interviews (Seidman, 2013). These interviews served as a
means to more deeply examine the themes/types of social and cultural capital that had emerged
from the World Café. However, from these interviews, I also discovered additional forms of
social and cultural capital, which did not surface in the World Café. During the interviews, I
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used an interview guide, (see Appendix F to view the interview guide) which outlined the
questions that I had developed based on the World Café data; however, I was also open to
allowing the participant’s responses to inspire follow-up interview questions. Each interview
lasted between 60 and90 minutes and most took place in the participants’ homes. One of the
interviews, at the participant’s request, took place at a local coffee house. When participants are
“surrounded by a familiar place, rich in memories, cues, and experiences, [they] become the
authority…[and] can reveal their knowledge, their insights, their wisdom…[and] become more
perceptive and expressive” because they are free to be who they are (Lawrence- Lightfoot &
Davis, 1997, p. 42-43).
During the interview process, I primarily followed Seidman’s (2013) two-interview
structure. In the first interview, I asked participants to focus their stories on their life history, as
it pertained to the phenomenon being studied; such as, their own childhood educational
experiences, their own parents’ involvement in their education, and how they ended up sending
their children to a suburban school. This focus helped me to identify participant-specific family
cultural capital. Afterwards, I concentrated on the concrete details of being an African-American
parent in a suburban school through the participants’ verbal reconstructions of certain successful
experiences of parental involvement. These questions guided me to identify additional beneficial
social and cultural capital that low-income African-American parents utilize to become
enfranchised in their school community. In the second interview, I asked the participants to
reflect on the meaning of their successful experiences of parental involvement which they
previously described in their first interview. Their interpretation of these experiences helped me
to see how their social and cultural capital was received. Some of the questions I asked during
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this second interview required participants to compare or contrast their own parents’ educational
involvement to their own educational involvement. Also, in the second interview, I asked
participants to identify strategies, resources, or ideas on how to help other low-income AfricanAmerican parents navigate the suburban school systems.
Equally important to the experiences, which the participants shared, I used observations
to capture the context, any behaviors or nonverbal communication, the feelings of the participant,
and any other details during the time the interview took place. Immediately following each
interview, I returned home and thoroughly noted the physical context of the interview in my
researcher’s journal. These contextual notes later provided meaningful bedrock to the
introductions to the portraits. By carefully observing the participant in the context of her
environment, the environment can be a “rich resource for the… interpretation of the
[participant’s] thoughts, feelings and behaviors” (Lawrence- Lightfoot, 1997, p. 59). As per
Seidman’s recommendation, most of the first and second interviews occurred about one week
apart. All of the interviews were voice-recorded and later transcribed.

The Artist’s Exploration

Though a work of art may be completed, the interpretation of that artwork can continue
indefinitely. Those who explore art each have their own way of giving value to the final product.
Some critics may judge a piece of artwork on the detail and the technique in the piece, whereas
others may judge the level of emotional reaction they feel when viewing the work. Similar to the
habits of a critic, I analyzed the data upon completion of the project. However, similar to the
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habits of an artist, I also continually analyzed the data as it is being collected. This ongoing
analysis and interpretation of the data lent meaningful direction to the unfolding research process
(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997) When analyzing the data collected, both during and after
the collection process, I viewed it through four different frames of reference — “forward and
backward, inward and outward” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 50) — and always assessing
where there is value and searching for “what is good here” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997,
p. 9).
When I reflected on the data, I viewed it from four differing frames of reference: “inward
and outward, forward and backward” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 50). The inward
reference examined the internal conditions of data, such as “the hopes, feelings, and moral
dispositions” (p. 50), which shaped the types of social/cultural capital that African-American
parents use, whereas, the outward reference helped me to examine how the context, “the
environmental impact, and the existential conditions” (p. 50), manipulated the social/cultural
capital African-American parents exercised. The backward reference helped me to see the
influence of the historical contexts on the types of social/cultural capital African-American
parents use, and the forward reference helped me to see the implications for the future use of
social/cultural capital African-American parents can employ to enfranchise themselves into their
suburban school communities. While positioning myself in these four different frames of
reference, I searched for “emergent themes” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 188) in the
World Café, the interviews, the documents, and the observations that could lend useful insight
into the types of beneficial social and cultural capital that low-income African-American parents
utilize in becoming involved in their children’s suburban school education.
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Impressionistic Records

Throughout the entire data collection and data analysis process, I continually reflected on
the information being collected. Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis (1997) suggest that researchers
keep “impressionistic records” (p. 188) which note daily reflections, emerging hypotheses, shifts
in understanding or perspective, suggested interpretations, and puzzles or dilemmas that merit
more attention or further investigation. In addition, the impressionistic records could also chart
future courses of study or outline plans for the current study (see Appendix H to view the
template I used to record my impressionistic records). Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995) also
discuss the need for documented reflection throughout the data collection and analysis processes.
Emerson uses the term “memoing” instead of impressionistic records to describe the process of
making notes about the thoughts and questions that the researcher encounters while reviewing
the data. Additionally, Seidman (2013) suggests a similar strategy of writing analytical memos,
which summarize the findings of the interviews into a clear picture that highlights what meaning
researchers have made of the interview data. This process allows researchers the opportunity to
reflect on the passages they chose, the analytical steps they took, and the conclusions that they
have drawn. In addition, writing memos helps the researcher to identify any outstanding gaps in
their research that need further study. Not only was memoing an important process in the review
of interview and World Café transcripts, it was also an important process in the review of field
notes (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2011). Saldana (2013) further supports the importance of
memoing in order to relate to participants, reflect on research question responses, clarify the
meaning of codes, discuss emerging patterns, and generate future questions.
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Impressionistic records, or memos, are “sites of conversations with ourselves about our
data” (Clarke, 2005, p. 202) and “make visible the decision-making trail” that researchers take
when reflecting upon and analyzing the data (Birks, Chapman, & Francis, 2008). Through the
use of impressionistic records, I was able to recognize the “interplay” between my own schema
and the “developing insights drawn from interpretive descriptions in the field” (LawrenceLightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 189), which therefore contributes to the development of the
emerging themes.

Emergent Themes

Following the completion of the interviews, I transcribed the conversations in order to
interact with the data, better analyze the data, and reflect on the data (Hesse-Biber & Levy,
2006). In addition, I reviewed the observations, the notes from the World Café, and the
documents collected inductively with an “open attitude, [I sought] what emerged as important
and of interest from the text” (Seidman, 2013, p. 119). Using a round of open coding, first I
noted which codes manifested organically from the data (Bogdan & Biklen, 2006; Corbin &
Strauss, 2008). Afterwards, I used focused coding to examine the data using the theoretical
framework’s lens of social and cultural capital to identify aspects of these types of capital which
resonated in the transcriptions, documents, and field notes (Corbin & Strauss). I later used axial
coding to group similar open codes into parent categories (Bogdan & Biklen; Corbin & Strauss),
such as “inward and outward, forward and backward” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 50).
Through constant comparative analysis, I compared codes against each other to identify
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similarities and differences, thus shaping the properties of each code (Corbin & Strauss) into
larger more general themes. Using the tools of portraiture, I specifically searched for “repetitive
refrains, resonant metaphors, cultural and institutional rituals” in the data which could lend deep
and powerful insight to data collected (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p.193). Finally,
building on the refrains, discovered in the data, I identified “emergent themes,” which
summarized the findings of the study indicating successful types of social and cultural capital
utilized by low-income African-American families (see Appendix I to view the document that I
used to organize the themes and relate them back to the research questions). These emergent
themes will be discussed in great detail in Chapter 10.

Crafting Profiles

While analyzing the data, I constantly was adding bits of information, codes, details,
experiences, and description to ongoing profiles of each of the six interview participants
(Seidman, 2013). Skimming through the transcripts, documents, and the observational notes, I
sought out information that could contribute to the profiles of my participants. By crafting
profiles, I brought a participant’s story to life, creating an aesthetic value to the research data that
can relate to the audience's hearts. When constructing a profile, I connected together important
passages that reveal the complexities of the participant’s identities and experiences (see
Appendix J to view the template that I used to organize the participant’s profiles). I combed the
data looking for stories that illuminate the experiences of African-American parents in suburban
schools and I borrowed directly from the participant’s words, whiles still carefully preserving
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their identity and integrity. Seidman claims that by “crafting a profile in the participant’s own
words, the interviewer allows these words to reflect the person’s consciousness” (p. 122).
These six profiles were expanded into the portraits, which defined the participants in
familiar and yet new terms. I used the following four dimensions to create the profiles and in the
end, create the portraits: (a) conception, the overarching story; (b) structure, the sequence of
emerging themes; (c) form, the narrative; and (d) cohesion, the unity of the individual portraits.
Using these four dimensions, I constructed the “aesthetic whole” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis,
1997, p. 247), a portrait that “resounds with authenticity” (p. 247) and captured both “insight and
emotion” (p. 259).

Role of the Researcher

In this study, I acknowledged that the role of the researcher is shaped by my own bias. I
reject the notion that I can ever be unbiased or color blind (Anderson, 1993). Therefore, I wrote
“myself right into the portrait, clarifying my lens and exposing my bias” (Lawrence-Lightfoot &
Davis, 1997, p. 50). In the portrait, I clearly state, “from where I sit; this is what I see; these are
the perspectives and biases I bring; this is the scene I select; this is how people seem to be
responding to my presence” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, p. 50). In order to test for
authenticity and because I have a presence in the school district, it is important that I addressed
the access and relationship to the participants that I have in this dissertation.
As a teacher in the school district where the study was conducted, I was easily able to
gain access to the site. This was in part to due to the school district’s interest in the findings of
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this study. When I initiated this study, I started with an invitation to the African-American
parents that my colleagues and I already have professional relationships. In fact, I believe that
my positive professional relationships with interested participants helped to create an
environment of care and security that motivated these participants to attend the World Café and
participate further in the study. Using the snowball approach to sampling allowed these
participants to invite other interested participants. Since those participants did not have the same
professional relationship with me, I had to develop ways in which I could connect with them,
thus making them feel more comfortable to participate in this study.
Since I have witnessed the transition of many low-income African-American students to
our suburban school district, I have some beliefs and experiences with African- American
parents, which influenced my interpretations during this study. I have observed that many
African-American parents find it difficult to acclimate to our school district’s culture of
expectations. I have observed that low-income African-American parents are less involved in
parent programs, such as: the PTA, school events, and other volunteer opportunities. Despite
these experiences, I focused on what I directly observed during this research study in order to
evaluate the data collected and to remain neutral and avoid any assumptions that these families
have a difficult time adjusting to suburban schools.
As a researcher who is studying low-income African-American parents, it is important to
highlight some assumptions that may influence the findings in this study. First, I believed that
all participants were truthful and forthcoming when speaking with me. Second, I believed that
all participants were committed to the research process from the time they started until its
completion. In addition, I assumed that although I have a role in the school district, the parents
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were honest with me about their perceptions and experiences. Finally, I acknowledge that my
own cultural, racial, and social status background is different from the participants and therefore
could be considered an additional limitation in the study.

Testing for Authenticity

Since this is a portraiture study, it is expected that much of the study is influenced by the
thoughts, feelings, and stories of the participants and the researcher. However, in order to build
trustworthiness of the data, I utilized the following integrity procedures in this study: thick
description, triangulation, and a peer examiner.
In order to preserve the integrity of the data, I used thick description (Geertz, 1973) to
carefully describe the context of the observations, World Café, and interviews. I “describe[d] the
details of the physical setting, sketching the time, the place, the ambience, and the mood and
tempo of the inhabitants… I [made] my presence explicit, reporting my perspective, my biases,
even my place in the room” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 51). I provided “extensive
and careful description of the time, place, context, and culture” (Mertens, 2015) in order to create
a backdrop that better informed the data that was collected. In addition, I included a thick
description of (a) the internal context, physical setting; (b) the personal context, the researcher’s
perch and perspective; and (c) the historical context, the journey, culture and ideology which
shape the history of a place (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997).
Another tool that I used to test for authenticity of the data is triangulation (Mertens,
2015), by bringing more than three types of data together — World Café interviews, documents,
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and observations to look “for points of convergence among them” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis,
1997, p. 204). Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis also maintain that “emergent themes surface when
layering the data in a way that uses multiple lens [sources] to frame the similar findings” (p.
204). In fact, using multiple data collection tools adds rigor, breadth, richness, and complexity to
inquiry (Denzen & Lincoln, 2011).
In order to create a chain of evidence (Yin, 2009) to confirm the codes that I had
discovered, I conferred with a peer examiner. Since clear criteria of the peer examiners is
essential to lend to the credibility of the examiners (Mertens, 2015), the peer examiner that I
chose was knowledgeable in the field of race and education, as well as familiar with the graduate
level dissertation process. She is a Caucasian doctoral graduate and professor at a state
university, who has studied extensively the influence of gender, race, and socioeconomic status
on issues related to education. I gave copies of all transcribed data to the examiner, as well as
the open, axial, and focused codes that I had generated. I also gave the examiner copies of the
emerging themes that I derived from the codes, clearly displaying the chain of evidence (Yin,
2009). Having this examiner on my team provided me with opportunities to discuss the
processes that I had utilized to develop the codes, helped me to clarify my own thoughts and
reflections, and allowed me to hear new insights about the data (Saldana, 2013).

Summary

In this chapter, I have provided a rationale for choosing elements of a portraiture design. I
have outlined the artist’s tools — World Café, interviews, documents, and observations — that I
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used to collect the study’s data. Finally, I have explained how I used impressionistic records,
emergent themes, and participant profiles to analyze the data, as well as, highlighted multiple
systems I used to test for authenticity of the data.
In education, it is important that decisions are made based on research-based practices
that have been tested and proven effective. However, in order for teachers to change their
behaviors, they need to feel empathy and build understanding for their students’ families. It is
my hope that the methodology that I have laid out here reflects both the scientific rigor of
respectable research, as well as provides aesthetic pieces that will influence teachers’ emotions in
a manner that will inspire change.

Organization of Findings Section

Chapters four through nine will serve as the findings section of the dissertation. The data
collected through the interviews are presented as portraits for each individual participant. These
portraits do not serve as archetypes of parents, but instead show the rich, complex, and
sometimes incongruent attributes of parental involvement. The portrait chapters are organized
from the participant who exhibited generally more non-dominant forms of parent involvement to
the participant who generally exhibited more forms of parent involvement aligned with dominant
cultural standards. The portraits are organized in the following order: Brianna, Vondra,
Cassandra, Sheryl, Anita, and YoLanda. Brianna exhibited more non-dominant forms of parent
involvement referenced in research by Baquedano-López, Alexander and Hernández (2013),
Carter (2008) and Reynolds (2010). While Yolanda’s parental involvement more closely
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resembled widely used forms of involvement like Epstein’s model of parental involvement
(1995; 2010). After interviewing each participant, I transcribed their data and analyzed the
transcriptions for open codes. After noting the codes, I placed them into larger groups of themes.
Next, I organized the themes into four directions; “backward, outward, inward, and forward”
(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p.50). I have organized each portrait by these directions. The
forward part of the data will be shared in the implications section of the discussion chapter.
Each portrait begins with a thick description (Geertz, 1973) of the research setting, thus
establishing the rich context of the interview, allowing for me to gain deeper insight into the
participant’s life (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997). Following the introduction of the
research participant, I first explore the backwards/historical themes, where participants discussed
their own family cultural capital and experiences with parental involvement in their education.
Next, I include the participants’ outward forms of extrinsic parental involvement, which they
utilize in their own children’s education, further dividing their types of parent involvement into
two categories: school-based and home-based. Throughout these sections, I interject my own
reflections, observations, and questions, placing myself into the interview. The perspective of the
researcher is an elemental component of portraiture, where the researcher’s voice is,
“everywhere – overarching and undergirding the text, framing the piece, naming the metaphors,
and echoing through the central themes,” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 85).
Additionally, somewhere within each portrait, I discuss how I met the participant and built a
relationship with them, prior to the interview taking place, in order to have gained the trust
needed for them to open up to me about their experiences (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997).
After the outward sections, I compiled and included the inward thoughts and dispositions that the
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participants shared about their beliefs and expectations regarding intrinsic forms of parental
involvement. Finally, I ended each portrait with a reflection section, where I weave together “the
overarching vision” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 248), with my own thoughts and
reflections, mentioning the themes which repeat and resonate throughout the portrait and
commonalities amongst participant stories, and highlighting “the deviant voice” (LawrenceLightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 249) of the participant’s portraiture that distinguish them from the
other participants. Finally, I conclude with the overarching theme which I use to title each
portrait and symbolize the individual experience of each participant’s parent involvement.

CHAPTER 4

BRIANNA’S PORTRAIT

CLEANING THE MESS

When he was in fifth grade, JT’s teachers first approached me (a fourth-grade teacher at
his school) to see if he could attend my math class, I must admit that I was skeptical of a fifth
grader attending an advanced fourth grade math class. However, in the few short months that he
was a part of my class, he did well. I even remember that he got a B+ on one of his tests. When
I had asked his classroom teacher if she could pass the test along to his parents, she told me that
his mother wouldn’t care. I wondered what kind of mother wouldn’t care about her child’s
grades. At the time, I must admit that I didn’t know anything about JT’s mother, Brianna, and I
was filled with assumptions about her lack of parental involvement.
I had wanted to interview Brianna for this study, because I believed that she was what
most suburban teachers believed to be a disconnected parent, and I was eager to see what she did
to support her child’s education. I tried to email her and leave her phone messages at the contact
information that was provided by the school office, but she never responded. The day before the
World Café, I stopped by my school to make photocopies, and JT and his mother were in the
school office. Brianna was helping her sister register her nieces for school. I struck up a
conversation with Brianna, introducing myself as her son’s former math teacher. Then I wove
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the World Café, and the topic of my dissertation, into the conversation. She was eager to attend,
but didn’t have a car, so I arranged a carpool with another participant to the World Café. I was
very excited afterwards when she volunteered for the interviews.
For our first interview, I picked up Brianna from her apartment and drove her to the local
Starbucks for coffee. We sat at a small table in the back. When we first entered the Starbucks,
there was a steady stream of people coming in and out, but as we got deeper into Brianna’s life
story, Starbucks became quiet. Brianna explained how she was cleaning up the mess in her and
her son’s life to give him better educational opportunities than she had as a child. Entering
Brianna’s apartment for her second interview I noticed that it was indeed her apartment that
smelled of sweet flowers. Under the dining table were some board games, like monopoly, and
her apartment was impeccably clean. Decorating the outside of her fridge were motivational
things for her son: a note telling him to have a good day and she loved him; numbers to call in
case of an emergency; and the math test that he had received a B+ on in my class. I was shocked
to see that the test had made it home and was on his fridge three months after he had taken it.
Brianna was a single 30-year-old woman and the youngest of all the participants whom I
had interviewed. She had a 10-year-old son, JT. She referred to herself as unemployed, because
she didn’t have a job at the time in her field of study, certified dental assistant. However, she did
bartend on the weekends for extra cash at a Mexican restaurant up the road. Since she didn’t
own a car, she walked to work. Brianna listed all of her present and past occupations as dental
assistant, pharmacy technician, nursing assistant, and bartender.
Brianna grew up on the west side of the major metropolitan city located 20 minutes from
Riverbrook. She described her neighborhood as, “it’s like in the ghetto.” Her mother had four
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girls, including Brianna, and one boy. Brianna’s aunt was addicted to drugs, so Brianna’s
mother raised her two cousins as well. Brianna’s dad went to jail for murder when she was in
third grade. He was released after serving 11 years. Her mother stuck by him, and since they
were married, the children got special weekend visits with their father. Though he was
transferred many times, Brianna’s mother wanted her husband to see the children grow up, so
she packed them into the car every weekend and drove them to wherever he was incarcerated.
Sometimes they were on the road for two days. Just as I began to wonder, Brianna assured me,
“He was a good man, a good father.”

Cultural Capital

Family Cultural Capital: “This Ain't no Suburban School”

From age three through eighth grade, Brianna attended the neighborhood school,
conveniently located across the street from her house. Brianna fondly recalls, “School was
always easy for us. We all were on honor roll. We played in every sport. We had so many
trophies. And my mom’d be like, ‘Look at all of my kids’ trophies!’” Brianna assured me that
they never got in any trouble at school because they were scared of their mother. They used to
beg their teacher, “Please don’t call my mom. What do you want me to do?”
When I asked Brianna about her mother’s parent involvement growing up, Brianna
smirked, “We didn’t have all of that.” Brianna’s mother didn’t come to the school because she
worked two jobs and there weren’t too many options for parents to come to school. There was
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no PTA, no parent-teacher conferences, no open houses, no reading nights, and no curriculum
nights. However, two times a year, there was report card pickup day. Brianna remembered:
You could go and get your report card and there were so many kids that they were just
handing out the report cards. We could come with Momma. It wasn’t something big, like
how [in the suburbs] we talk one-on-one about the kid and pick a time. It’s just like open
house, pick up the kid’s report card, and that was it. It was way different. So maybe some
folks when they come here [to the suburbs], it’s like a change. They are not used to having
to come to the school so much.
For the most part, Brianna enjoyed school. She didn’t realize, until she got older, how much she
really didn’t learn. For example, she realized no one ever corrected her English when she was
younger. It wasn’t until she was older and in college that people would ask her, “Why do you
talk so funny?” After that, she became embarrassed to talk to people. She hadn’t realized that
only people in the “ghetto” talk like she did. She would practice proper English in the mirror.
She confessed to me that she loves the way her son, JT talks. She shared, “It makes me happy
when I hear him talk. And he corrects me, too. And I’m like, ‘How do you say it?’ And I like
that.”

Family Networks: “Lessons from Momma”

Brianna described her mother as a very hardworking woman, but she didn’t have a
chance to complete her education because she got married when she was 17. Brianna told me,
“She went from being a daughter straight to being a wife.” She would tell Brianna and her
sisters, “I can’t teach you much, but I can teach about the streets. I’m going to train you.” Since
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they were all girls in the house at the time and her brother wasn’t born till later, Brianna laughed
as she shared:
She would want to teach us about men, and you got to have streets smarts, and you gotta
watch your back. She was really good at teaching us that. She said, I want you to be book
smart, and I also want you to know what’s going on in the world. Because you can meet a
man who don’t know anything, but he can fake until he make it.
However, when it came to Brianna and her siblings’ schoolwork, her older sister was in charge
of helping. Brianna affectionately referred to her as her “second mom”. Brianna’s mom
couldn’t help them with homework because she couldn’t read. She always made sure the
children were reading, because she wanted them to have a better life than her. Brianna
remembers teaching her mom how to read, too. Brianna and her older sister would make their
mother’s resume and fill out job applications for her when they were in elementary school. Her
mother used to say, “You don’t want to be like me, mopping floors,” so by the time she was a
senior in high school, Brianna was already working at a pharmacy. Brianna confessed, “I wanted
to go into something health-related because I knew I would always have a job. It didn’t mean
that I like doing it.”
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Extrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Social Leverage

Relocating: “The Curse of the Men Growing Up in the Ghetto”

At the World Café, Brianna had mentioned how she moved out of a place she continually
referred to as “the ghetto” to give her son a better education, but a deeper story unfolded during
our interview. Brianna told me that a few years ago, her nineteen-year-old brother was murdered
in front of their house by their neighbor. Tears rolled down her face, as she shared:
There is no more loyalty or respect for people’s families. We grew up together. You
watched him grow up. My brother’s 19. You have seen him grow up since he was a baby.
We ate together. We slept together. We played together in the same house and the same
neighborhood? How can you kill my brother? How can you kill my mom’s son? She did
so much for your family.
Brianna had shared that many times when this neighbor and his family were hungry her mother
brought them food. And one time, when the neighbor’s brother got stabbed in the eye, Brianna’s
mom, who was nine months pregnant at the time, picked him up, put him in her van, and took
him to the hospital. They couldn’t save his eye, but they saved his life. When Brianna gave her
impact statement at the trial for her brother's murder, she looked her neighbor in the eye and said,
“You took my brother’s life, and my mother saved your brother’s life.”
Brianna continued describing life in her neighborhood for young men, by explaining how
they get consumed in the gangs. She explained:
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That’s all that they know. Gangbangers on the corner, the police are all on the corner too,
and they are not telling them to stop. Sometimes they don’t have a mother, or they see
their mother standing around on the corner and it's embarrassing. We try to look away, but
she’s sitting there and she’s high, and they want to have a family. So, they join the gang.
These guys are 12-years-old. Some people have to do it because they have to feed their
family because their mom is on drugs and they don’t have anything. I would ask, ‘Why
would you do this?’ They are like, ‘How are my sisters gonna eat? My mom spent all the
money.’ They even do it for the food, especially if they have already been to jail for
something. They can’t get a job anywhere else. They give up.
The death of her brother was difficult for Brianna’s family. Brianna and her siblings all wanted
to move closer to their mother who lived in the suburbs. But more importantly, they wanted
better lives for their own sons. So many children in her neighborhood grow up without fathers.
Brianna called it “the curse for the men in my family,” and then shared, “I really have no men in
my family at all.” Brianna explained most of the men in her family are in prison or dead.
Brianna’s brother’s murder trial lasted two years, and in the end, she still didn’t know why her
neighbor killed her brother. Brianna leaned in and said, “It didn’t make sense. He was 19 and
that was my breaking point. I was like, ‘I’m done with the city!’” Her life was becoming a mess,
impossible to straighten up. Brianna left the city to give her son the opportunities her father and
brother didn’t have.

Relocating: Fleeing “the Ghetto”

Even when you're growing up in the ghetto, you like don’t know that you are poor. You
don’t know that you're living in poverty. It’s a normal life to you. You don’t feel
scared...It's sad that you get used to hearing gunshots. And till you go away and you
come back, then you're like, I feel sorry for these kids.
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Brianna’s oldest sister was the first person in her family to move out of their city
neighborhood and into Riverbrook. Brianna was shocked that her sister moved so far away from
the family. Since no one she knew ever left their neighborhood, even the 30-minute car ride
west felt much further away than it actually was. Her sister used to tell her how clean and nice
the suburbs were. Her sister would brag about how good the schools were and Brianna used to
love hearing her nieces and nephews speak proper English. She wanted that for her son, too. At
the time, she was living with her mother and working in the city. Shortly after her sister moved
out to the suburbs, her mother decided that she would also move out to the suburbs and she took
JT with her so that he could go to school in a better place. During that time, Brianna missed him
so much. She was jealous that JT would call her mother, “Mom.” She wanted to live with him,
but her job was in the city. Her mother encouraged her to apply for a Section 8 housing voucher.
When she finally got it, it required her to move to a small town two hours south of the city for
one year before she was able to use it in the suburbs where she wanted to live. So, JT and
Brianna moved to where she described as “living out in the country”. When her one-year
commitment was complete, she moved back to the city while she looked for a home in
Riverbrook. JT moved back with his grandma, so that he could continue to go to school in the
suburbs.
Brianna told me that when she tried to move to Riverbrook, it was the only place that
didn’t require landlords to accept the Section 8 housing vouchers. Brianna explained how
difficult it was for a Section 8 applicant to rent in Riverbrook:
So, like all of these housing complexes around here, they can say no, even though it is a
legitimate program from the government. You would always get your rent on time. Maybe
they have the perception of Section 8 that if you come from the projects you are just ghetto,
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or maybe they had a bad experience with someone. I don’t think that it’s fair. I’m like the
application says, “equal housing living”. You can fill out the application, but that doesn’t
mean that you’ll be approved. Or they tell me, ‘You can qualify if you make three times
the rent amount’. I’m like, ‘If the rent is $1500 and I make three times the rent, I wouldn’t
need Section 8’. So, the landlords were like, ‘That’s the rule’. Of course, they are going to
make a rule that I couldn’t meet.
Brianna had a difficult time finding a place to live. Finally, she dressed up in business clothes
and took JT along to “cry at the feet of the landlords” that she needed a place to live. Her whole
life story came out about how dangerous her old home was, and how much she dreamt for her
child to get a better life in the suburbs. Finally, she was able to get an apartment within walking
distance of the elementary school at which I worked.
“That's my big [parental] involvement…relocating and getting money, because it's very
expensive for something so small, like this…just to live here, so he can walk to school and live
the life like I always dreamt of,” Brianna cried as she spoke these words. Though Brianna
realized that the suburbs weren’t perfect either, at least her son could play outside and ride his
bike with less fear than if they had lived in the city. Brianna said, it may have “sounded silly to
some,” but she said:
That was one of the reasons that I wanted to move, because I wanted him to go outside.
When I was a kid, I always watched TV. My favorite show was Full House. I was like
‘Oh my god, I wish I could live there!’ I always dreamt of being somewhere else, like I
don’t belong here [in the ghetto]. So, I made sure that I wanted that for my child to have
those experiences.
Living the “Full House” life in the suburbs was a dream that Brianna shared with all of her
friends and family, when they would come to her in tears about their family being shot or
murdered in their neighborhood. When they came to her with fears for their children, Brianna
would tell them about life in Riverbrook. She would let them sleep on her couch. She would
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help them find an apartment, help them register their children for school in the suburbs. Brianna
proudly shared, “I brought a lot of people to Riverbrook.”

Family Networks: “Momma Knows Best”

When it came to learning about the resources available in Riverbrook, Brianna mainly
relied on her mother. Her mother had moved out to the suburbs ten years prior to Brianna, and
raised two children with her new husband through suburban school districts. So, her mother had
some background knowledge that she shared with Brianna, such as:
She told me the difference [between suburban and city schools]. They're gonna call you a
lot and keep you in the loop, cause you got to be…cause like I said it goes back to that trust
issue thing…. Make sure you always up there [at the school] and you know, available for
them, when they call, or they’ll think you don't care.
Brianna’s mother also explained how the expectations at the suburban schools were for the
parents of students to become involved. She even told Brianna if it ever came between her job
and her son’s education, to quit her job and take care of her son. Brianna never thought that it
would come to that point. But it did, and when the time came, Brianna quit her job as a dental
assistant and stayed home to make sure he went to school and came home safely each day, and
that he didn’t get into any trouble after school. When that day came, Brianna cried to her
mother, and said, “’Oh my God, I got to quit my job, what am I going to do?’ You know I
worked so hard. So, like everything I worked hard for was like gone…I got to start over.”
Despite the initial shock, Brianna felt like it was the right choice, and later realized it brought her
closer to her son.
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Hiding Poverty: “I Don’t Want Him to Know that I Struggle”

Brianna explained to me how she protected JT from learning that they were poor. She
shared with me, “He wouldn’t know that I ever had to struggle with a bill. He has everything
that a kid would want. His grandparents help me to support him a lot.” She continued to assure
me that even his friends are amazed at all that JT has, “iPads, laptops, and you know big TVs.”
Brianna leaned in and whispered to me, “I don’t even have a TV in my room, he’s got a 50-inch
TV and 2 Xboxes.”
Brianna shared how happy it made her feel that her son didn’t know that they receive
food stamps or even how to use food stamps. She contrasted her own childhood with her son’s,
by adding, “We see our mother get it [food stamps] and then she shows us how to get it and then
you get dependent on it. I don’t want my children to know how to get [food stamps]…They
need to work hard.”
In addition to the material things that Brianna must acquire to hide her poverty, she also
felt that she must hide her poverty from the school district. In an effort to go green, the school
district offers only online report cards. Brianna shared how she felt embarrassed to tell the
secretary to print the report cards because she doesn’t have access to the Internet at home. She
felt like if the secretary knew she couldn’t give her children Internet, they might take her
children away. When she felt comfortable to let people know that she didn’t have Internet, they
would tell her that she could use free Internet at the library. Then she became too embarrassed
let them know that she also doesn't have a car or money for public transport to get to the library.
Brianna exasperatedly shared, “It's like everybody has Internet. So, it's like embarrassing you
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don't have Internet...and it's like you don't live in that person's shoes. So, you don't know what
they can do or how easy it is.” Brianna was convinced that by hiding her poverty she was
showing positive parental involvement. Hiding her poverty helped to improve her son’s social
status, because he could then associate with more affluent peers in his schools, without feeling
the added stress of being poor. Brianna added, “I want him to go to school and focus on
[learning] and [tell him] ‘It’s your job’. I don't want him to ever see me cry if I can't pay this
bill, like I used to see my mom. So, I try, I will work so [he can] get that education.”

School-Based Parental Involvement

Understanding The School’s Expectations: We Do What We Know

When Brianna finally enrolled JT in the suburban school, she felt like her life was finally
getting cleaned up. Brianna remembers being very happy with how involved the school was
with her child. She remembers, “They cared so much about my child individually. Oh, my God
they really care about his education. I would tell people all the time, ‘This is a big thing.’” She
contrasted her experience growing up in the city, where the teacher mostly graded the students
for just being at school. In the suburban school, she felt like her child was actually learning.
Brianna believed that the schools really cared about her being involved with her child’s
education, which made her more involved. After a lengthy explanation of what she does at home
to be involved, she finally confessed, “I can’t be that involved in school like coming to meetings
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and stuff like that, but I try to stay in the loop. Did he come downstairs today [to go to the
principal’s office]? At the IEP meetings, I ask them, ‘How I can help?’”
Brianna likes coming to school, but doesn’t always feel comfortable participating in the
ways expected by the school. She reminded me that her family didn’t have these same
opportunities for the parents like curriculum nights and parent-teacher conferences at the school
she grew up attending. So, she is less familiar with the importance of parents attending school
sponsored events. Until recently, she was often working during the after-school events. JT’s
father had taken him to a few of the social events, like the basketball nights. She tries to attend
what conferences she is able to, but she also doesn’t have transportation for meetings/events
farther than her home school.
Brianna’s biggest challenge has been in understanding the school’s expectations for
discipline. Brianna didn’t remember the teachers contacting her with any disciplinary issues
regarding JT from kindergarten to second grade. However, when he entered third grade, she
learned that her son had many disciplinary issues. I could see the tears welling up in her eyes. It
was clear that she was concerned with her son’s behavior struggles.
Brianna recalls that the first time she had heard about her son’s behavior, was when he
was in third grade. She was called to a meeting where she was presented with a stack of
behavior referrals of every incident that he was involved in. The school had collected lots of
documents and Brianna inquired, “Why didn’t anybody ever told me before it got this bad? You
guys documented all of this stuff and it was a stack of stuff and I never knew about this stuff.” At
that same meeting, they had suggested that JT go through the process for an Individualized
Education Plan, IEP, for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, ADHD. Brianna and her
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mother were against any IEP or a diagnosis of ADHD. However, Brianna laughed when she
shared with me that her mother said to her, “No, don’t give him any medicine.” She thinks that
prayer will heal everything, “We are gonna put some holy water, we are gonna rock him, and he
will calm down.” But Brianna finally convinced her mother that the structure of school was
really helping him. So in the end, JT received the IEP, the medication, the teacher assistant, and
services the school believed that he needed to become more successful at school.

Home-Based Parental Involvement

Cultural Knowledge: Black Boy’s Education

A majority of Brianna’s parent involvement is not in the school. It is at home. When I
first asked her about her parental involvement in JT’s education, she told me, “It starts at home,”
she began and then added:
I try to tell him, same way my mother told me, ‘You gotta work hard’. I was going to
school, and I would bartend at night, and I would see him off to school and he was sleeping
when I get home. I would tell him, ‘This is for you’. Everything that I am doing is for
you. I’m working hard. I don’t want you to have to work this hard when you’re older. So,
just moving here. And like teaching him like, you know, trying to discipline him at home.
I tell him that ‘discipline is the best way of learning; you need to focus on pay attention’.
Disciplining him at home and giving him the basics of being respectful and things like that,
can get him further in school and make him a better person.
She continued explaining how she has been working on his confidence, his eye contact, and his
being able to sit still. She believes that improving these behaviors will help him in life, so that
others believe him when he speaks.
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At home, Brianna tries to stay involved with what is going on at school by talking to JT
about topics that he is learning. She remembered being especially excited when he was studying
the U.S. Constitution. She acquires most of her information about school directly from JT. She
shared that he enjoys talking to her and his dad about school. Since his father works close to
their home, he is able to pick JT up and drop him off at activities and even sleeps at their house
Monday through Friday, to stay involved in JT’s life. JT doesn’t even know his parents are
separated, because Brianna wanted to give him as much normalcy as possible. She laughed
though, when she told, me, “With JT, I can’t picture being with someone. He would drive them
away.”
When it came to parental involvement, the focus of our conversation remained mostly on
a recent incident that JT had been involved in. This incident had also been a popular topic at the
World Café, as Brianna had shared much of her concerns there as well. Brianna explained to me
the many ways she was struggling to stay involved in her child’s education, and life, to help
ensure that he would be able to stay safe, in school, and have a clean permanent record.
Brianna shared the following details with me. The incident began in the morning before
school one day, when JT and a middle-school friend walked up to the middle school together.
Brianna had to go to work, so the friend’s family watched JT in the mornings. When they got to
the middle school, they got into an argument with another group of boys. After leaving the
middle school, JT walked back to the elementary school. One of the boys at the middle school
claimed that JT had a knife on him and threatened their lives. When JT got back to the
elementary school, the cops were waiting. They handcuffed and arrested him. The school and
the police department contacted Brianna about the incident. No knife or weapon was found on
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JT and there were no witnesses who saw a knife. The middle school boy’s family pressed
charges, and at the time of the interview, JT was involved in court proceedings for this incident.
In addition, JT was transferred to another elementary school for the remainder of the school year
and told that he would need to attend a different middle school. The other parents in the
neighborhood united against JT and wrote alarming Facebook posts about the incident on their
Facebook news feeds and 45 days later, the local newspapers covered the story with a mirage of
stories, allegations, and information. All the while, Brianna quit her job to keep a close eye on
her son, and worked to find out what she could do to help her son to testify convincingly, despite
his ADHD disability. During the World Café, Brianna had discussed her opposition to parent
involvement via Facebook parents’ groups because of this incident.
Brianna had so many questions around the incident, so she spent endless hours
researching the other cases that were similar to her son, or worse. She pointed out that the school
district never invited her to a meeting to discuss her options. Without even knowing if he was
guilty, they told her that he had to change schools or be homeschooled. Brianna felt that these
decisions came about from the parents of the alleged victim. Brianna shared:
I wasn’t in the loop with the meetings at the district, but the other parents are in the loop.
They go to the meetings at the district. A group of them all get together and they decided
that my kid is a danger to other kids’ lives, or being here in the school. But it’s not like he
ever had a problem before [with violence towards] his peers.
In addition to feeling she had no power or voice in what happened to her son, she was still
baffled as to how he was even arrested. Brianna shared with me that in the 30 minutes between
JT leaving the middle school and arriving at the elementary school, the police were called,
allegedly did a thorough investigation of what was said by the middle school boy, assumed guilt,
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and arrested JT. Brianna also told me that she was upset because there was no preliminary
hearing to see if the arrest would go to trial. At first, an African-American parent at the school,
who is a lawyer, offered to represent him. However, with his attention disability, JT had a
difficult time recounting the events that happened, lacked eye contact, couldn’t sit still in his
chair, and got his stories mixed up. Finally, the lawyer told Brianna that they had a weak chance
of winning the case, so he dropped JT because he felt that he was unstable. JT’s disability
confused things in his mind and his attention fluctuated during events, making it difficult for him
to recall events accurately. I had witnessed the same behaviors even when teaching a math
lesson to him. Finally, Brianna was able to find a lawyer through the NAACP to help represent
JT in court. Brianna clung to her chair as she recalled all of the events. I could see the
questioning in her eyes as to how this could happen to her baby. My heart went out to her as she
spilled her story, explaining how she’s trying to clean up this mess in her life. Brianna,
recounted, “My mom was crying so bad. She was so hurt, you know, it was so post traumatic,
for her too. It's like a curse. What is wrong with the men in our family?” Brianna felt that her
whole life was falling apart.
Brianna’s parent involvement increased during these events as she worked to clean up her
life by first quitting her job and then having to “keep an eye on him” all day. She also spent time
researching the event, searching for lawyers, and looking for resources that would help him. She
attended his court trials, met with the principal, and told her story to anyone who would listen.
But mostly, she prepared her son. She prepared him for court, and for life, explaining the lessons
that young Black boys all too frequently need to learn. Brianna told me that she now spends
hours educating JT about the law and how his actions are linked to consequences. She explains
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to him about how his peer group can affect his actions and the consequences of his actions. She
also explained to him how situations are handled differently when you are Black- versus Whiteskinned. She told him, “They are scared of our people.” She continued:
I had to school JT more about racism. He was confused. He was so angry and he was like,
‘Why they doing this? And why did they have to use different washrooms [before the
1960s]?’ and I had to explain all that to him. I had to explain to him that it used to be like
that where Black kids and White kids didn’t go to school together and there was a change
and some people don’t like that still. They might not show it to you, but it is like that. It’s
inside of them.
JT had a hard time believing the inequities that come with race because he has White people in
his family who love him. He has White cousins who he plays with and Brianna believed it was
hard for him to understand how or why White people would be scared of Black people.
After this whole incident took place, I was interested to hear if and how Brianna felt this
incident will affect her relationship with the school. She leaned back in her chair and thought for
a moment before she responded:
It totally took my trust away. This was the one place where I believed that I could protect
him. Now this is ruining his life. It will follow him for a long time. When I was leaving
the police station, they were like he’s a minor. I was so upset that they put handcuffs on
him. I was really mad. I am a woman and I’ve been arrested before for fighting and things
like that and I never even had been handcuffed. Being a woman, they didn’t grab me and
put my hands behind my back. He’s 10 years old. And I feel like they are making a bigger
issue. I never wanted it to be like that.
The school didn’t meet with her in person or invite her to the table when they were looking for
ways to handle the situation. She believed that the school didn’t support her child and make the
best decisions for him and that they gave preferential treatment to the student who accused JT of
having a knife since this student was from a White, higher-income family. She believed they
listened to the voices of the other parents involved. She was upset they assumed her son was
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guilty, they took him from his school, they forced him to go to another school, and they took
away the opportunity for him to go to middle school with his friends. They claimed it was for
his safety, but Brianna didn’t believe that. She believed these were decisions made from White
parents’ fears of Black boys in their schools.

Intrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Expectations for My Children and Myself

Dreaming for My Child: No One Can Take Away Your Education

Brianna had big dreams for JT. She learned how to dream big for her child, from her
mother, who always dreamt big for her and her sisters. Brianna remembers:
[My momma] was so strict about us getting our education; how important it was. And she
tell us how the world was going to change and she used to think she didn't have that much
education and you don't want to be embarrassed or you'll be ready for anything in life. So,
she was really on us...even though she couldn't help us, she stayed on us.
I asked Brianna, how that affected her as a parent. She replied that it made her “stay on JT”.
She wanted to instill those values into him, because education is, “Something no one can take
from you.” Brianna sees how JT is becoming more materialistic and more interested in
electronics and video games, but she always reminds him, “All that stuff can be taken away, it
can stop, it can break down. But what you have in your mind and your survival skills, you can
have that forever. It's never gonna go away.” Brianna leaned in, looked me in the eye, and said,
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“That's how we grew up, we didn't have all those things.” She added that she tries to teach him
how to value his education and be successful so he can have any material thing he desires in life,
and at the same time, he isn’t dependent on material things.

Good Parental Involvement: I’m Trying to Do It Your Way

Brianna assured me that she wants to be involved in JT’s education. She wanted to be
more in touch with his teachers and she wanted them to show her how to help him better. Most
importantly, she wanted to be informed early on, if there were any issues with JT’s behavior or
academics, because she wanted time to intervene. She wishes that there was more time to let the
teachers know who she is and for her to share her own perspective and life with the teachers.
Though she is intimidated to share some information with the teachers because of her financial
situation, like her phone is shut off, or that she doesn’t have access to a car or the Internet.
Brianna shared, “I am involved, and I know, how important it [education] is, and I would really
like to be on the PTA. I just don't feel like I am part of the community. Even though I’m here,
but I don't feel welcome like that.”
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Feelings and Beliefs

Community Collective Beliefs: Keep Everything a Secret

Brianna shared with me she had a fear of White people. Brianna told me that she
believed that it is an “African-American mindset” to “shut in” and “keep everything a secret”.
This was also a popular theme at the World Café, which invoked much discussion. She told me
that one reason Black people do that, when interacting with White people, is because they don’t
trust White people. She went further to explain, “Like they will trick you and take things [from
you].” Brianna continued to explain that the only time she and her siblings saw White folks
growing up, “They was either coming to take you to jail or to take your children away, or going
to find drugs.” Ironically, she added the, “Only time we've seen White people in our
neighborhood, they was the bad guy. Like if [White people] see Black people as the bad guy on
TV, when they see Black people for real, they think they all the same.” Since that was the way
her family grew up, Brianna explained how it took effort on her part to “break down the barrier”
and try to raise JT so that he wouldn't grow up with the same beliefs.
Brianna shared with me that she has not made any connections with White families in
her neighborhood or school, aside from a friendly hello from a neighbor. But she did talk about
how important it was to let White people into Black peoples’ homes, so that they don’t
stereotype them, or worse, call child protection services on them. She said that is what she
believed most Black parents fear. She remembers her friend kept forgetting to send her
daughter’s glasses to school. The teacher called so many times to ask for the glasses, she was
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scared she would be reported to the Department of Child and Family services (DCFS). Other
fears that Brianna shared with me, which might make White people take away her children
were: having no Internet to check her son’s grades, having no working cellphone, and having a
secretive or messy house. In fact, her mother had explicitly told her, “Make sure you keep your
house clean all the time and invite your neighbors into your home to look around.” Brianna’s
mother explained to Brianna that this was the best way to break down the racial barriers in the
neighborhood. White people, “want to know who they live next door to, they want to know
their neighbors.” Brianna continued that, “From like childhood, like we grew up we never see
[White] people like, but I don't want JT to think like that.” She combatted her cultural beliefs in
order to create better relationships with suburban teachers and neighborhood peers, so others
didn’t judge her or her son.

Good Parental Involvement: Accept that Every Household is Different

Brianna wanted to share an important message with teachers and educators about her
parental involvement beliefs. She asked that I include the following eloquent speech:
Every household is different. Maybe you have morals in your household [that are] way
different. You don't know like what a kid or family is going through from the weekend till
that Monday they come school. They got…their attitude or they not want to work. They
could have just lost their father. They could have just lost their uncle, [or] somebody that
they see in their life so closely. You know so much stuff go on in my family like all the
time that people just don't have an idea like what people go through in their life.
With everything that had been happening in Brianna’s life, her father's jailing, her brother’s
murder, her son’s court trials, it was no surprise that she felt that schools needed more authentic
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relationships with parents. She continued to mention that her son recently lost his uncle on the
same day Brianna’s brother was murdered, just a few years later. She explained how shaken up
he was, but she still sent him to school, so that he could have some normalcy. She shared that
she wished the schools could be more sensitive to what is happening in the children's lives, by
creating more authentic relationships with the families.
Brianna wanted to assure me that it isn’t that the families don’t care, “We tryin to
just…you don't even know like, what we go through at home, what I go through as a single
parent or anything. So... it's just different.” Brianna seemed to struggle to find the right words
about how difficult it was to be a young single Black mother, with little money to support your
family. The struggle for the words to describe her challenges was evident, but what was more
evident was the struggle itself. You could tell by the look in her eyes that it was challenging to
be in her shoes. I noted that she was hurt by the fact that not all mothers understand this
struggle, when she made a low-blow to stay-at-home moms, stating that she doesn’t have a
“husband to work so I can stay at home and go to the mall with a group of moms.” It wasn’t that
she was upset with the fact that these moms didn’t work, but it was more the way she perceived
these stay-at-home moms treated her. She confirmed, “It's just, they look at us a certain way and
we look at them a certain way, too.” She wishes for more authentic relationships with the parents
in the school community.
Brianna felt that when teachers know that certain families are coming from places like the
inner city school systems, the suburban school staff must make authentic relationships with the
families. They could explain to these families how their school experiences are different from
what the families may have had in the past. They could also explain to the parents what the most
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important things to focus on with their child might be. In general, Brianna described a general
sense of indifference from the school to truly explain the ins and outs of the suburban school’s
expectations. Brianna believed that if the school community kept an open mind and took the
time to understand what the students and their families are going through, or why a parent might
be disengaged, or why a child might be acting out, before labeling the family, the school would
see improved parental involvement.

Reflection

Out of all of the parents whom I interviewed, I believe that most teachers would agree
that Brianna appeared to be the parent who was the “least involved” in her child’s education.
After speaking with Brianna about her involvement, I would have to disagree. She could almost
be one of the most involved parents whom I had interviewed. Because both educators and
African-American parents disagree on the definition of “What is parental involvement?” there
would be a large discrepancy between what educators believed about Brianna’s level of
involvement and her actual level of involvement. Yes, she may not always answer the teacher's
phone calls, or write emails, or check her child’s report cards, or attend the parent-teacher
conferences or IEP meetings. She doesn’t come to the class parties, or supervise her kid’s
homework. She’s not a room parent, nor on the PTA, or a volunteer of any sort, but she cares
about her child’s education.
Brianna showed many ways that she was involved in JT’s education, but most may not be
recognized as parental involvement to the typical suburban school teacher. First, Brianna’s own
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family cultural capital was one with weak opportunities for parental involvement in school.
Growing up at her school, there were no events where parents were encouraged to come to
school. However, the lack of opportunities for involvement in school did not stop Brianna’s
mom from trying to educate her children in the home. She taught her children how to survive on
the streets, avoid gangs, avoid drugs, and learn the importance of reading and caring for one’s
family. Brianna used her own cultural capital to create an environment for her son, which
supported him in acquiring a good education.
Similar to the other participants, Brianna relocated from the “ghetto” to save her son’s
life, when she realized the “curse of the men” in her family: they all end up dead or incarcerated.
Even though it was difficult for her, she sent JT to live with her mother in the suburbs, when she
was stuck waiting for her housing voucher. When she moved to Riverbrook, she worked hard to
hide their poverty, so that JT would feel comfortable amongst his peers. She communicates with
JT about school. When he brings home good grades on papers, she hangs them on the fridge,
next to notes of encouragement. Finally, when JT was faced with a legal battle, she quit her job
to watch over him and researched ways to legally help him. A majority of the role that Brianna
plays in JT’s education, cannot be observed by his teachers and the school staff, because it
happens in her home.
With so many differences in Brianna’s life, why is it that we ask her to act the same as
other suburban parents? Reflecting on her interview, I realize how much of her life story was
tragedy, but Brianna fled the violence to come and raise her son in a more stable school
environment. However, the mess from her former life oozed into her current happiness and
spoiled some of the events that took place thereafter. And yet, Brianna kept trying to clean up
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the mess. Brianna’s life story contrasted with the cleanliness of her home, and also contrasted
with the Starbucks where we sat. Brianna talked of how she worked so hard to clean up the mess
that was her life. Sipping on coffee and sitting in a place surrounded by many people who would
never have to endure what she has had to, Brianna confidently laid out the past she was trying to
desperately escape, the successes and struggles of her present parent involvement, and the future
she wished for her son. Through her story, she wanted people to understand that she was trying
to clean up this mess so her child could have a better education, and that was her form of parent
involvement.

CHAPTER 5

VONDRA’S PORTRAIT

NURSING MY KIDS’ NEEDS

The first time that I had met Vondra, her son Martin was in my class. At the time, she had
volunteered to interview with me for another study about low-income African-American families
who move from the city to the suburbs to raise their children. During that interview she shared
about her struggle in the suburbs. The struggle to finish school, find a job, pay her bills, and put
food on the table. She spent a majority of the interview looking down into her lap, eyes tucked
away, hiding her pain and embarrassment. With this interview, two years later, I noticed that
Vondra was much more relaxed and positive compared to the last time that I had interviewed
her. Now, she had finished school and got that job. She was finally able to pay some of those
bills on her own. I could tell that this accomplishment in her life had changed her. She seemed
more confident, happy, and comfortable. She seemed more proud, and less anxious, sharing
about her own life.
When I first entered Vondra’s apartment, I noticed it was dimly lit with one lamp. The
darkness of the room contrasted with the bright daylight of a July afternoon just outside. The air
conditioning was turned off, but it wasn’t too hot. We sat comfortably on the leather sectional.
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Under the television, carefully arranged on the stand, were roughly 25 names of people in
Vondra’s family carved out of wood. I noticed the wrought iron cross prominently placed in the
middle of her dining room wall. There was a picture of Vondra and her family on the end table.
The house was neat and well kept. Vondra had gone to school to work in the medical field. She
softly tended to her dog, Cocoa, which lay comfortably in her lap, as she shared her story of how
she nursed her own children’s needs through her parent involvement.

Cultural Capital

Vondra was a 39-year-old single mother of three children: a 20-year-old son, an 18-yearold daughter, and an 11-year-old son. She had lived in Riverbrook since 2006. She had grown
up on the west side of the city in a predominantly Black and low-income neighborhood.

Family Cultural Capital: The Other Parents

Vondra had grown up in her grandmother’s home. Neither her mother nor her father was
around when she was young, so her grandmother raised her and her cousins, too. Vondra did not
have any memories of her grandmother being involved in her education, because she explained,
“There was too many of us for her to be involved.” I asked her if she meant involved in the
school. She replied, “I mean involved with me independently. There was too much for her to do
and work and support all of us. I don’t remember her being too much involved.” What Vondra
does remember is that from time to time, her grandmother would ask all the children, “How
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school was going.” In fact, it was her aunt who took on more of the parent role. Vondra
reminisced, that it was, “My aunt that raised me. She would help me do homework. She asked
me how was school and what was going on.” Vondra contrasted the experiences of her aunt’s
involvement with the level of involvement that she had with her own child, “As far as what I do
with Martin, with going to school programs and registering for school, I don’t remember my aunt
doing all of that stuff.”
Vondra recalled that her school wasn’t diverse. She described her school as mainly Black
students with mostly Black teachers. She remembered little about her school aside from, “It was
crowded. It was a lot of people, a lot of students, from different neighborhoods.” She recalled
how she had to walk a great distance to get to school. Her aunt used to walk her to school when
she was younger, but as she got older, her cousins and friends would walk together.
Vondra also shared with me that growing up she was a kid who enjoyed reading and liked
to study. She wouldn’t call herself an “A” student, but she had a routine that she had established
for herself to complete her schoolwork and homework. She felt that her ability to manage her
own routine, as a child, helped her as a parent to establish a routine for her children. Therefore,
Vondra’s identity, as a student, helped to shape the way she supported education in her home as
a parent. In addition, she felt that her aunt’s and grandmother’s inquiries regarding her own
education helped her to understand the importance of talking to her children about their
education. Now, she communicates with her children about their education, by “ask[ing]
questions, see how they are feeling, and where are they are at, at an educational level.”
When it came to parent involvement in her own childhood, Vondra’s parents were absent
from most of her school education, however Vondra shared:
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When I got to be in high school, my mother was there. I could tell that she wasn’t that into
what I was doing in school because I did a lot of skipping. But when I got to college, my
mother and my father...they were more supportive of me. Giving me encouragement to
finish, even when it was hard. I wanted to quit and I couldn’t juggle school and home and
kids and try to work. They would encourage me. And they did come to my graduation. I
didn’t think anyone would, but they came to my graduation, so they were supportive of
what I went to school for and how long I was in school trying to figure out what I wanted
to do.
Vondra originally had wanted to become a paramedic. But the program got too difficult and it
required, “a lot of endurance” she felt that she didn’t have. Eventually she did graduate with an
Associate Degree in Medical Assistance. At the time of this interview, she was working full
time in the medical field, but not as a medical assistant.

Extrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Social Leverage

Relocating: Out Here

Though Vondra was unable to attend the World Café because of an accident her daughter
was in that day, much of her story echoed themes that were explored at the World Café. She,
too, like many of the World Café participants, relocated to the suburbs for her children’s
education. When Vondra was younger, she had a friend who had lived in Riverbrook and she
fondly remembered that she had, “always liked the way that it looked, out here, as opposed to
how to it looked where [she] lived in the city.” When she started having children, she realized
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that her children needed to grow up in a nice community and needed to go to a good school, so
she Googled, “’Top schools for Illinois’ and stuff like that and Riverbrook happened to be the
top of the list.” Since she had a friend that lived “out here” she felt like she knew a little about
being “out here”. Vondra kept referring to Riverbrook as “out here”. I found it interesting that
she referred to a suburb that was 20 minutes by car away from where she grew up, as “out here.”
To me, it seemed, that term should have been reserved for a place that was a significant distance
away from where you live. I then realized, that to Vondra, a person who probably didn’t leave
the city much as a child, that this suburb which was 20 minutes away, might actually feel like a
foreign place. Vondra applied for the Section 8 housing voucher for the county in which
Riverbrook is located. All in all, Vondra, confirmed that choosing to live in Riverbrook, had
been “a good choice,” or at the very least, “it wasn’t a bad choice.” Relocating to a better school
district was just the first way that Vondra began to nurse her kids' needs: a pattern that would
continue throughout her story.

Community Resources: Church and Schools

When I had interviewed Vondra a few years ago, she had spent most of her interview
talking about how she worked to find community resources to support her children’s needs when
she wasn’t able to find work. Vondra had found out about most of these resources through her
church, the kids’ school, and the community bulletin board at the public-aid office, where
different social service programs are advertised. Vondra was impressed with all of the programs
that they had “out here” for the kids. She talked a lot about the programs that the churches have
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for helping families in financial need. She told me more about the programs that she used to get
acclimated to the suburban school and life, by disclosing:
Churches have programs. They have somebody that goes to your meetings with you and
speaks on your behalf...makes it look better and helps the school staff to understand your
situation. The lunch program that [the schools] have is great. The social worker [at the
school] is great. And all the programs that they have for low income children. There were
times I couldn’t get my kids boots for school and they would help out with that…. It took
me awhile to get comfortable with going to those programs. Letting people know that I
am in need like that. A couple of times the school has helped me with grocery store gift
cards and gifts for Christmas for my kids. I guess the church and the schools they
communicate and they learn about the families in the community that need the help. I don’t
know about anyone else, but I used all of my resources. And that helped me to get more
involved and more comfortable with getting involved with going to school to get involved
my kids’ education.
Vondra assured me that the community programs, and learning how to navigate those programs,
were an important part of her involvement in her children’s education. If she didn’t acquire the
resources from these programs, she couldn’t continue to support her children living in the
suburbs. Then they would all have to return to the city and its subpar educational system.

Hiding Poverty: Fitting in With the Rich Kids

In our first interview, I had asked Vondra if she felt like she was a part of the school
community. She had easily answered, “No.” I wanted to know more about why she felt like she
didn’t fit in and she shared:
The Riverbrook parents, they all fit in together and I don’t feel like I fit in. They all drive
the nice car and I don’t have the nice car. I don’t have the big house. I just don’t. I feel
different, so I don’t [fit in]. There are a few that knew me because they know Martin. It’s
because of him they speak, ‘Hi and how are you doing?’ and that’s as far as it goes, but I
don’t feel connected to them at all. I feel like they are rich and we’re poor.
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Most of the time Vondra feels like she doesn’t fit in because of her race, but also she believes
that her financial status inhibits her involvement. It’s because of her financial status, that she
can’t get involved in school fundraisers and the PTA. She can’t keep up with the level of
contributing that the school expects. For example, she said, “I want to, but I can't. Once the
teacher say to me, ‘It's only $6’. I was like, ‘I don't even have $6.” Vondra had many stories that
she shared about how her low-financial status impacted her school involvement. One story in
particular that resonated with me was about her older son, she started:
The Riverbrook kids had the money to go and buy these $100 pants and shoes. I don’t
have that money for my kids to go do that. [My oldest son] doesn’t want to look like an
outsider around his friends, so he would go and get ‘em the best way he can. He would
steal. Then, I told him that if he keeps getting in trouble he would have to get out. That
was a challenge. I would even see some of that in Martin, he want things, expensive stuff,
where as before, it wasn’t a big deal. Now [he] wants these $100 shoes and this $30 shirt
and says, ‘I want to go to Extreme Trampoline tonight, and I want to go to the show
tomorrow and I want to go to the water park.’ I am like, ‘Martin slow down.’ I told him
than as soon as he is 16, he needs to get a job. I am trying to do things different with Martin
then my oldest boy. For my oldest boy, I would try to make it happen because I didn’t
want him to feel different, whereas with Martin, I am trying to say you don’t have to do
what this person is doing. Be you. If I can’t afford it, but if you want it, then you have got
to start saving money. You can start to save $25 each month, you can buy those shoes after
a few months. That’s a challenge to do when, as soon as one of his friends asked for it, or
it comes out brand new, they get it. Where it takes me over a month, you know. So yeah,
that is a challenge. That’s a whole another set of education.
I realized, after hearing this story, that Vondra must also tend to her children’s needs by teaching
them how to live poor, amongst rich friends. It’s a type of parent involvement that suburban
teachers may overlook.
In addition to teaching them how to survive friendships with children who are more
affluent than them, Vondra tries to teach her children much needed money skills that she didn’t
get as a child. She gave each child a home bill that they are responsible for paying. For
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example, her son had to pay the cable bill. She explained to him, how he could pay half of it
with each paycheck, so that he didn’t have to pay it all from one check and be broke. No one
ever taught Vondra “how not to be broke”. These were skills that she had to learn on her own.
She had to teach herself how to budget her expenses, so that she would have money to hold her
over. Teaching her own children money management skills is another way she nurses their
needs.

School-Based Parental Involvement

Understanding the School’s Expectations: “My Life is Unique”

Vondra continued that one thing that she did not feel comfortable with was the way she
was treated when she first came to the suburbs, specifically in her son’s school. Similar feelings
of unwelcome in the schools echoed throughout the World Café data. She shared, “My [older]
son was special needs. He had an IEP, so he kind of had like behavior issues and ticks. So,
getting teachers, and staff, to be comfortable in learning how to deal with that was uncomfortable
for me.” Her school experience began negative as her son transitioned to the suburban school.
She felt like the staff didn’t understand her son, or his needs. She was upset with the way people
treated them, but once they got him an Individualized Education Plan (IEP), and his doctors
began communicating directly with the school nurse, her relationships with the school became
more positive.
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Vondra worked with the school social worker and the other school personnel to work to
develop a plan for her son to get through the year comfortably. She felt like the plan worked
well for her elder son because he was able to graduate from high school. Her son also became
more comfortable with himself and other people in school. He was able to get involved in sports
and the coaches helped him to get into camps. This experience helped Vondra to feel closer to
the school staff. She contrasted the experiences with her older son to the experiences she had
with her daughter who was always a proficient student and was on the track team. Vondra
shared that she had little involvement in school with her daughter, because she didn't struggle in
school.
There was a gap of about six years between Vondra’s daughter and her youngest son,
Martin. When Martin entered school, Vondra said it was like reliving the same experiences that
she had with her first son:
It was somewhat of a challenge because he [Martin] had asthma, a medical issue, and it
made him miss a lot of school and I was really uncomfortable then because teachers, the
staff, and the principal made me feel like I was keeping him home for my own doing. Like,
I didn’t want to get up and drive him to school that was what I was told and I had to do a
lot of footwork with the doctors.
Vondra became exhausted running him back and forth to his doctors, and her lawyers, to get the
necessary paperwork together for the school to understand Martin’s health issues. Vondra
defended that, “You can't go to school and learn if you are not in good health. I always say that I
care more about his health, than his education because you can't learn if you aren’t healthy.”
Vondra found that her biggest challenge was getting Martin comfortable with being out of school
for a month or two, while she nursed him back to health. She remembers, “People talking, ‘Why
you miss so much school?’ or teachers saying, ‘You gotta get to school’. He’s having anxiety
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going to school. [I was] just trying to get everybody on board with the health issues.” At that
time, Vondra felt uncomfortable communicating with most of the school personnel because she
felt that they were against her. She remembers, “I was scared. I think of a couple of those
meetings I didn't go to, for that reason. It was an uncomfortable situation for me.”
When I had first met Vondra, Martin was a student in my class. He was quiet, respectful,
and a genuinely compliant child, who did little to get “in trouble”. However, one thing that I
certainly remember about Martin was that he had a lot of absences. He would miss school in
clumps of three or more days. We tried a variety of strategies to help him, but none seemed to
work. The school staff pushed for a greater accountability on mom’s part to get Martin to
school. Though Vondra did help him catch up with work, it was difficult for her to manage his
health and his schoolwork. Unfortunately, Martin got more and more behind. Before long, we
couldn’t figure out how to help him. The teachers wanted him to get an Individualized
Education Plan (IEP) because he was unable to do most of the work. However, it was difficult to
differentiate if he couldn't do the work because he lacked the skills, or if it was that he had gaps
in his understanding because he wasn’t in school for the lessons. Finally, the principal of our
school reported Vondra to the school truancy office.
At the time of this interview Vondra had been on truancy watch for the last three years.
Vondra feels frustrated about the truancy, and even told the truancy officer, “There is nothing
that I can do. If the doctors can't do nothing, there is nothing that you can do.” As Vondra told
me the story about her son’s struggles balancing his health and school attendance, she became
emotional. She felt that nursing Martin back to health was her main priority as a parent. This
was a side of her that I hadn’t seen in a while; a side that showed her frustration with everything
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going on and her exhaustion with fighting the system. When she’s frustrated with the way the
school treats her, she explained that she retreats, and will not participate in any school activities.
For example:
When they have parent nights, I don’t go to those things because I am just so frustrated
with everything else goes with school and them not seeing that they have these types of
rules set in place, in the district. But not everyone’s life goes according to those rules.
However, when certain teachers empathized with her situation, and reached out, and personally
tried to help her, she felt more successful being involved in Martin’s education. She fondly
remembered one teacher. Vondra had been struggling all year with the truancy officer, and
dealing with the nurses, teachers, principal, and doctors. She said she was at her “wit’s end”.
She shared:
I just went to her [the teacher] and explained my story and my situations, and we just
worked out a plan that if Martin missed school 2 days in a row, [the teacher] would start
sending work home or I could pick up a packet, to keep him in line, so he doesn’t fall
behind. If he was out two months, he would get a tutor, his tests would be modified, and
he would have extra time. I guess being more involved would be not just complaining as
much, but sitting down one on one with the teachers and working out a plan.
In the end, Vondra, together with the school, was able to secure a 504 Plan for Martin. Now,
when Martin is sick, the teachers can work with Vondra to ensure that he doesn’t fall behind.
The personalization of a plan like this that fit her son’s unique lifestyle, made Vondra feel that
her parental involvement in Martin’s education was successful. Now, she felt like she didn’t have
to decide between nursing his health and tending to his education.
When I asked Vondra if she felt like she was connected to her school community, and the
parents of other students, she easily replied, “No.” I was surprised at the firmness and confidence
with which she answered that she didn’t feel welcome amongst the other parents in the school.
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However, she was able to tell me about a time that made her feel comfortable with the school
community. She began:
With Martin, it had gotten so bad that they [the school] thought that I was falsifying
doctors’ notes, and I was like I don’t even have that kind of energy. I don’t know what
kind of parents you are used to? Me, personally, I don’t have that type of energy. With the
nurse, she made me more comfortable with not putting up this wall when Martin was sick.
The nurse had suggested to Vondra that she [the nurse] could communicate directly with the
doctor, which helped Vondra a lot because it cut down the amount of running around that she
had to do to get information from the doctor to the school. Vondra shared that the nurse even
helped to collect Martin’s assignments and that she was able to talk to the other school staff to let
them know the situation with Martin’s health. Vondra confirmed after that, when she had the
504 meeting, “Everyone that was there was just like, ‘Martin missed school,’ but it was so much
better to be in that meeting and not feel like it was all of them against me, which is normally how
I feel.” The nurse was there too, on Vondra’s side, and that made her feel supported by the
school.

Home-Based Parental Involvement

Concerted Cultivation: Special Sunday Night Family Time

Vondra felt like she did little when it came to parent involvement, but that is because her
view of what constitutes parent involvement was limited to school-based involvement. When I
probed her further into home-based educational involvement themes that arose from the World
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Café, she had more to share. Vondra fondly shared her experiences of her children participating
in the summer reading program and visiting the library about once a week to check out books.
She, also, proudly added that her family had special Sunday night family time. It was during this
time they would talk about school and her children’s lives. Often times her older children would
help Martin with his math homework by teaching him different math strategies. This also helped
out Vondra because she often felt incapable of helping Martin with his math homework because:
It’s so different than the way that I learned math. It made me very uncomfortable and
difficult to get involved because I was embarrassed that I couldn't show my son how to do
the math, you know? But it kind of turned around because then my son showed me how to
do the math; through him stumbling I could kind of figure out how to do it.
She went on to explain how she created a routine for her children when they got home
from school. Her grandmother never had a routine for her growing up, but she thought that it
was important that her children sat down within an hour of getting home to complete their
homework. She told me that, “I try to have them do a little of studying, pull them away from the
games, have them read a half hour a day.” She wanted to set more boundaries for game time,
homework, and studying. She wanted to make sure that he really would pick up a book. She
leaned in and told me, “I really don't know how my education impacted my kids.” I suggested
that she had created her own structure growing up in an unstructured household and now, when it
came to her own children; she is trying to provide that same structure for them.
Though she couldn’t help Martin with all of his homework, she always felt that
communicating with her children was an important part of her parent involvement. For example,
she told me, when:
I knew that he was struggling with math and I asked him how that was going. I
found out that asking those questions, made Martin more comfortable and engaged
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in school. [It made] him come home and say, look mom I got an A or...put forth
more effort in school to get it done, knowing that I am going to ask him later. My
excitement for wanting to know, ‘What's going on with him,’ makes him happy.
The role Vondra wanted in her children's education was to stay engaged by showing interest in
their education, and continuing to ask them questions about school.

Intergenerational Closure/ Religious Networks: Hope Church Youth Group

Many of the parents at the World Café, spoke about how Hope Church supported their
children’s education. Though Vondra didn’t have an opportunity to share the influence the
church had on her at the World Café, she chose to discuss it in her interview. Vondra had shared
with me that she didn’t feel welcome at school, and she didn’t feel welcome among the parents at
her son’s school. Partly, it was because Vondra didn’t feel that there was a network of AfricanAmerican parents at school with which she felt connected. She confessed, “I don’t know
because I didn’t really get in tune with the parents in the school. I really didn’t get involved in
Martin’s schooling this year.” When Martin was in my class, he used to go and play basketball at
a local church and Vondra shared that her family was still connected with that church. Vondra
shared with me that her sons had started going to Hope Church on their own to play basketball,
when they first moved “out here”. The church began to tend to the boys in the neighborhood
who loved basketball, and simultaneously, tended to their need for social-emotional support.
The youth pastor of Hope Church had come to the World Café organized for this study to
explain how the church opened its doors to the neighborhood kids for a basketball night. They
were targeting a condo complex next door, which was home to many low-income families who
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had kids playing basketball in the parking lot. Once the kids were coming in weekly to play
basketball, they began to offer a Bible study to the kids beforehand. If they stayed for the Bible
study, then they could stay to play basketball. The youth pastor had hoped to give some socialemotional guidance to these youths and a safe place for them to play. The program also attracted
more membership from the community. The church was looking for ways to support the school.
They did fundraisers and collected school supplies for our elementary school, which was nearby.
Vondra started going over to the church because her sons were inviting her to come to
this or that. However, when she started going through her own personal struggles with finding
employment and paying her bills, she reached out to the church on her own. Now, her family
attends Hope Church regularly. One of her favorite programs that the church offers is a single
mom’s group, where they host different activities like bingo, coffee, and crafts. Though the
activities are trivial, she said that she enjoys the social support the church offers. Not only was
the church caring for her children’s needs, they were also caring for her needs. She felt like she
had a community of parents that could support her within the church, and she said:
Most of the parents here…we have been here all together. Our kids came up through the
middle school together. We all take turns and drive our kids and pick our kids up.
Sometimes I hand out fliers for the Thursday night’s youth thing. So yeah, I am familiar
with those parents and we are all pretty close.
I had thought that if she was receiving social support from these parents, and their kids attended
the same school, that she was also getting information about school from them. I was surprised
to learn that she doesn’t feel like she gets information about the school community through these
parents. In fact, she says that she gets her information about school from her son Martin.
Another strategy that she would use, is to find one person who cares about her individual
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situation. Then she said, “I grasp a hold to that person and I navigate through that person. It
could be another parent, a teacher, that’s how I usually get through.” In elementary school, she
shared that the school social worker and one parent were who she gravitated to and if she had a
question and she felt awkward about asking one of the staff, she would just ask that one parent.

Intrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Expectations for My Children and Myself

Hiding Poverty: Breaking Free from a Cycle of Social Service Dependence

An interesting form of parent involvement that Vondra talked about was wanting to break
free from the cycle of social-service dependence. Parents who are socially dependent, are more
likely to have children who are also dependent. She feels that if she could break free, she can
break that cycle for her children. She felt that the struggle of paying the bills, and keeping up
with the Joneses in a high-socioeconomic suburb was becoming too much for Vondra. Though
she has become more successful in living in the suburbs from the first time that I had met her,
she seemed more done with living “out here”. She shared with me:
I find myself not wanting to live in Riverbrook anymore. I love the scenery, the quietness,
the low crime. I love the schools, and I have a lot of friends here. But it's too expensive
for me to be here. If I want to live outside of these programs that I have been on, meaning
public aid, Section 8…. If I want to learn how to be a normal personal in society, pay all
of your bills, pay your rent, you don’t do these programs. You do it on your own. I can’t
afford to do it in Riverbrook. That’s why I am moving. I want to be independent; there
are too many hoops to go through to get the programs. I don’t qualify for a lot because two
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of my kids are adults and even then, I can still get it because I have Martin, but, it's too
many hoops to jump through. I am like, “Forget it!’
Vondra shared that she is ready to move down south to a state like Texas, where the cost of
living is cheaper and that she has a chance to be a successful contributing member of society
versus a member of society that is reaping social service programs.

Authentic Relationships with School: My Life is Unique

Vondra wants to have a predominantly at-home role in her children’s education. She
wants to do her part in checking their homework, staying engaged, and being an encouragement
to them even when their lives are at a standstill. She wants to help her children become more
confident with themselves. She shared with me:
My life is unique you know? [The schools] may have this thing where he can't be late 5
times or he has to do a detention. Where I’m saying, ‘You don’t know what he’s late for.’
He’s late because he needs to use his [breathing] machine in the morning, or he was up all
night using his machine and he might have overslept the next day. That is not a good
reason for someone to have to do a detention because they are late, you don’t know what
the situation was. I have always explained to one of the assistant principals, is that, ‘I
understand that you are doing your job, but I am also doing my job as a parent.’ There is
no way that he can come to school and coincide with your all rules, because our life is
different than those rules. You know? So, just like I said that makes me so frustrated that
I find myself not wanting be involved in certain things at school.
Vondra needs educators to be people who understand about each child’s individuality. An
educator needs to understand that there are different types of families, and that those families
have different needs, and then adapts the learning to nurse those children’s needs. A lot of times
Vondra thought that Martin felt like an outcast because he didn't learn the ways that the other
children learned. He didn't grasp things as quickly as everybody else. Vondra wishes that
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educators recognized that each child is going to learn differently, each child's home life is
unique, and each child's situation is different. She views effective educators as those who are
caring, compassionate, and have empathy. Schools mostly go by the book and Vondra thinks
that doesn't work for everybody. Vondra said, “Sometimes you have to compromise, sometimes
things are going [to have to] be a tad bit different, you [educators] have to step outside the rules,
just that’s what I would like the schools to [know]”.

Understanding the School’s Expectations: Changing Involvement

As Vondra was raising her three children, she feels like her involvement with her
children has changed over the years. She acknowledged that with her oldest child, she felt like
she did everything the school wanted of her, then with her middle child less so, and then with
Martin, she said, “I felt like I was slacking a lot...just my energy level must have went down,
cause I wasn’t as excited and giddy about doing every single thing.” Vondra felt like she was
more involved with her oldest two children at home, but with Martin, she was more involved in
the school. She said, “With Martin that was my first experience doing all that [school activities],
I have always went to the meetings and parent-teacher conferences,” but with Martin she actually
went to some of the school functions. She felt that she could be more involved at school with
Martin, because she was in school, but unemployed, and looking for a job. However, the
constant search for social resources wore down her energy and she had less patience and time to
invest in his education at home.
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Reflection

When Martin was in my class, I must admit that I felt like his mother Vondra was
uninvolved in his education. She barely made it to the parent-teacher conferences nor to the
special education meetings. She never showed up for curriculum night, reading night, the
cultural fair, open house, or any other school events. They didn’t participate in school programs
like fundraisers and spirit weeks. His homework rarely came back accurate or complete. It
seemed like she was always fighting the school nurse, principal, and office staff because he was
frequently tardy or absent.
I felt that if I could get an interview with Vondra to learn about her involvement, I could
really unlock what is happening in so many of these parents’ homes where naive, suburbancentric teachers, such as myself, hold so many assumptions about the lack of involvement that
these parents appear to have in their children’s education. I am so glad, that I had the
opportunity to get to know Vondra through these interviews, because she was more involved
than I had imagined.
Vondra researched the best school districts in the state on the Internet before choosing to
relocate to Riverbrook. She spent a majority of her day searching for community service
programs, so that she could make ends meet and stay in the suburban schools. She spent years
looking for a job, so that she could be financially independent and break a cycle of social
dependence for her children. She didn’t attend many school functions or events. It was difficult
for her to follow through on the school’s expectations by coming to conferences and meetings,
but she constantly advocated for the medical and educational needs of her two boys. She
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collaborated with the school nurse, and other school personnel to get them the accommodations
that they needed at school, so that they could be successful.
In her own home, Vondra was deliberately involved in her children’s education. She
displayed examples of concerted cultivation through teaching her children money management
skills and moral education, and having educational family time doing math or going to the
library. She overcame her cultural insecurity and her upbringing as a student, to create a more
structured home environment for her own children. She built her academic capital by educating
herself and finishing her degree. She held high expectations for herself by wanting to move to a
place that was less expensive, so that she could prove to her children and herself that she could
be integrated back into society as a financially contributing member.
Vondra went to school to in the medical field. Her highest priority as a parent was to
nurse her children. Both of her boys had special needs that needed more care. She advocated for
the school to tend to her boys’ mental and physical needs. She believed that until these needs
were taken care of, her boys could not have a successful education. Vondra believed that her life
was unique compared to so many Whitesuburban middle-class parents, but when it came to her
own views of her parent involvement, she compared herself to their standards. What Vondra,
didn’t realize was that her parent involvement was also unique, but that didn’t mean that she
wasn’t involved. When it came to parent involvement, she thought she had failed, but that
couldn’t be further from the truth. Vondra was involved by nursing her kid’s health and
education.

CHAPTER 6

CASSANDRA’S PORTRAIT

SPEAKING UP AND SPEAKING OUT

When I first met Mikhail, he was exiting the building on his first day at our school. He
turned to me and asked, “Will I get shot on my walk home?” In all the years that I have been
teaching, no child has ever asked me such a question. I assured him that he would be perfectly
safe on his two-block walk home in Riverbrook, which is one of the safest suburbs in the state. I
first met Mikhail’s mother, Cassandra, weeks later at Mikhail’s parent-teacher conference. We
spent some time talking, as she waited for his teacher to become available and we instantly
connected. I hadn’t seen her in six years, but I thought she might be interested in participating in
this study, so I reached out to a common friend to get her number. She happily participated in the
World Café and volunteered for the interviews.
When Cassandra opened the door for her interview, the very first thing she said, was that
the interview would go badly. She shared that she had a very bad weekend, but she decided not
to cancel our interview because she wanted to have someone to talk to. We settled down in her
condo, on her couch, and she began to speak up about her struggles. I tried to console her. She
was worried about how the events of her horrible weekend would affect her son. Throughout
Cassandra’s interview, I noticed how she continued to show concern for her son, speaking up for
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his education, and speaking out against those who challenged his path to success. Her second
interview contrasted with the first. Her son Mikhail greeted me at the front door of the condo
building with a very cheery hello. He cleared the couch for me to sit, and he sat in a video game
rocker nearby. Cassandra planted herself down on the opposite side of the couch as me. She
covered herself with a throw blanket. She remained like this for a majority of the interview. Her
demeanor was much more put together than our first interview, and she was more confident and
willing to share all that she has done to advocate for her son.

Cultural Capital

Cassandra was a 39-year-old single African-American mother. She lived alone with her
one son, Mikhail, who was 16 years old in an apartment in Riverbrook. She received a
Bachelor's degree, and later obtained a post-degree paralegal certificate. She proudly shared that
she was recently accepted to a graduate program at a private school in the city. Currently, she
had been working as a paralegal at a law office.

Family Cultural Capital: The Other Parents

Cassandra grew up on the south side of the city in a beautiful neighborhood where tall
trees lined the streets of historic-looking homes. She believed she was being raised by her
mother, but later on in life, she learned that the woman she called mom, was in fact her
grandmother. As a child, she had never met her real mother. She also lived with her grandfather
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and her uncle (whom she had believed was her brother). When I asked Cassandra about her
childhood, she summed it up by calling it, “not good.” She assured me that she promised herself
to never let her own child a similar childhood. She shared that not only was her grandmother
mean to her as a child, her grandmother also let her uncle (alleged brother) abuse her. Cassandra
teared-up when she told me, “[her grandmother] had a son that lived in the basement who got
high all the time. So, every time he got high, he came upstairs and he beat me.” So, Cassandra
ran away a lot. Eventually, she spoke up and told her grandfather about the abuse and he got his
son to leave the house. Cassandra believed that her grandmother resented her for having a close
relationship with her grandfather. She believed that from then on, her grandmother treated her
differently. In 2004, Cassandra finally had the opportunity to meet her mother. Unfortunately,
her mother was murdered the year after. Later on, she located her father from a Department of
Child and Family Services report, but was unable to sustain a relationship with him.
Cassandra attended diversely populated schools for most of her life. Though she started
off in a Catholic school, she later transferred to a public school. The public school was in a
predominantly White suburb just outside of the city. She was part of an integration program,
which bused students from predominantly Black neighborhoods into the more diverse or
predominantly White schools. Cassandra had a difficult time describing her schooling
experience. She shared that she was unable to compare it to an all-Black school because she had
never attended an all-Black school. I asked her to compare her schooling to her son’s suburban
schooling experience.
Cassandra believed that the school she had attended was similar to her son’s suburban
schools. For example, she mentioned computer classes, algebra, talent shows, cheerleading, and
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basketball games. Some differences that she pointed out between her school and her son’s
school included that her school had no middle school and no foreign language classes. Her
grandmother had signed her up for the school integration program because she had always
wanted Cassandra to go to a more diverse school. In fact, when her grandmother had first moved
to their neighborhood in the city, she was one of the first Black families. She became
disappointed, when the neighborhood eventually turned all Black.
Cassandra described her grandmother as involved in her education. She worked at the
Catholic school that Cassandra had originally attended. When it came to parental involvement,
she told me, that if the school called her grandparents, they were there. They did everything
from parent-teacher conferences to the talent show. If there was a candy sale, Cassandra would
be the highest seller. If there was a talent show, Cassandra would play the piano. Cassandra felt
like they participated in everything, however, she resented that her grandmother pushed her to be
so involved in all of the school events. After Cassandra spoke up about her uncle’s abuse, her
relationship with her grandmother deteriorated.
In eighth grade, Cassandra became a ward of the state. Cassandra believed that her
grandmother had turned her over to the state because she had found out the true identity of her
mother. After her eighth grade year, she was shuffled back and forth to foster care and group
homes. She was in and out of mental hospitals and therapeutic settings. During that time, she
was mostly tutored in the programs, but between programs she would go to school. Finally,
Cassandra was placed in an alternative high school. She shared with me, “I made okay grades, I
mean, under circumstances. But when I graduated from high school I graduated the top of my
class, so…it ended up working out well.” She believed that the alternative school was more
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comfortable for her because the other children there were also in the system and they could better
relate to her experiences.
Cassandra remembers that when it came to her education, her grandfather was there to
support her, versus her grandmother who she felt pushed her to be someone she didn’t want to
be. Cassandra remembers, “She would always have me play the piano, but I hated the piano.”
She leaned back into the couch and sighed, then added:
Whenever kids were outside, that’s when I had to practice the piano. It was just torture and
so I could never get enjoyment from it. So, then she made me be in all these recitals at the
library. Getting all these awards, it was like, you know, she was missing something from
life and she was trying to live through me or something. I don’t know. But, on the talent
shows and the eighth-grade graduation, she made me play the piano.
Cassandra seemed clearly upset at her grandmother’s level of concerted cultivation of her
upbringing.

Extrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Social Leverage

Relocating: Running from the Cities’ Bullies

Similar to many of the participants in the World Café, Cassandra had relocated to
Riverbrook from the city for her child’s safety and education. Her son, Mikhail, was regularly
bullied at his former school in the city. The other children made fun of Mikhail’s proper
English. Cassandra whispered, “You know he was just the little nerdy.” In addition, her quiet
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university neighborhood was slowing gaining public housing, and soon there were many children
on the streets who did not take a liking to Mikhail. Cassandra had just purchased a new condo
with the help of her boyfriend. Afterwards, the apartment complex across the street turned into
what she called a “project”. The neighborhood children who lived across the street also started
to bully Mikhail. Cassandra wouldn’t let her son become a victim of bullying.
Cassandra researched various suburban communities to raise her son. In fact, she
referred to herself as a “research queen.” She searched online for the best school districts in the
state, using websites such as Forbes and Great Schools. She read parent ratings and reviews, and
even called some of the schools to talk to them personally. And, that is how she found the
school district located in Riverbrook. Quickly, she signed the lease on an apartment, using her
inheritance from her grandfather, so that she could enroll her son into school. Despite having
secured this suburban apartment, she commuted every day from the city to Riverbrook to drop
her son off at school while she worked to get her previous boyfriend to assume financial
responsibility of the condo in the city.
When Cassandra first moved to Riverbrook, she believed that she was treated nicely.
When I asked her why she felt that way, she attributed it to her level of parental involvement in
the school, stating, “Well I was always involved in his school…and I wasn’t working, but I was
also in school, too.” At the time, Cassandra was living off of her inheritance from her
grandfather and going to school for her bachelor's degree.
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In-School Parental Involvement

Understanding the School’s Expectations: “When it Comes to Mikhail, I Don’t Play”

When it came to parental involvement in school, Cassandra saw herself as a highly
involved parent. In fact, she explained that when they first moved to the suburbs, Mikhail had
wanted to make friends, so she remembers enrolling him in a Cub Scout Pack in Riverbrook.
Though he was attempting to make friends through the scouting program, he still struggled
socially. Cassandra believed that it was because there were few Black children in the school.
Cassandra shared, “I remember one of the kids told him that her mom has a book that says ‘all
Black people are niggers,’ so I went to the principal and told him and [the kid] had got in
trouble.” Unfortunately, that was the first of many times Cassandra had to speak out against
Mikhail’s suburban school mates trying to hurt her son.
Soon after Mikhail started his new school, Cassandra learned that he had some special
needs which impacted his social skills in school. I remembered that one day, my teammate and I
were working with Mikhail at the back table practicing our math lesson, when he passed gas. He
immediately blamed it on his imaginary friend, who was sitting on the seat next to him. My
teammate and I, exchanged glances, unsure if this 10-year-old, truly believed that he had an
imaginary friend. Unfortunately, behaviors like this segregated him from the class and when a
parent in Mikhail’s class was uncomfortable with his behavior around her daughter, that parent
was successful in having her child moved to another class. After speaking with Cassandra, it
seemed that these types of experiences followed Mikhail throughout his schooling.
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Overall Cassandra had described her son’s schooling as having many “ups and downs.”
Luckily, Cassandra felt that he “had more ups than downs, but I know the downs kinda
outweighs the ups because of the circumstances with his disability and being teased for a long
period of time [which made him more] defensive.” It bothered Cassandra that the other children
teased Mikhail, especially since a major part of her relocation efforts was to get Mikhail away
from the children who bullied him in the city. Instead, she traded the “projects” children’s
teasing for the “suburban” children’s teasing. Though she wanted to let him handle the situation,
she often found herself compelled to speak out against these bullies for him.
Cassandra described how she would walk Mikhail to and from elementary school every
day, check his middle school assignments/grades online, and attend all of his parent-teacher
conferences. She stressed that she always made herself available to have open communication
with the school. She used to tell his teachers, “Talk to me, y’know, tell me what is going on
[with my kid].” She specifically remembers that the special education coordinator transferred to
the middle school the same year that her son did and how much it helped Mikhail that she
already had a relationship with him. She proudly shared, “so I think I made a good rapport with
everyone. [The principal] who is able to talk to me, y’know and even if I didn’t agree, I still
always was able to share my disagreement with him and it was a mutual respect.”
In the time that Mikhail has been in the school district, he has transitioned between five
schools: elementary school, middle school, therapeutic middle school, alternative high school, and
the general education high school. In that time, Cassandra has learned that:
It’s easier when you make the relationship with the staff. That’s always what I found. Um,
even in middle school, even though you know things weren’t going [well], it was never
yelling competitions or the feeling they couldn’t speak to me about what they felt [about
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Mikhail]. You know? That’s how we got the [special education] testing and everything
done. It was, their idea and then I was supportive of it. I didn’t take anything personal. I
really did think they were trying to help Mikhail.
Cassandra explained, in elementary school, that they could have put Mikhail into a selfcontained classroom, but they didn’t because they wanted to give him the least restrictive
environment. This is a term that teachers use to describe a classroom setting where the students
are supported, but are still held to the highest expectations educators believe that they can
handle. However, eventually he did end up in a therapeutic school setting, because some of his
behaviors were too discrepant from his peers. For example, one day in middle school he came to
school telling everyone he was Captain America. Cassandra feels that they had him go to a
therapeutic school, because, “Nobody could understand him. No one was fit to be able to teach
him,” which bothered her. She didn’t see Mikhail’s behaviors as threatening, just creative and
imaginative, as children should be.
Cassandra had spoken about the importance of becoming friends with teachers and
administrators at the World Café. When teachers did not communicate well with Cassandra, she
was empowered to speak up and contact the school district’s administration. That is exactly
what she had to do to ensure that her child’s needs were being met by the schools. She searched
the school district website and found the names and phone numbers of the district administration
team. She spoke directly to the Superintendent of Special Education to advocate for her son’s
needs. She told me, “He was okay, but we clashed a few times. But not like verbally clashed,
yelling and things like that. But we just clashed on what I thought was best for the needs of my
son.” She leaned in close and told me, “Oh yeah, when it comes to Mikhail, I don’t play.” I asked
her what she means by that statement and she explained:
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That’s my child and I want him to have the best education possible. And I want him to
be able to benefit just like any other kid. White, Black, Chinese, Indian, it doesn’t matter.
He should be afforded the same luxury as everybody else.
Cassandra remembers one experience where a teacher’s subpar communication left her
upset. A teacher from the therapeutic high school had called her and told her that her son was
doing a variety of behaviors that she, herself, had never witnessed. Cassandra felt that she
knows her son’s behavior and she assured me that:
He tries everything at home before he does it out anywhere else. But, he’s consistent in
his behavior. So, if you tell me that he’s done something it will have to be something that
I heard he’s done before. So, new things…I can’t just be like Mikhail you did it. You
know, I have to investigate it a little bit. And with them [the therapeutic school], I always
found that they exaggerated a lot.
Cassandra tried to listen to what the teachers had to say, but she just couldn’t believe what they
were telling her. She felt like when she questioned them they would add more behaviors to the
list. Cassandra then shared that she would begin to get defensive. When the principal of the
therapeutic school told her that he was tired of her “barking” at him, she hung up on him and
contacted the school district administration directly. When she explained to the district
administration what had happened to her son at the therapeutic school, and spoke out against
their treatment of her son, the district administration agreed to let Mikhail enter the district’s
alternative high school, with a transitional program in place to the general education high school.
Cassandra has been overjoyed at the success of this transition, as Mikhail has become an integral
part of the success of the wrestling team and has even done well in the courses he has been
taking in the general education classrooms.
Cassandra viewed her role in helping the school district to transition Mikhail back from
the alternative school to his home high school, as her most successful form of parental
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involvement. At her son’s Individualized Education Plan (IEP) meeting, she was able to speak
with the staff about getting to know her son, and seeing how his grades have slipped in the
alternative setting. She also was able to convince the special education team that her son was not
best served in this environment and that he would be more successful in general education high
school environment. “I’m vocal,” Cassandra assured me, “when it comes to Mikhail. I might
not be vocal for my own stuff, but when it comes to Mikhail, I’m vocal.”

Intergenerational Closure: I Feel More Comfortable with White Parents

Though Cassandra felt that there was mutual respect between her and the teaching staff,
she didn’t feel the same way with her and the community of parents within the suburban school.
She explained to me, “I wasn’t in the place where I wanted to socialize with anyone. I just…I
wasn’t there.” She tried to explain to me what it was that kept her from embedding herself into
the parent community, but she struggled to say:
Um…cause I always had issues with…with Black women. Like, becoming friends, it was
always a… ‘I’m stuck up’ or you know, ‘I look this way’…so there’s this always
something. So, I just…kept to myself. But, I met Sheryl and so me and her talked.
Sheryl, rented a condo in the same condo complex as Cassandra and was also one of the
participants in this study. They had both attended the World Café and both completed interviews
with me. I was surprised to learn that Cassandra only felt this way about the Black parents in the
school district. Unlike many of the World Café participants, when it came to the White parents,
Cassandra expressed feeling much more comfortable. She even told me about a few play dates
that she had made with some of the White parents, when Mikhail was in elementary school. She
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told me about how she would walk to their homes because at the time, she didn’t have a car.
Cassandra explained:
I didn’t have an issue with ‘em…but I think it’s just that you know how I talk. You know
just how I think it was more of that they probably saw more of a connection [with me]
because of me in school and what my ambitions are and everything like that. Then they
see with Mikhail and, they be like, ‘Oh my God, I respect you and I know it’s hard’ and
even though I am pretty careful what to say, I never got one [a parent] who really crossed
the line.
By saying “cross the line,” Cassandra meant that she doesn’t remember any experiences where a
White parent said something inappropriate to her. I asked Cassandra, about the White parent, and
common friend of ours, who helped me reconnect with her, and if she would consider her a
friend. Cassandra replied she “has always been nice. When I first went to the high school
wrestling conference, she was the first person that I saw when I walked in. She was very
welcoming and has always been like that.”
One memory of parent involvement that Cassandra remembers as successful was
Mikhail’s fifth grade graduation party. Cassandra had volunteered to serve on the committee for
planning the party. It was the first time that she felt very included in the suburban school
community. She had proposed a superstar theme and the other parents had loved the idea. She
remembers, “[the kids] got these sunglasses and got to walk the red carpet and you know, feel
like paparazzi.” Cassandra felt very included because her theme was chosen, and the PTA staff
were nice to her. That feeling of being involved had made Cassandra excited to possibly
participate in the Booster club at the high school if she has time aside from her work schedule.
Currently, she helps at the concession stands selling food and water at Mikhail’s sporting events.
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In-Home Parental Involvement

Community Resources: Big Brothers Program

I couldn’t help but notice that in the corner of the room, there were two beautiful
paintings, sitting upon a table. Cassandra shared that Mikhail painted one of them and his “big
brother” painted the other. Cassandra then told me about the Big Brothers program. She had first
heard about the Big Brothers/Big Sisters Program in Riverbrook from her therapist when she had
shared that she was hoping to find a male role model for her son. Mikhail’s big brother had
moved to the area from another state and had also signed up for the program to help out young
children. Though he has exited the program because he is 29 years old now, he and Mikhail still
keep in touch. He became like a young father mentor to Mikhail. Cassandra shared that
Mikhail’s father was not a part of his life, and that was more fortunate for Mikhail. She
explained to me that Mikhail’s father’s life and past was much worse than hers. One of the
reasons, that she had signed him up for the Big Brothers program, was so Mikhail could benefit
from some male mentorship.
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Intrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Expectations for My Children and Myself

Dreaming for My Child: Education is Important

When it came to dreams for her child, Cassandra had a long list of expectations and
wishes for Mikhail. The first wish she shared with me came out in the story of her own
educational experiences, as she shared, “I always went to a more diverse school setting. I never
went to an all-Black school. I went to a school that had different races. So of course, with him, I
want him to have the same experience.” This was part of the reason why she relocated to
Riverbrook -- to get away from the “all-Black neighborhoods.” In addition to her experiences in
diverse schools, she also learned from her childhood the type of parent she wanted to be. She
shared that from her grandparents, she learned that it was important to, “Not pressure him to be
anything and to let him make the choices of what he wants, but always [remind him that] it
doesn’t hurt to try. [If] you don’t like it then you move on.”
When it comes to parental involvement, much of what Cassandra felt was involvement in
her child’s education was the beliefs that she projected on to her child. For example, she
explained to me:
I know that just being a parent you should always want to support your child’s education
regardless of anything. I think it’s just important for me to be in tune with it [his education]
because you know we get bad reports. And I’m his support. Making sure you want to go
to college you have to make sure you go through all the necessary steps in order to get
there.
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Cassandra believes that through her guidance, she is passing on the message that “education is
important,” a message that her grandfather had passed on to her.

Feelings and Beliefs

Good Parental Involvement: Make the Time

With all of Cassandra’s passion to stay involved in her son’s education, I was shocked by
the answer she gave me when I asked her what role she would like in Mikhail’s education now.
She responded, “Now he’s in high school so my ideal role is to mind my own business.” Of
course, I had to ask her what she meant by that. She assured me that at this point in his
education, he realizes that his academic success is connected to his opportunity to play sports and
participate in various activities at the high school. She had spent all of these years modeling to
him how important his education was, and at this point in his schooling, she viewed her place as
“at this point, to kind of step back and just let him take control of his deal. I’m still there, but
just let him be in control of his education.” She plans to keep the relationships with the school,
but she believes that now is the time in his education where he would benefit most from
independently learning a variety academic and life skills on his own.
When it comes to Mikhail’s education, Cassandra wants the school to know that she is
here, and available, “this is his education and it is important” to her and that she will always
support him and speak up and speak out for what is best for him. She wants to tell the school,
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“I’m involved. You can call me. You can talk to me. We keep an open line of communication
when it comes to his education. You see that I’m volunteering. I’m supporting, not just him but
the staff as well.” When I asked Cassandra what good parental involvement looks like, she had
an insightful response:
I think that just being a parent and you showing the desire and what’s important. People
can automatically see that it’s very important to you. I just put my own personal
experience. Having open honest communication. There’s no yelling, no ghetto talking.
Just an open line of communication gets you a long way. If I can’t make it to his meeting,
I can say you know, ‘Hey I can’t make it to the meeting this day. Is there any other day
that I could maybe change it to, since I have to work this day? If the answer is no, then we
can do it over the phone.’ The options have been out there for me. For everyone else it
may be different, but I just think that at the end of the day you have to...I just think that
everyone can be able to make one day.
Cassandra recognizes that some parents may be anxious or intimidated by the school, but when it
comes time to be involved, she doesn’t let her fears or anxiety get in the way of advocating for
her child.
Cassandra dug in and said if parents care, then they need to show up. She continued, “I
mean all you do is keep saying [to the school] you’re in. ‘Hey what day is good for you?’ Try to
have the teacher meetings for those that work and maybe can’t get that time off. Do evening
meetings.” I responded back that there are families who work the night shift; there are families
who can’t make it before school because they are sleeping, or because they don’t have child
care… Cassandra waved off the rest of my sentence with her hand. And replied:
But it’s still your child, so at the end of the day, I’m… this is my own personal opinion that
it shouldn’t even matter if I gotta get up an extra hour early to deal with his problems and
to have a connection with his school. I’m going to do it. But that’s me. I can’t speak for
everybody else. Me? I’m going to make sure that I’m going to be at his school. I’m not
going to miss anything. I don’t even miss his games.
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Reflection

As Cassandra’s portrait unfolded I began to understand how the cultural capital that her
family had, and passed on to her, influenced her own involvement in schools. For example,
Cassandra only attended diverse schools, and similarly she wanted that same experience for her
own son. Consequently, her experiences in diverse schools as a young girl, set the stage for her
own comfort in navigating the diverse schools her son attended. Multiple times throughout her
interview, she explained her discomfort with “all-Black” parents and communities, and
contrasted those opinions with feelings of inclusion and acceptance amongst White parents. Her
comfort amongst White parents could stem from her own schooling experiences, of being
exposed to more diverse communities. Her uncomfortable feelings with Black women, or Black
communities, may be projections of her own feelings of her grandmother, and respectively her
grandmother’s feelings of Cassandra’s neighborhood turning “all-Black.”
Additionally, Cassandra may have learned cultural capital from her grandmother in
understanding the views of parental involvement within the school. For example, she had shared
that her grandmother was involved in many activities within Cassandra’s school. Similarly,
Cassandra also shared that she has attended all of her son’s games, parent-teacher conferences,
IEP meetings, and had volunteered to plan his fifth grade graduation party, joined his elementary
school PTA, and sold concessions at his sporting events. In addition, Cassandra had shared that
her grandmother was always available to speak with teachers, which was most certainly a
recurring theme in her own interview, and speaking up and speaking out for her son was an
important part of her views of parental involvement.
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Similar to all of the participants in this study, Cassandra left her inner-city home
searching for better educational experiences for her child. However, she is one of two
participants who I had interviewed who discussed the need for her child to be in a better social
environment. Coincidentally, both Cassandra and her son spent time in therapeutic/alternative
high schools. Cassandra’s ability to successfully advocate to the school district for her son to
transition to the general education high school could have been aided by her own knowledge and
experience of therapeutic/alternative high school settings.
It is interesting that Cassandra almost exclusively viewed parental involvement as
communication with the school. She shared how she has kept open communication with the
school, how she has successfully spoke up for the needs of her child, and how she believes any
parent can become involved if they make time to speak with the school. I believe that because
she has had good communication with her son’s teachers, his principals, and the district office,
she directly correlates these experiences with her level of involvement. It is also interesting how
she didn’t discuss any types of parental involvement that she does at home with Mikhail, like:
reading, homework, family time, or outside classes, aside from the Big Brothers program. While
it isn’t to say that she doesn’t do some of these activities with her child, it is notable that when
asked about her parental involvement, she solely chose to discuss her communication with the
school and her volunteer opportunities.
When I first met Cassandra for her interview, she was depressed and disappointed in
some of the decisions that she had made as a parent. After listening to her talk, I could tell that
much of her disappointment was entangled with her feelings about her son. How would he view
her? How would she explain everything to him? It seemed like much of Cassandra’s life was
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about Mikhail. After all, for most of the last 16 years it had been just the two of them. When I
came for that first interview, she hadn’t canceled it because she wanted someone to talk to, “Talk
to me,” I had said. She talked, I listened, and I heard; she wanted desperately to be a better
parent to him than her grandmother had been to her. She wanted a truthful honest relationship
with her son, where he felt safe and cared for. It was evident how important open
communication was to Cassandra. How could you blame her? Her own grandmother had lied to
her for years. Cassandra viewed good parenting, as good communication with the school and her
child. She felt that her role as a parent was to speak up for her child’s needs and speak out
against those who kept him from reaching his educational potential. That is exactly what she did.

CHAPTER 7

SHERYL’S PORTRAIT

FEEDING THE BOYS

The first time I had met Sheryl I had asked her to come in for a goal setting conference
with her son, Damareon, who was in my class. He was having a difficult time with interrupting
and talking back in class. She began the conference sharing her academic and behavior
expectations of Damareon. The first time Damareon tried to interrupt her, she lifted her hand put
it in front of his face and said, “Damareon pul--lease!” in a stern voice. Damareon, staring back
at his mother’s palm with all five of her fingers displaying long painted fingernails inches from
his face, immediately stopped talking. I was immediately impressed and I adopted that strategy
with him, and it worked.
Walking into the Sheryl’s apartment, I was welcomed by a small dog, named Cocoa that
was very excited to greet me. Decorating the shelves, the walls, and any open table space were
many African artifacts, paintings, sculptures, animals, and other figurines. However, her pride,
she shared, was her African doll collection, which sat poised on top of the TV cabinet, in the
china cabinet, and just about any other flat surface silently observing our interview. Sheryl and I
settled onto the floral couch. Right over her shoulder was a graduation photo of one of her sons
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from middle school. In fact, there were many graduation photos of her children from their
different levels of school, in addition to a compilation of awards, trophies, and medals for her
two sons’ participation in a variety of sports. On the right was her kitchen; she had a plethora of
food spread out across the counters. One could tell that eating was important in her home and
with two teenage boys to feed, no one could argue that it wasn’t. As Sheryl shared her story, I
noticed that not only did she feed her boys the food they needed to be strong for sports, but also
the knowledge they needed to grow into fine Black men.

Cultural Capital

Sheryl was a 51-year-old single mother of two teenage boys. The boys had different
fathers, Devon’s dad wasn’t really around too much, but Damareon’s dad was more active in his
upbringing. Sheryl had a bachelor’s degree in education and was currently taking additional
courses in special education.

Family Cultural Capital: Silver Spoon

Growing up in the south suburbs of a major metropolitan city, Sheryl lived in a
predominantly Black area. She had started off in the public school system, but her parents were
not happy with the quality of the education there and the behavior of the students, so shortly
after, her parents transferred all their children and Sheryl said, “We went to private school.
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Kinda had a silver spoon in our mouths, growin’ up.” Later, Sheryl and her siblings all graduated
from a public high school in the neighboring community of Rosewood (a pseudonym):
Y’know, back in the day – it was a different story back in the day. Y’know, Black people
couldn’t walk in Rosewood in that day. People say ‘I can’t believe that.’ Nooo, we
couldn’t walk around in Rosewood. It was voted the most prejudiced city back then.
Twenty-thirty years ago when I went to high school there. We was bussed in. We was
bussed in; in those days. God, I mean they used to give us a hard time. They shut us
down for a whole week, y’know, because we had riots. It’s totally different now. It’s
like 95% African-American in Rosewood, compared to 30 years ago and I tell people I
just don’t believe that.
Both of Sheryl’s parents had government jobs when she was growing up; however as part of a
tuition reduction program at her private school, they were required to volunteer. She fondly
remembers:
They did volunteer. As a matter of fact, what I liked about it - the parents had to do
volunteer hours. It was part of the tuition. They took a certain percentage off of the tuition.
Y’know, for five kids, that’s a lot of tuition. So, they did volunteer work at the school.
Other than the volunteer hours at school, Sheryl’s parents were pretty busy with their jobs to be
involved with school at home, but Sheryl reminded me that despite their lack of involvement:
They [her parents] was really concerned – education was a big thing in our house. It was
a big thing, y’know. But you gotta remember, both of them worked so as far as doing the
homework and stuff it was up to us, but when those report cards came…if it wasn’t right,
then we had trouble in the house. So, it was up to us, y’know, they didn’t help us with
homework. They just didn’t have the time cause they was workin, y’know. They was
working parents.
Education was an expectation in Sheryl’s house and during our interview, she often referred to
how much her parents worked, especially her father, to ensure that they could have the best
education in their area, “the silver spoon” quality education. She stated confidently, “We had
private education, so I know how important it was to them, therefore it’s important to me.”
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Extrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Social Leverage

Relocating: “Are There Any Black People Out There?”

After graduating from high school, Sheryl decided to attend college with a major in
business. However, she never really felt connected to the business courses. She changed her
major and graduated with a bachelor’s degree in education. After having children, she realized
that it would be difficult to support her children solely on her income. So, Sheryl ended up
applying for the Section 8 housing voucher program, when her older son, Devon, was only twoyears-old. Four years later, the housing department had approved her voucher application and
she was granted a voucher to find residence in the county where Riverbrook is located. She
remembers, “They gave us a certain amount of time you have to find an apartment. Okay, so,
I’m like, ‘Riverbrook County? I don’t know nothing about Riverbrook County. Are there any
Black people out there?’”
At first, she looked for an apartment in a neighboring suburb. However, one of the
tenants in the apartments she was looking to rent, had shared with her that there had been
shootings in that apartment complex. Sheryl was like “Oh nooo, this is not for me!” She went
driving around the county looking for a nice building. When she saw one, she asked one of the
tenants leaving the building if there was an opening in the building. The tenant replied no, but
had told her that the owner had other units in a neighboring town called Riverbrook. She got the
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number for the landlord and ended up getting an apartment in Riverbrook. Sheryl’s original plan
had been to stay in Riverbrook for the one-year lease and then return to the city.

Community Resources: Someone Cares

When she first arrived in her apartment, she realized that she didn’t have anything for the
children. She couldn’t even feed her children. She relied mostly on local community service
programs to help her get settled. One program in particular “Riverbrook Cares” helped her
acquire the things she needed for her apartment. She recalls:
They help people moving into the area that need help like when we first came here, we
didn’t have beds. We didn’t have blankets. They came, and it was around Christmas time,
December. And they, a school adopted us, and gave us all kinds of blankets, a Christmas
tree, different kind of foods. The food bank helped us out then. There were a lot of
resources out here. We just had to find the resources.
After settling into her new home, she began to learn about the community and the schools. She
had been paying for private school for her older son in the city, and her younger son wasn’t in
school yet because he was only two. She told me, “I’m like, why pay for a private school when I
come out here and these supposed to be the best schools and my kids get an education and I have
to pay out my pocket for a private school.” After a year had passed, she decided to stay in
Riverbrook for her children’s education.
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School-Based Parental Involvement

Understanding the School’s Expectations: I am a Teacher

Sheryl confidently compared and contrasted how her involvement as a parent was
influenced by her own parents’ involvement. She felt like her parents always valued education
and were always there for her when she needed them to be. They kept in touch with her
teachers, and they stayed informed about school events. But then she leaned in close and said to
me, “Old-school people, back in the day, they just tell you get the grades, get the grades. They
didn’t really have the involvement as far as helping you with the work and stuff like that.”
When it came to her own involvement in school, she said, “What you grow up with is
what you learn and you carry that on into life. That’s the way I thought everybody was supposed
to do, supposed to be involved in your child’s education.” However, she was quick to remind me
that, “In my kid’s education, I have more hands-on with my kids than my parents had. Parents
just didn’t have hands-on then.” In addition, her background of having a bachelor’s in education
helped her to understand some of the expectations that the schools have when it comes to parent
involvement. At the World Café, she was a leader in her small groups and a knowledgeable
cultural-broker for the other parents’ experiences. She reminded me:
Well, you have to remember that I’ve worked in the school system so, y’know. I knew
what to expect as far as the school system and I expected a lot more from the school systems
out here because it was ranked, like, at that time, number one in the country. So, I didn’t
have issues as far as the school district, the only issues I had was – were they gonna be the
only Black kids in school? Y’know? Because I didn’t know anything about the area, but it
turned out good.
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Sheryl also remembered that the school had given her a little booklet with basic expectations.
Though she did briefly read the book, she boasted that most of those expectations she was
already familiar with.
Sheryl was quick to assent that she did feel welcomed and attributed those feelings to
being an educator herself, understanding the expectations of parents in the suburban school
system, and attending a diverse high school back in Rosewood. Upon further reflection, she
shared that being around other races growing up had helped to prepare her to integrate with the
diverse races in Riverbrook because she, “knew how to relate.”
Intergenerational Closure: Team Mom. Another theme that Sheryl discussed at the
World Café was the need to communicate with other parents. She felt that through sports, she
was able to connect and create a network with other parents. She compared her views of
African-American parental involvement with other races by saying:
Well you know, it’s kinda hard, especially for African-Americans to get involved with
parents, but see especially as far as Black parents and White parents, you know, but seeing
that in Damareon and Devon was in a lot of different sports and stuff like that and a lot of
African-American parents don’t do sports because for one thing they plain old can’t afford
it. You know, but I had help...my mom, and their dad, and stuff. And so, I got to meet a
lot of the other parents. So, I had a relationship with different parents because I met them
outside at different extracurricular activities, you know. So…as far as volunteering and
stuff like that, you know, I’d do a lot of that because I’d know a lot of the right people to
talk to. You know?
Not only was she serving food at the games, she followed up with her popularity amongst other
parents, by sharing, “A couple of years ago I was the team mom for Damareon’s football team.
They elected me. I had a lot of interactions with different cultures.” She became a mentor,
advisor, and friend to some of the parents of her children’s friends.
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Home-Based Parental Involvement

Concerted Cultivation: Mommy, Devon, Damareon Days

Another successful experience of parent involvement Sheryl described for me was her
“Mommy, Devon, Damareon days.” Her face lit up when she talked about this special time with
her boys. That’s what she called the days where she would set aside family time to take her
children to the movies or the zoo. It was during these times with her children that she hoped to
develop a deeper relationship with them. She shared that they would sit, and she would talk to
them about how school was going. She fondly recalled that as her boys got older, they were
more excited to share what was going on in their school and their lives. This was the time where
her children shared school information and updates with her.

Cultural Knowledge: Educating Black Boys

A common theme which emerged from the World Café dialogue was the idea that Black
parents are responsible for a different kind of education for their Black sons. Sheryl had plenty to
share on this form of parental involvement. When Devon first started school, he was having
trouble with adjusting his behavior to the expectations of his new suburban school. She leaned
back in the couch, closed her eyes and said:
Mhh-hhmm. A lot of teachers come to you, ‘Well he did this, and he did that.’ Ok, my
thing is…when they come to me and say he did this and this, you should have came to me
a long time ago...when you noticed it was a problem developing. Now, you want me to
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interact when it’s like up here? OK. So y’know, I got to do all this back-tracking. I cut
things off right away. Right, Devon?
During a majority of our interview, Sheryl’s oldest son, Devon, cleaned their home. I heard him
vacuuming his room, saw him fix his bedroom door, and clean the glass on the patio door. Every
now and then Sheryl would pause telling her story and yell out to her son Devon, “Ain’t that
right, Devon?” or “What was the last movie I made you watch, Devon?”
Sheryl continued her story. When Sheryl’s eldest son, Devon, started having behavior
issues in school, she was concerned. The school had created an Individualized Education Plan
(IEP) for him with a behavior plan to help him acclimate to the school’s expectations. Sheryl
was always involved in his IEP meetings. As Devon was cleaning, it became apparent that he
was also listening to the conversation, as he confirmed his mother’s involvement in his
schooling. Sheryl leaned back and nodded her head in affirmation. I took another look around
the room at all of the graduation pictures from elementary school, middle school, and high
school she had of her sons. Surely, she was proud of each step of their education her boys
successfully completed.
Sheryl got real serious with me when talking about Devon’s behavior. She leaned in
close, looked me right in the eye and said:
Like with my oldest. He always had behavior issues. To discipline him they would, like,
put him in a room by himself or something like that, y’know? That’s not solving it, that’s
not disciplining, y’know. Why does he act this way? And I come up there, you need to do
this and that. You need to be stricter on him. You just talking to him, [singsong voice]
‘Oh, this and that and that you know, it’s alright, you could do better.’ No! With AfricanAmerican boys you need to get strict with them. You need to get in their face, y’know,
that’s just the way they are. African-American boys, you teach them to grow up and be
strong African-American men. So, they gonna have these strong personalities, and it’s a
certain way that you have to deal with them. You have to come to them in a caring way,
but let them know that you don’t play. You have to come to them like a person on the
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street. Like we say in the hood, you have to come to them like an ‘N’ on the street. That’s
the way you handle African-American boys. My boys are bigger and taller than me, all I
have to say is, “Do this, do that” and they respect me because they know I don’t play. I
don’t play. It’s a different set of rules. If you were saying, [singsong voice] ‘Oh, Devon,
could you do this?’ Yeah, okay, whatever, y’know, and they blow you off.
Sheryl summarized, “I’m telling. No, uh uh, that’s not the way it goes, asking, with AfricanAmerican boys. They respect you more when you come to them in a demanding way.” Devon
cut in again to support his mother’s claims, by giving the examples. Sheryl went on to explain
that there is a different set of rules for African-American boys in school and an even different set
of rules for African-American men in the community. She continued:
Yeah, that’s because you have to remember, first of all, it’s a different set of rules when it
comes to disciplining our kids compared to kids, [of] any other race… We may yell or
scream, ok? Some parents still give whoopings, ok? That’s the way we were brought up.
A community like that, that’s considered abuse, but it’s not considered abuse where we
come from. It’s considered putting them in their place, ok? Discipline, that’s what it’s
considered. Discipline.
She further supported her point with an example from her own sons’ challenging school
experiences:
I guess the main challenge I have, and that’s ongoing, is, well it gets better when they get
in middle school and high school, but in elementary school, y’know, the challenge that you
have there is – they don’t understand African-American boys, y’know, and AfricanAmerican boys’ culture. As far as discipline, it’s a different set of rules disciplining
African-Americans as opposed to other races, y’know, and if you haven’t had training in
that or you just plain ol’ haven’t worked with – it’s a different story. So, when these
African-American boys have behaviors here, they’re quick to say they’re, quote/unquote,
“bad” and they need to go to an alternative school or somethin’ like that, but no, it’s a
certain way you have to approach African-American kids.
Devon had stopped cleaning and was now fully invested in the conversation because it pertained
to him. He was eager to share his experience. Sheryl quickly held Devon off from speaking and
added:
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It’s just hard raising kids in this society in this day and age, compared to when I was
growing up. You gotta be strong-minded. You gotta know what’s going on in the streets
out there, because it’s a different set of rules nowadays. It’s just so many things going on
out there. So many things that they getting into and you need to be aware of those things
that are going on out there in the streets.
Sheryl viewed her main involvement in her boy’s education as the person who needs to feed
them proper social and emotional skills to grow up to be successful competent Black men. She
shared with me, “If you don’t educate them, somebody on the street will. That’s going to be the
wrong way. So, that’s part of my job as a parent, teaching them how to be responsible adults in
this community.”
Towards the end of the interview Damareon, her younger son, came home from
refereeing a soccer game. Both boys rummaged in the kitchen for food. Sheryl turned back to
me and whispered, “Damareon, he wouldn’t know how to live in [the city] – ‘cause Damareon’s
been here since he was two years old. He doesn’t have any street smarts [laughs]. He would get
robbed the first day he was in the city! [more laughter]” Sheryl continued sharing that Damareon
only had behavior issues in elementary school because the school didn’t know how to deal with
African-American boys, but as he got older, he didn’t have any behavior issues in school. I
asked her if she thought that was because Damareon had an African-American principal in
middle school and that same principal moved to the high school that same year that her son had.
She fondly recalled a memory of the principal:
When Damareon was in elementary school, the middle school principal, Dr. Jackson,
came to his school for an orientation and he looked Damareon right in the eye and said,
‘I’m going to see you next year.’ And let me tell you, Dr. Jackson said that Damareon
was one of his best students.
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Then, when Dr. Jackson transferred to the high school; he said to Sheryl, “I’m going up
to be at the high school, too. You never have to worry about anything as far as Damareon. You
know, I always look out for him.” Sheryl smiled as she recalled this memory.
Cultural Knowledge: Raisin in the Sun. At the World Café, Sheryl had talked a lot about
the need to teach her boys the social and emotional skills they needed to survive as productive
African-American men. Another interesting point that she had talked about in the World Café
was how she also had to teach her boys some African-American history and culture in her home.
She felt that it was her responsibility to fill some of the gaps in her boys’ curriculum as it
pertained to African-American studies. She elaborated on her previous comments by sharing:
It’s a role you have to play in the household as an educator too. Y’know the school can’t
do everything. And certain things that I want to educate my kid about that school can’t do.
You know, as far as race relations, the school can’t do that. I have to do that. You know,
certain rules that African-American boys live by that other races don’t live by that I have
to do with them in the house. Y’know I teach them African-American history in the house.
Devon, how many African-American movies have I made you watch? Can you remember
the last one I made you watch, Damareon? I can remember the last one. What was the one
with Sidney Poitier? And you said you’d seen the new version and the old version?

Devon re-entered the conversation, reminding his mom it was Raisin in the Sun. Sheryl
couldn’t believe that it was something that they had in the curriculum, but she went on to share
that she had made her boys watch the original movie as part of the African-American education
she provided her boys at home. Devon, Damareon, and Sheryl began to recall other memories of
watching iconic African-American movies together. As she discussed these films with her boys,
Sheryl’s face lit up multiple times. It was clear that she was passionate about teaching her boys
African-American history and culture. Her entire living room looked like an African-American
cultural museum with dolls and artifacts decorating the shelves, counters, and walls. It became
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evident that she felt very connected to her culture as an African-American. Out of all of the
participants’ homes where I conducted their interviews, Sheryl’s house was one of two that had
any visual displays of African-American cultural artifacts.

Intrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Expectations for My Children and Myself

Good Parental Involvement: Authentic Relationships

As a parent, involved in her children’s education, Sheryl sees her role as the person to
“To lead them in the right direction…and definitely be a role model as far as the education.”
Sheryl met her own goals of acquiring a bachelor’s degree in education and starting her own
business transporting children to and from school and activities. She shared:
[I want my children to] see what I do. They see that Mom’s going to the school. Kids
follow what their parents do. They say, ‘Whoa, Mom’s doing this.’ I could do it, you
know. I’m trying to be a model and let them know that whatever you want to do, you can
do. Whatever goals you got, you can accomplish them.
Sheryl added that she never wants her children to believe that they can’t, or to say that they never
will achieve what they want. It was clear that she fed her boys high expectations for learning.
In school, Sheryl sees her parental role in her children’s education to be one that has open
communication with the administrators and teachers. She told me, “I want administrators and
teachers to know me. To know that, ‘I’m Ms. Sheryl and I’m this person’s parent’ and if there’s
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anything they need, they need to come to me.” Sheryl feels like she has accomplished this goal.
She laughed to herself, when she mentioned that most of her children’s teachers know her due to
Devon’s struggles in school. She emphasized that her most important need is that educators
come to her when her children are struggling in school, academically or behaviorally. She
reinforced, “If there’s an issue with them, I need to know. Because they’re there for education
and if their grades fall, I need to know.”

Feelings and Beliefs

Understanding Dominant Cultural Expectations: Knowing How to Relate to White People

When it came to parent involvement, Sheryl had many insights into why some parents
were more successful than others. She believed that it had to do with their upbringing more than
any other reason. Sheryl explained that she believed that a lot of African-American families
come to the suburbs with limited resources and limited exposure to other races. She felt that a
lot of Black people that come to the suburbs come right out of the west or south side of the city,
which are predominantly low-income Black neighborhoods. Consequently, she believed that
these families don’t know how to relate to White people, or really any other races. As she talked
out her experiences with other African-American families, it seemed as if she was trying to
connect the dots as to why some African-American parents just don’t connect with the suburban
school experiences. Sheryl reminded me that she went to a predominantly White high school,
and a predominantly Black college in the south, before returning back to the north to finish
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college in a predominantly White college. Sheryl believed that her experiences with a variety of
races made her feel more comfortable in her suburban schools and she elaborated, “When I talk
to people I never look at it as race. Y’know, I treat everyone as individual basis.”
Sheryl whispered, I assume to ensure that her sons wouldn’t hear, that she didn’t take
education seriously until she went to college. She didn’t care about or even get good grades until
she started hanging out with the right people in school. She said, “So I’m like okay, you’re
getting good grades, how do you do that? Some kids just don’t know how to do it. They have
parents that tell them, ‘Get good grades,’ but they don’t know how to do it.” The people she
spent time with taught her how to get good grades and that’s when she started working toward
her education as a more serious student. Now, she shares that she has a greater appreciation for
education than most people, and that is why she believes that she is successful in being involved
in her children’s education.

Reflection

Sheryl possessed useful dominant cultural capital, prior to having children, which
supported her parental involvement in her two sons’ education. First, she received what she
believed to be a sort of “silver spoon education” where her parents had somewhat of an in-school
presence in her education and fed her strong messages on the importance of education. Second,
she acquired a Bachelor’s degree in education, which helped her to understand the expectations
that teachers have for students.
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Similar to the other participants in this study, Sheryl relocated to Riverbrook to better her
children’s educational experiences and used the community’s resources (Section 8 housing, free
and reduced lunch waivers, and the Riverbrook Cares program) to help meet her basic and
financial needs, so that she could remain in the community. She viewed these choices as an
important part of her involvement in her two sons’ education. Sheryl did have an in-school
presence at her children’s school. She did some tutoring, attended her son’s IEP meetings, sold
snacks at their football games, and had a relationship with her sons’ teachers and principals.
However, much of what Sheryl chose to talk about was her involvement in her boys’ education
at home.
Sheryl felt strongly in feeding her young Black boys lessons about what it means to grow
into strong Black men. She infused them with the cultural knowledge that they couldn’t acquire
at school. She encouraged them to achieve their potential, but disciplined them into following
her directions. In fact, the son with the behavior problems that she discussed for a majority of
the interview, was the same son that I had witnessed cleaning her entire home from top to
bottom. Finally, when it came time to knowing their heritage and culture, Sheryl’s boys were
eager to consume their mother’s teaching.
When Sheryl’s youngest son was in my class, he was the largest kid in the grade. He
wasn’t fat; he was built like the football player he was. You could tell his mama fed him good.
What I didn’t realize at the time, and only later learned through our interview process, is that
Sheryl fed her sons in all types of ways. Aside from the actual food she fed them, she gave them
food for thought. Sheryl reminded me over and over again that she had an active role in her
children’s education. It wasn’t at a PTA meeting, or in the classroom. It was right in her home
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on that comfortable floral couch. It was here on the couch that her boys learned about AfricanAmerican history from the movies that she shared. It was on the walls of her home, where they
were exposed to the cultural artifacts that shaped their identity. It was on the tables and counters
where pictures of graduations sat, that they learned about the importance of reaching their
educational goals. It was here next to the trophies and the awards, where they built their selfesteem. It was here in this home, that she provided for them, that she fed her boys with the
lessons of how to be successful Black men.

CHAPTER 8

ANITA’S PORTRAIT

RELIVING PARENTHOOD

When I first met Anita, it was at the World Café, where she had walked into the
community room in the library with a bounce in her step and a smile on her face. She reached
out her hand and shook mine. I remember looking down at her and wondering, “Who is the cute
woman?” I had personally invited most of the participants, so I was surprised to see a face that I
did not recognize. Later, I learned that she had gotten the word about my event from her
neighbor, a woman who volunteers with me.
Anita’s home was located on a quiet block in a diverse working-class neighborhood. She
was the only person who I interviewed who lived in a single-family home. Upon pulling into her
driveway, I noticed the yard was landscaped with some beautiful flowers by the front door.
Anita greeted me at the door and again, I was shocked that she was a grandmother to four
grandchildren. She looked so young and vibrant with her hair neatly braided, her smile so
cheerful, and a noticeable bounce in her step, revealing her eagerness to become part of this
study.
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As I entered her home, I immediately noticed the bandage on her chest. Anita was a
dialysis patient. Her living room was filled with dolls. There were African dolls and American
dolls and dolls from all different cultures, too. All of them were wearing fancy dresses sitting on
top of shelves, chairs, stools, and relaxing on the tops of furniture. I also noticed a pile of boxes
near the door. Anita quickly informed me that her 26-year-old son was moving out of her home
this week. We sat down at the breakfast table in the kitchen. The kitchen was cozy and clean
with everything put away on the counters. We sat down at the table and quickly I learned that
Anita was eager to share with me all that she had done for her own children’s education, but she
was more excited to share with me how she was reliving parenthood, by doing even more for her
grandchild’s education. She was determined to do it better this time.

Cultural Capital

Anita was a 52-year-old mother of four children: three girls and one boy. She was also a
grandmother to four grandchildren. She lived in this home with her husband, her son, two of her
daughters, and her granddaughter, Ameena. Her granddaughter was 10 years old and attended
the local elementary school, but three of Anita’s four children had also grown up with suburban
Riverbrook schools.
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Family Cultural Capital: Southern Hospitality, Church, and Education

Anita grew up in the south suburbs, in what was considered a predominantly Black
neighborhood. She described her family as very close-knit, and though she lived in the Midwest,
her parents were originally from Tennessee. She proudly told me:
I have a lot of the southern hospitality that was instilled in me and you know moral values,
especially growing up in the church is what Black folks did. School...church, you know
Sunday is church all day long, anytime during the week we were at church.
Anita described her mother as loving and her father as a giver. He was that, “old school man.
Get up, work, do what you have to do to take care of the family.” Anita was proud that she
married a man just like her father. Though her father used to work two jobs, he made sure they
behaved, and that they, “were doing what Mom told us to do. He would enforce what Mama
would enforce.”
When it came to her own education, Anita remembered that she had gone to a
predominantly Black school. She remembers having both Black and White teachers, and for the
most part she remembered her teachers fondly. Anita shared that her mother always
communicated with the teachers and her father “was about her education.” Her mother kept her
in-line at school and at home/ She shared, “when we had [school] parties, she would make cakes
and bring them. I think back then she attended some PTA meetings, too.” Anita’s wasn’t sure if
it was the same type of PTA as they have here in the suburbs, but she does remember that it was
a type of parent meeting.
Her mother was the person that made sure her and her sister completed their homework.
Anita also shared that her mother was more of the disciplinarian. She never remembered her
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father spanking her, just her mother. She leaned in and told me, “so you know back then mothers
could just give you a certain look and you’d just straighten up real quickly.” One time, when she
was in third grade, she was embarrassed to share that she had hit the teacher. Her mother had to
come to the school to talk to the teacher, and though she doesn’t remember why she did it, she
remembered being punished by her mother when they returned home.
Anita didn’t remember any type of curriculum nights at her school, but she believed that
there were parent-teacher conferences. They just called them “meetings.” She remembers her
mother attending a few, but mostly she emphasized, that her mother’s involvement was “just
keeping in touch with teachers.” Anita leaned back in her chair for a moment and thought about
why she believed that her mother was so supportive of her education. After a few minutes she
said:
Like on my mother’s side of the family, there’s a lot of them that’s educated. I mean
there are doctors. There are lawyers. There are dentists. There are teachers. You know
so, education does play a role.
Thinking back on her years as a student, Anita shared, “I had a good school life and a good
childhood. I thank God for that.”
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Extrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Social Leverage

Relocating for a Better Education: Homesteading

When Anita first got married and had children, they lived in a suburb south of the city.
She described the suburb as a diverse area, with a “mixture of races.” Her children were enrolled
in schools where there were Whites, Blacks, Indians, and Asians. Anita’s husband had been
working for the United States Postal Service, and he wanted to purchase a house for his family.
He did a lot of research and he found a program to help first-time homebuyers that were in
financial situations that impeded them from home ownership. It was called the Riverbrook
Homestead, and you had to purchase a home in the county where Riverbrook was located. Like
many, if not all, of the participants of the World Café, they wanted to live in the Riverbrook
school district because of the schools. The Riverbrook Homestead supported them through
necessary steps for first-time homebuyers by offering classes on home buying, preparing their
credit report, allocating an amount for their home, choosing a good real estate agent, and finding
a house. The program also offered counseling to their family for the first two years, after
purchasing the house to ensure that they would be able to handle the pressures of home
ownership. Now, they have lived in the Riverbrook School District for 15 years in that same
home. She shared, “We love the area, it is a wonderful area to raise children. One of the reasons
we moved here was because of the school district. We knew it was a good school district.”
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Understanding Dominant Cultural Expectations: We Always Lived in a Mixed Community

At the time of the move to the single-family home in Riverbrook, Anita’s eldest daughter
was 17 years old and had decided to stay back at her old high school to graduate with her friends.
She lived with her grandparents, but Anita took the other three children, who were 15, 11, and 7
years old to Riverbrook. Having had one child at each level of the school system, she had a lot
of experience of raising children in this school district. I asked her to describe her first
experiences living in this new suburb. She began:
Well you know any time you move to a new place, there’s a little anxiety because you
don’t know your neighbors? You don’t know anybody, but I didn’t feel that uncomfortable
because the people around here were nice. I had good neighbors.
When it came to the school district, Anita shared that she felt comfortable because they had
relocated from another suburb with a diverse school district. She reassured me, “So the building
we lived in was a mixture of races and my kids were always in a school where there were
Whites, Blacks, Indians, Asians, so this was not different for them.” Anita fondly remembers that
at her children’s old school that her daughters were invited to birthday parties of their White
classmates. Even so today, she believes that her children seem to associate more with White
friends than with Black friends.
I found it interesting that Anita felt generally comfortable in a community that was so
diverse and included few people from her race. Did her neighbors feel as comfortable around
her family? Anita shared this insight with me:
You know because I think sometimes when you come into a predominantly White area, I
think that misunderstanding causes fear and you have a different expectation of what
other people are like and it’s good that you get to know them first before you judge and I
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think Black parents do that too when they come into a predominant White area because
they know how some White people feel about Blacks.
Even so, Anita didn’t feel like other parents treated her any differently than any of the other
parents in the school. From the first moment that I had met Anita, there was something genuine
about her. She was always smiling, very polite, and extremely respectful. In my opinion, there
was not one thing that was threatening about her. I shared with her that, possibly, her personality
was the reason that people were always respectful towards her. She agreed, “I am friendly. I do
have a friendly personality. Basically, I do like people, but it’s kinda good because you get to
find out information.”
Being a teacher in the school district for the last 11 years, I know that the district has
become more diverse in just the years that I have taught there. Anita, concurred, “There wasn’t a
lot of Blacks when we first moved here.” Anita didn’t remember her children having had too
many racial experiences. She shared, “I never heard my son talk about it. The only one was
Yasmin, the youngest. And I don’t know if a lot of that had to do with her behavior. So, it’s sort
of hard for me to distinguish.” Anita had described her youngest, Yasmin, as a “firecracker.”
Yasmin had told her mother that she had a couple of teachers who she felt were prejudiced.
Anita shared:
I remember when she was in eighth grade and there was this one teacher who was
Caucasian who understood Yasmin. And she said that they had a meeting with her
counselor and that the counselor was saying something and the way that Yasmin responded
made a lot of the teachers against her. Whenever she said something, the other teachers
would say that she was out of line, or it wasn’t her place to say. She said it seemed like
the counselor was offended by her. And I think sometimes when White teachers see that a
Black child might have more intelligence, they’re challenged by that.
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Anita often told stories of how Yasmin was a challenging child to raise. Most of Anita’s schoolbased involvement was centered on communication with the staff concerning Yasmin’s behavior.
Work Related Support and Meeting Basic Needs: Getting a Second Chance. With four
kids and both parents working, and with Anita being a dialysis patient, she shared the struggle to
live in such an affluent suburb. She quickly realized, “You have to learn to budget and work
together.” Both Anita and her husband worked full time when their children were in school,
which helped to balance any financial burden that their family would bear living in an affluent
area. As a working mom, Anita tried to make sure, “they’re [her children] doing their homework
and they’re involved. When they were younger, they were more motivated. For some reason,
they got older, they seem to have lost it.” Anita confessed:
I’m going to tell you something from my perspective, I think a lot has to do with the parents
are working, especially the mother. Because let’s face it, children will want a parent home
so a lot of times when they get home from school and they’re [the parents] at work. When
I got home from work, who wants to do homework at nine o’clock?
She continued that she tried to do what she could do, in that little time after work with her children,
but it was difficult because she had to stop and get ready for the next day to do it all over again.
Anita said that was the key right there:
[My coworker and I] both felt that the kind of work we were doing, the hours we had to
put in, it affected home and I do believe that plays a part of it too. I think if I was around
more, I could have been more involved like I am with my granddaughter and I think that
things would have been different.
When she wasn’t home with her children, she wasn’t around to really enforce the rules and
expectations with her children. “It causes problems,” Anita said, “because when the cat's away
the mouse can play.” Anita thought that some of the behavior issues she had with Yasmin could
have been avoided if she had been able to be around her children more.
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Though Anita’s daughter does communicate with Ameena’s teacher, Anita sees her
daughter reliving many of the same parenting challenges she herself faced. She shared it is
difficult for her daughter because she works from 2:30 P.M. to 11 P.M. to support her daughter.
She prefers to have days off during the week so she can be there for Ameena after school.
Because Anita’s daughter is a single mom in a low-income bracket, she receives government aid,
and free/reduced lunch status for Ameena. Anita shared, “She doesn’t pay the book fee, because
of her income. And like with her other activities, my husband and I help.”
Anita talked fondly about how she is reliving her parenthood, but now as a grandmother.
She is in charge of waking Ameena up and getting her off to school. On the days that Anita
doesn’t go to dialysis, she likes to cook a big breakfast for Ameena. Anita proudly shared, “She
loves that. She hardly ever eats cereal because she loves grandma’s cooking.” However, Anita
does have to go to dialysis three times a week. So, depending on her schedule, her daughter's
work schedule, and her husband’s schedule, each day they work out who will be picking up
Ameena from school. Anita leaned back in her chair and chuckled to herself, then disclosed to
me:
It feels like I’m raising a child again. Ameena, did you brush your teeth? Ameena did you
put on your deodorant? Did you do this, did you do that? Got everything for school? I
have to make sure that her lunch is ready. Now, it’s like I got to make sure she’s got her
homework, I have to sign this, sign that notebook, cause she always forgets to ask her mom.
I have to make sure she has her book in her book bag before she goes to school... It’s just
like raising a child all over again.
Anita leaned in and told me, “I’m too old for this! When you’re younger, you’ve got the energy.”
As a grandmother reliving parenthood, Anita believes she has become better at the at-home
management of schoolwork, though it takes more energy out of her now. As Anita told me about
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her responsibilities in meeting Ameena’s daily needs, she seemed both overwhelmed by the work
at a grandma’s age, but at the same time overjoyed to have a second chance to be involved in her
granddaughter’s education.

School-Based Parental Involvement

Understanding the School’s Expectations: Communication is Key

When Anita first came to the school district in Riverbrook, she liked that they had a
curriculum night and parent-teacher conferences, because they had those same expectations at
her children’s previous school. Anita always tried to make it to these events for her children.
But more importantly, she always tried to communicate with the school about her children’s
education. When Yasmin, her youngest, was in school, Anita felt like she was at school all of
the time having conferences with the teachers to discuss Yasmin’s behavior. Her other children
didn’t and her grandchild doesn’t have the same negative behaviors that elicited so much
attention from Anita and the school, so she had less conferences for them. Anita confessed that
communicating with her children about what was going on at school was “like pulling teeth at
times.” So, she was forced to communicate with the teachers.
Out of her four children, Anita seemed to have spent the most time involved in Yasmin’s
education. In fact, she described Yasmin as a, “whipper snapper.” Anita further clarified that
Yasmin “had a mouth,” and then added, “you know the generation today? They don’t hold
back.” Anita believed that it was her involvement in Yasmin’s education that ended up saving
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Yasmin. She believed that the school, “put up with [Yasmin] because they knew they could call
us at any time and we were there. So, it makes a difference, it really does.” During Yasmin’s
junior year, she got into an altercation at the high school. The high school had her arrested. The
school decided to put Yasmin in the alternative high school because she was in a special
education program for her behavior. The school had said that she was having a hard time
controlling her behavior because of a physical impairment. Anita disclosed:
Although I didn’t believe that, I went along with it because at that point I was tired. You
know, and I just wanted to get her out of school. It was frustrating and it was embarrassing.
They called me and said, ‘You got to pick up Yasmin, she’s been suspended for the day.’
and I would just say, ‘Tell her I’ll be out front, she could just come out front.’ It got to the
point where I didn’t know what else to say. I was embarrassed. I would have to look these
people in the face because I’m doing all that I can do. I’m saying all that I could say. I’m
punishing. I’m yelling. I’m threatening. And it seems like nothing was getting through
that thick skull of hers. So, they put her in the alternative school. She did better and she
got out.
Anita, felt like the school made the right choice for Yasmin, because she was able to graduate.
She believed that the counselors and the teachers really cared about her child and did their best to
help Yasmin.
Anita reminded me that the, “The distrust is there between staff and the Black parents,”
So the key is the way that the staff communicates with the Black families. They need to “answer
any questions or concerns they have.” Anita, suggested that parents, “need to know that
communication [is important], especially with the teachers, the counselors, and the deans, just to
know the school policies and to get involved and just be there.”
When Anita’s children were growing up, there was less email communication between
teachers and the families, but now with her granddaughter, she sees that Ameena’s mom
predominantly uses email to communicate with her daughter's teachers. This was not surprising
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to me, as her daughter was employed by Verizon, was in her 20s, and had been glued to her
phone for the entire time that I had spoken to her, just minutes earlier. Anita continued:
She [Ameena’s mother] keeps informed through social media, the computer, emailing the
teacher. She does make the teacher-parent conferences. And overall talking to Ameena,
and if Ameena’s saying something about what the teacher’s saying and she doesn’t quite
understand then she would contact the teacher herself.
Intergenerational Closure: About Our Kids’ Education. Anita felt included in her school
community. She believed that most of the parents that she met were friendly towards her and she
was open to starting conversations with them. In addition, she believed, these relationships
worked because “we were on the same level. We were there about our children’ education. We
had that one thing in common and we understood.” She did little with the PTA, but mostly she
met with other parents in the neighborhood. They often talked about the school district and that
is how Anita got a lot of her information about the schools, when her children were young.

Home-Based Parental Involvement

Concerted Cultivation: “Dirt Can Keep”

Each night when Anita got home from work, she had another job she had to manage: her
children's schoolwork and activities, like piano and swimming. During the summers, Anita
always tried to encourage her children to read. Two of her children loved reading and the other
two she had to force to read. She loved taking them to the library. Her children, however, just
never seemed very motivated to go to the library or do activities.
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Now with her granddaughter, Anita admitted to helping out a lot more at home with
schoolwork and activities. Anita explained how her involvement as a grandma differed from her
involvement as a parent, “Yeah it was a lot different because now I’m not working, when I had
my children I was working. I was involved, but more so with her [Ameena] because I have the
time.” She enjoys the second chance she gets with her grandchild. When Ameena’s mother isn’t
able to attend events at school, like curriculum nights, Anita goes instead. Anita feels more
successful being involved with her grandchild, than she did as a parent, because she’s learning
more about how the school system works.
There was a brief pause in the discussion as Anita’s husband, Will, came downstairs and
fixed himself a plate of food. He went to take the food to the living room, but paused when he
saw my son watching the iPad there. Anita and I invited him to sit down with us at the kitchen
table. Anita introduced him to me, “This is my husband Will. He’s the math teacher around
here.” Bill ate his food and listened to our conversation.
Anita continued to explain that she’s the one who helps Ameena with her homework after
school when her mom is not available. Anita and her husband enjoy reliving the joys of
parenthood and the fun of taking Ameena to the library, piano lessons, swimming lessons,
skating lessons, and gymnastics. And just about every day, Anita’s husband, Will, works with
Ameena on her math. Anita was proud to share that Ameena’s good at math. She laughed as she
recalled:
So, everyday it’s ‘Ameena!’ and when she hears him calling she’s like, ‘Oh man.’ She
knows what time it is: math time. And he goes on websites… Khan Academy, I think it
is. He gets problems and he tells her, work this. She works the problem and he tells her if
it’s right or wrong. He tells her, ‘Yeah that’s real good. You did real good’. So, we’re not
only involved in getting her to school, in picking her up, we’re involved in her education
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because I took her to the library the other day and got her some books and said, ‘You have
to read.’
Will laughed along as Anita did her best impersonation of him. Anita shook her head as if she
was pondering a question. She said, “So we’re involved, you know, and we did the same with
our children too, but I think I have more time now with my granddaughter since I’m not
working.” Anita confirmed that Will used sit down at the table with his children too, on his days
off. Also, when they got home from school when Will was available, he would help with
science, math, and whatever the homework. Anita shook her head, and added:
But I don’t know, they [our kids] were just… but our granddaughter, she’s easy. She’s
more motivated. She seems to be ambitious. Sometimes she minds, but she’s a kid. You
know, they’d rather go outside and play instead, especially during the summertime, but
other than that, the motivation is there.
When Anita was raising her own children, she didn’t realize all that she had missed
because she was so busy taking care of them. Now reliving parenthood, with her granddaughter,
Anita has learned that “dirt can keep.” This was a phrase she now often uses with her own
daughter when talking to her about spending time with Ameena. She explained:
You know, take some time out. Dirt can keep. Dishes might be in the sink. Let them sit
there. Take some time out. Get your priorities in line. You know, one of the mistakes I
made, I tell my daughter this, sometimes just let dirt keep. We’re so busy working on the
weekends. We get so wrapped up in our household duties that sometimes we neglect
spending that quality time whether it’s recreational or educational with our children and I
tell her, ‘Let dirt keep’. Take the kids out, or just spend some time with them. Because
during the week you come home from work, you’re tired, your kids have homework.
You’re not as involved as you should be or could be. So, I think I’d tell that parent ‘let
them dishes sit in the sink. Let the hardwood stay dusty, get to the vacuuming later.’
Anita couldn’t stress enough just how important it was for parents to take time out to spend with
their children. She thinks parents should let their children see that they care and that they’re
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involved. She believes, “That encourages them and…helps build character, an attitude of ‘I want
to succeed, I want to get good grades, I want to go to school.’”
When Anita first described herself to me, I found it interesting that she described her
family, when she was a child, as always at church every night and all day on Sundays. As an
adult, you can still find Anita at church, but now she takes Ameena with her. While she went to
a predominantly Black church growing up, Anita now feels at home at the mega church down the
street. In fact, Anita has taken it upon herself to give Ameena the religious education that was
the bedrock of her own upbringing, “She goes to church with me a lot. I have her reading Bible
scriptures in the morning.” In addition to her academic and physical education, Anita also plays
an important role her granddaughter's religious education.

Intrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Expectations for My Children and Myself

Dreaming for My Child: Big Dreams for My Kids and Me

We began by discussing how Anita's own education impacted her role as a mother and
her own involvement with her children’s education. Anita began with a story:
My aunt, she was about that reading. She was always, all the time....even when she was
up in age, when she couldn’t see well. She was diabetic, but…she instilled that in her
children. She used to tell me stories about how she would help educate her kids, so that
was encouraging, so I tried to do that [with my own children], too.
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I asked Anita about her own education and whether she was able to get a college degree. She
said she had gone to college, but didn’t finish. She had planned to go back for a while, and
because of personal circumstances, she had to stop, but she still wants to be a social worker.
Then she calmly shared, “That’s my calling, to help others, especially in the medical field.”
Anita always believed that it was important to instill in her children the importance of education.
She shared an example of her nieces being very studious. She explained how motivated they
were and how they took their education and extracurricular activities seriously to help them with
admission to college. Then her smile quickly turned to a frown as she stated, “I’m using them as
an example because ours [kids] weren’t [motivated].” It was clear that it pained Anita, that she
had put so much effort into her own children and that they hadn’t turned out as motivated about
school as she had hoped. She quickly gave me a summary of where her children stood in their
education:
Well, the second to oldest, Ameena’s mom, she does have her bachelor’s degree in criminal
justice. So, she did, she’s the only one of my four that actually obtained her degree. [She
was the daughter that worked at Verizon.] My oldest daughter, she has been to college, but
she didn’t finish. But she does have a good job. My son, he’s actually still in college and
working. And the youngest one, she just works. She has no interest. But she was the
hardest.
Though Anita was disappointed, three of her four children did have experience in college. Anita
always had big dreams for her children. She proudly shared how talented her son is with writing.
She had always pushed him to go into journalism. She shared that his writing was amazing and
very professional. In fact, she further admitted:
With my oldest daughter and my son, I could see them being news commentators. I saw
Ameena’s mom being a teacher, because at one time she seemed to really be involved with
kids. And my youngest daughter, she has a caring spirit. I could actually see her being in
the medical field. But it’s just…everything we encouraged them to do…
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Anita’s voice trailed off and she looked down at her hands. The rest of the sentence didn’t need
to be finished; we both understood it didn’t end the way she had always hoped it would.
Good Parental Involvement: Fairy Grandmother. Anita became emotional, then shared
that she could have done better as a parent and she “realizes how important it is to get that
education because even if you don’t get a job in the degree you obtained, the fact that you have a
degree goes a long way.” What does Anita want for her grandchild’s education? She lovingly
responded, “I want her to be successful.”
Anita, now has a chance to relive parenthood by helping Ameena find success in her life.
She drew in a large breath of air and with her exhale she shared how she hopes to:
Continue to be involved. Continue to encourage her. And I always tell her she can do
anything she sets her mind to… So, just being physically there and physically supportive.
You know and also instilling in her the spiritual aspect. I’m the one who makes sure she
goes to church and she reads her Word and believes in a trusting God and He will help
her in all her endeavors, whatever she wants to do. You gotta have that faith background.
Anita hopes that this second chance that she has been given with her granddaughter will turn out
better than it had with her own children.

Feelings and Beliefs about Parental Involvement

Community Collective Beliefs: Keep to Yourself

Anita was part of a conversation that arose at the World Café on African-American
parents’ “mindsets”. I was eager to hear more of her perspective. “Black people keep to
themselves,” was a statement made by one of the participants at the World Café. When Anita
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first moved to Riverbrook, she said that there wasn’t a whole lot of Black parents, but the ones
that she did see, she didn’t know. In her experience she explained that they did keep to
themselves. Even when she tried to converse with some of the Black parents, she got the feeling
of who you can converse with and who just wants to be left alone.
“Slavery mentality” is what the participants kept calling it. This was a term that the
participants all felt comfortable with and knowledgeable about, but one that I had never heard
before. I asked Anita to further explain to me what they meant by “slavery mentality”. She
began:
They say that started way back when you had your house slaves and your field slaves
separated and that spirit just passed on from generation to generation. That curse hasn’t
been broken, it’s still there. It’s the separation, so if we could get us together, that would
help. But it’s difficult at times. Because even where I worked, and I worked with the
public, I’ve been cursed out and called out more by my own people than any other race.
It’s like getting information and then we don’t want to pass it down to our own people.
And it’s just that separation. That’s slavery mentality that just hasn’t been broken. You
hate to blame it on that. But it started to keep us separated and it just trickled down
“The distrust is there?” I asked. She nodded in agreement. It sounded to me like Anita was
trying to say that she believed that the distrust of the White man from slavery, spread to the
distrust of everyone.
There are enough divides among people of different races and ethnicities, the question
becomes: how does one combat an attitude of racial separation even within the same race? Anita
firmly believes that communication is the key. She shared, “I think that talking, communicating
with others is big.” She said that all parents, including Black parents, have to make more of an
effort to reach out to other Black parents to help them feel included in their school community.
Getting to know your neighbors can be simple, “And it could start by asking them a simple
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question, ‘How do you like this school district?’” Anita suggested, then added, “And you’d be
surprised how much information you might get,” not just about school, but also about each other.
I summarized, “And they’re scared to let people in and to trust people, but if we show them that
we trust them, we can change that?” Anita nodded and said, “Exactly right.”

Understanding School Expectations: Who Has Access to Information?

Anita had shared that Will had been working with Ameena daily on her math and they
had hoped that she would test for the accelerated math class. However, when they had spoken to
Ameena’s math teacher, she had said that only students with an A in math can test for the
accelerated math program. Will was confident that Ameena had good math skills, but was
unsure why she wasn’t receiving an A in math. After hearing this story, I became emotional. I
had been teaching in the same school district for over ten years. I had never heard of such a
requirement that prevented any student from being tested for accelerated math. Giftedness in
math is not correlated to one’s grade, which can be impacted by non-intelligence related factors,
such as assignment completion. When I shared this with Will and Anita, that any parent can
have their child tested for the accelerated math class without the approval of the teacher, they
both looked at me in disbelief.
“A lot of White parents have information, know things, that African-American parents
don’t have,” Anita abruptly stated. She believed that it had to do with the school system being
more available to White people than it is to African-Americans. She became upset as she shared:
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Because overall, it’s like society doesn’t really want African-Americans to succeed so
certain information is not accessible to them. It’s always been, even in the past. Black
neighborhoods, the schools, they had books that were old. They didn’t have the current
math books, social studies, science books. But in the White neighborhoods, they always
had updated education because they were supposed to be successful. They were supposed
to be smarter. We’re inferior. And then when it came to African-Americans [White people
would think] ‘they don’t want to learn, they’re dumb, they cannot read, they cannot
speak…’
To get the information you have to ask a lot of questions. Questions that many AfricanAmerican parents may not know how to ask, or even what to ask. Questions African-American
parents may not feel empowered to ask because they have spent so much of their life having their
power taken away. Anita continued:
Some African-American parents, they won’t challenge their teacher. They back off. They
don’t want to deal with it, especially when they dealt with prejudice and racism on their
job or socially. ‘I’m not going to deal with this.’ And they don’t want to put their child in
the middle of that. They just back off and stay off, and just try to do their own thing. And
sometimes I’ve talked to people I know. They say, ‘I was talking to this woman at church
and she was White and she told me this.’ That’s how they find out.
That was an interesting point. Though I am not White, didn’t I just do the same thing? Didn’t I
just share with them that they could have their child tested for the accelerated math class, without
the teacher’s consent?
On the other hand, White affluent people may have a more entitled opinion of
themselves. They may be more educated. They may know to ask certain questions. Therefore,
they may get further ahead. They have the information to get ahead. Anita’s point made sense
to me. But still, where was the solution? How do we get teachers and parents to feel comfortable
communicating with each other, passing important information to one another, so that Black
children can be successful?
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With conviction in her voice, Anita affirmed:
Inform them. If there’s anything you would like specifically, make it known to me. Give
me the opportunity to prove you wrong. A lot of African-American parents do care. But
like we talked about before, some of them didn’t feel welcomed and some of them, they
had that trust issue themselves, you know. Don’t assume the worst because of the color
of my skin. A lot of times African-American parents are misinformed. Or, we’re not
told everything because people don’t want to see our children succeed. They feel like
that’s their privilege and not ours. And sometimes once we find out certain things then
the rules change. When we start taking advantage of it to benefit us, the rules change.
I know that sometimes as a teacher, when I start to have open communication with Black
parents, they become resistant. I remembered some parents sharing that they get anxious when
the school starts to ask too many questions of them. Parents may shut down. Anita confirmed
that once Black parents shut down, they put up a wall of distrust. It’s a defense mechanism. So
how do we break down these walls? Anita said, “I guess you have to do a lot of explaining. It’s
hard once that wall is up. Yeah, I guess you have to be clever and find a way, but it’s hard.” It’s
like you have to establish that trust with them. You have got to say, “I really care about your
child, I love your child, I love having them in class. Tell me more about your family so that I
can help you,” I offered. Even as Anita agreed, I could tell that she was also at a loss as to what
to do when parents put up their walls.

Understanding Dominant Cultural Expectations: Acting White

Anita explained the benefit of acting White when advocating for African-American
students by sharing:
With White parents, they’re aggressive when it comes to their kids’ education. You [Black
parents] have to be aggressive because in the end what matters is your child, their
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education. You got to be involved. You got to be just as aggressive and be stubborn about
them getting the best just like White parents are stubborn about getting the best.
In order to raise successful African-American kids, do African-American parents’ involvement
have to be similar to White parents’ involvement? Anita responded:
I think so to a certain degree because it’s just with their children. If they know their child
has a low reading skill, they’re going to get them tutoring, whether it’s math, reading, or
whatever, they’ll get them tutoring. We have to be just as aggressive [and] do the same
thing. Instead of spending money on high-price shoes and clothes, take that money and
invest in their education. Because you may not be so well educated, some parents can’t
help their kids because they don’t know. But there are others out there that do. Get them
those resources.
Anita concluded that African-American parents have to work harder to be heard when
advocating for their children. She explained:
I think you have to speak up and out more. Because people listen to Whites better than
they do Blacks. And, stand your ground. Because African-Americans, we’re not taken as
seriously. Speaking out more and standing on your convictions. You know, be stern about
it and let them know I’m just as serious about my child’s education as my White
counterpart. And I’m willing to do what is necessary for my child to succeed academically.
And being involved is one way of showing [the school staff] that.

Reflection

Anita shared that she always wanted what was best for her children. Her family bought a
house, relocated to a good school district, and worked to support her children’s lives in a good
school district. She used her cultural capital to instill in them the same southern values with
which she was raised. She tried to pass on to her children the message that her mother had
passed on to her, “Education is important!” When her children began attending schools in
Riverbrook, she believed it was her hospitality and general demeanor that made her experiences
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with the Riverbrook parents and school district more inclusive than the other participants who I
had interviewed.
Most of Anita’s involvement was from home. She wasn’t part of the PTA. She didn’t go
to the school to volunteer. She just was there for her children. Anita spent a lot of time
communicating with the school regarding her youngest daughter's behavior. Aside from that
communication with the school, she didn’t share any other ways she was involved at the school.
However, Anita did talk about how she and her husband helped with what they could in the
home after work, and how she tried to get her kids involved in activities. Though she was
disappointed that not all of her children had graduated from college, her kids became more
educated than what she was able to attain for herself. But where she really was afforded an
opportunity, that none of the other participants had yet, was with her granddaughter. She had a
chance to relive parenthood and she intended to do it better than she had with her own children.
Anita and her husband Will were blessed with the opportunity to raise another child in
the Riverbrook schools. Ameena was more motivated than Anita’s own children. Anita didn’t
know why, but I believed it had to do with Anita’s added involvement. When Anita’s children
were growing up, Anita didn’t have anyone at home to help them with school work or cook them
dinner when she had to work late. She often didn’t have anyone to drive them to activities or
provide guidance when she was unsure of how to help them. Ameena had her grandmother to
cook, help carpool her to activities, and help pay for the extracurricular activities she wanted to
participate in. Ameena had a grandfather that dreamt big for her and wanted her to excel in
math, who tutored her, and helped her with homework. She had a grandmother that wanted her
to succeed and filled in the gaps in Ameena’s life, which couldn’t be filled by her own working
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mother. Most of all Anita had a second chance to provide a different type of love and parent
involvement that she couldn't afford her own children. Yes, indeed she was reliving parenthood,
as a grandmother, and because of Anita’s involvement, Ameena may fulfill her grandmother’s
dreams and grow into a successful young woman.

CHAPTER 9

YOLANDA’S PORTRAIT

FOLLOWING IN MOMMA’S FOOTSTEPS

One year, the PTA at my school was attempting to include a more diverse group of
parents. So, I organized an African-American parent dialogue circle to see how our school could
be more inclusive to African-American parents. Both YoLanda and her mother attended. We
gathered many ideas, and at the end of the event, I collected the participants’ emails to contact
them about future events at the school. At the end of that year, I had a baby and lost contact with
YoLanda and her family. When I reached out to them again to invite them to the World Café,
they were very enthusiastic to participate. I was not surprised when YoLanda volunteered for an
interview.
As I walked up the driveway of YoLanda’s townhome, I noticed that her garage door was
wide open and that it was filled with outdoor children’s toys, including basketballs and bikes.
Upon entering her home, YoLanda’s only daughter of her six children, greeted me. She was two
years old and she didn’t like the fact that I was consuming her mommy’s attention after she had
just returned home from work. She followed her mother to where we settled down for the
interview. Behind YoLanda were photos of her children and different pieces of art that they had
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created. As her six children and two nephews walked from room to room, in and out, we
continued to talk about YoLanda’s life. Her husband was recently out of work and she was now
the sole breadwinner. Her mother, who lived just down the street, with her stepsister and her two
brothers, helps her a lot with her children. In fact, when it came to her children’s education,
YoLanda always followed her mama’s lead, by following in her footsteps.

Cultural Capital

YoLanda is a 34-year-old married woman. When she first married her husband, he had
three boys from his previous marriage. Later, they had three more children, totaling five boys
and one girl. YoLanda worked in the business world. She had obtained two bachelor’s degrees,
one in health science and the other in psychology. She also has one master’s degree in business
administration and was currently working on a second master’s degree in organizational
management. Of all participants in this study, she was the most formally educated.

Family Cultural Capital: Momma’s Involved

YoLanda was born and raised on the south side of the city in a predominantly lowincome African-American neighborhood. She generally went to the same public academy from
kindergarten to eighth grade. She attended the same high school for all four years, but went to
college out of state.
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As a child, YoLanda remembers school as mostly “good”. When she was in the third
grade, she qualified for the gifted program. She described her elementary school as structured.
Growing up, YoLanda’s father was non-existent, but she remembers her mother being highly
involved in her education. She explained how her mother helped her and her siblings with
reading and homework. When her mother didn’t understand their homework, she would get
them help from other people. YoLanda also remembers having a tutor. Her mother used to take
her and her siblings to the library. When Black History Month came around, she shared that her
mother was:
A big advocate of that. [She would] find extra resources and ‘even the school I went to,
they were big on that, too.’ So where it wasn’t just your typical people you learn about,
Martin Luther King, Rosa Parks, those people, they expanded your horizons to learn
about people that you probably haven’t heard of. [People] that invented smaller things,
but were still inventors [of things] that have expanded into bigger things today.
Though YoLanda has lots of memories of her mother being involved at home with their
education, she doesn't remember many experiences of her mom having an in-school presence.
She shared that her mother did work two jobs to make sure that they could take care of their
basic needs. She does remember that her mother had participated in a PTA of some sort by
volunteering for after school events, like bake sales. However, she stressed that there were not a
whole lot of extra volunteer opportunities. When it was time for parent-teacher conferences,
YoLanda’s mom never missed one. Every quarter her mother would request a meeting to talk
with the teachers to learn, “What’s going on. How can they improve?” Sometimes between the
quarters, she would ask for an extra meeting if one of the children were struggling.
One particular memory that YoLanda had of her mother’s parental involvement in her
education was the science fair. YoLanda’s mother had taken her to the library to find books on
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different science fair projects. Her mother found a topic about energy and convinced YoLanda
to do the project. YoLanda and her mother spent time a lot of time creating the project and when
they were finished, YoLanda wasn’t sure that she still wanted to participate in the science fair.
Her mother said, “No, we spent all this time on this project. You are going to do the project.”
YoLanda remembers that:
She put minimal effort into doing the presentations as people walked by. But, the
concept was cool, so it still drew attention. And [her mother] came…I wasn’t expecting
her to come, and watched me from a distance. So, when the presentation came, she was
like ‘um…this was not how we practiced this. Get it together. Present like it was
supposed to be presented.’ Fine, [I] did that [and] she stayed the whole rest of the time.
So of course, I didn’t have a choice at that point. You’re presenting like you are
supposed to. But because of that, I actually won the science fair.
Even after that, YoLanda didn’t want to go to regionals, but she ended up going and shared it
ended up being a fun experience. She met other children from different schools and saw their
projects. She believed that she was indebted to her mother for pushing her to do her best.
YoLanda confessed, “It’s weird, like science was never her subject. She would tell us that all the
time. Science and math, she was just not big on, but she tried to help as much as she could.”
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Extrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Social Leverage

Relocating: Following Momma Out to the Burbs

As a child, when YoLanda’s neighborhood began to get violent, especially for young
Black teenage boys, her mother decided that it was time to move. She wanted to avoid her
children getting involved in gangs. Because she worked in the county where Riverbrook was
located, she decided to get a Section 8 housing voucher to move there. At the time, there was a
waiting list for that particular county, but eventually she received the voucher and moved. When
YoLanda returned from college to live at home, her mother had already moved to Riverbrook, so
she ended up following her mother out to Riverbrook. YoLanda and her fiancé decided to settle
in Riverbrook because they didn’t want to raise her fiancé’s three children in the city. YoLanda
shared how her life in the city would be easier, but also more difficult:
Financially, yeah, it probably would [be easier], but the other things that come with living
in the city: the violence, the drug activity, all of that. I really don’t want my kids around
that. Not to say that it doesn’t happen out here, but it’s not as prevalent out here. So, as a
result, we pay whatever [rent] we need to pay to try to stay out here. Plus, the school
system is better. The teachers seem to be more involved with actually wanting the
students to excel versus babysitting for the duration [of the day] until the students go
home, unless you go to like a magnet school or an academy like I did. Just regular public
school… It’s the luck of the draw sometimes you’ll get a good teacher, other times [you
won’t].
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Community Social Networks: Church and Sports

A theme that was mentioned, but not elaborated on at the World Café was church, unlike
the theme of sports which was a part of most table’s discussions. Before the school year started,
YoLanda and her family started going to the church. It was at the church where they were able
to network with some of the parents in the school system. She said that they, “Gave us an idea of
what schools were like here. I think that was actually the biggest influence.” She concluded that
networking with the people at church was the most helpful resource for her when learning to
follow the school system, because they were more familiar with the area. The people at church
explained how the school year runs and when it starts. They also explained the expectations for
the school and the transition procedures between the schools.
In addition to church parents, YoLanda also got advice from the parents of the children
on the same sports teams of her children. Football season started before the school year. She
talked to some of the other Black parents on the football team, whose children attended the same
school district. These parents gave her “an idea of what [she] could expect or ways to present
[her]self when [she] made the initial approach to get involved in school.” Finally, she spoke with
a few people in her neighborhood to learn about what school expected from her.

Family Networks: Momma Knows Best

Of all the people that YoLanda spoke with to learn about the school system in the
suburbs, she believed that the most helpful person was her own mother. Her mother had moved
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to Riverbrook before YoLanda. She was able to explain to YoLanda how suburban schools’
expectations varied from the city. For example, on the first day of school, in the city, it was
more about numbers. The radio would play the advertisement that the first day of school was the
day they would count the number of students to determine the budgets for the year. YoLanda
was shocked to learn that the first day of school in the suburbs was about getting the children
motivated to start the school year. She could feel the difference on her first day of school. The
students all gathered on the blacktop playground and met their teachers, carrying signs for each
class, and wearing huge smiles. She described it as a big production. When learning how to
navigate the school system, it was her mother’s advice that she mostly followed.

School-Based Parental Involvement

Understanding the School’s Expectations: I Can’t Believe They Really Care

YoLanda’s first experience with the school system was with her three stepsons. They
had moved from Texas to live with YoLanda and their father. She remembers researching a lot
on the Internet to learn about the school’s expectations. She used the Internet and the school’s
web pages to read about the procedures and expectations for the school. When the children
finally moved in with YoLanda and their father, they experienced some culture shock
transitioning from an all-Black school to a more diverse school, but by the second year, she felt
that they were much more acclimated. YoLanda remembers that the move affected the older two
more than the younger one. She believes that the oldest son put more effort into his schooling
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when they moved to Riverbrook because the change in environment to a more academically
rigorous program, challenged him to be “a better version of himself.”
As a parent, YoLanda was shocked at the differences that she saw between her own
education and suburban school education. She remembers as a child, it was a rare occasion to
actually see a parent at her school, but the suburban schools were “crawling” with parents. But
what shocked her the most was how much the teachers and staff cared about each student. She
remembers the day when the guidance counselor reached out to her personally about her oldest
son not reading at grade level. She remembers feeling:
For somebody to actually care about that, it’s not just kinda push him through, which is
how he had gotten to that point, kinda surprised me. It caught me off guard. Um…and
that [the school] was willing to work with me to help him get, up to par. I was kinda
surprised. I mean I know I’ve heard teachers that you know, make the extra effort or
counselors who give extra help while you are at school, but I’ve never seen it in action I
guess.
The school district ended up giving him an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) and YoLanda
and her husband attended all of the meetings. Eventually, they were able to bring his reading up
from a kindergarten level to his fourth-grade level.
At the time of our interview, YoLanda had successfully navigated three elementary
schools in the district, two middle schools, and one high school. Though each school experience
was unique, she believed that they provided similar types of challenges. One particular struggle
she was having, at the time of her interview, was with her younger son retaining information.
She would go through lessons with him at home, and it seemed like days later he didn’t
remember anything. So YoLanda reached out to her son’s teacher to see what she thought. His
teacher replied to her that he should just keep practicing.
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Months later, at the parent-teacher conferences, the teacher told YoLanda, “I think that
your son is struggling with his memory.” YoLanda said, “I know, I emailed you my concern
months ago, and you didn’t respond with anything other than keep practicing.” Since YoLanda
made the initial contact about the memory issues, she believed that the teacher should have
realized her concern and followed up with her. She was upset because when she emailed the
teacher her concerns, the teacher would respond with his missing homework. YoLanda felt like
her attempt to communicate with the school regarding his academic needs was dismissed. Yet
she continued to see a growing concern with him, when he was bringing home incomplete papers
and failing scores on assignments. She tried to talk to him about his homework asking him:
‘What happened, did you forget, were you nervous? You got to tell me something because
I’m not at school with you to know what happens when you get it.’ And he didn’t know,
it’s just like you know, ‘Well I tried’. ‘Okay, but what happens when you try? What, you
know, is it a break down, are you nervous, are you scared? Is it just too much information
at once?’
YoLanda struggled asking her six-year-old to let her know what was happening because she
wasn’t receiving an adequate response from his teacher. She also tried to speak with the social
worker about doing some observations on her son to see why he was not completing his work in
school. When the teacher finally said to her that there is a problem, YoLanda was already
frustrated because she had felt like she already knew it was a problem and was already
attempting to get him help, yet no one was taking her seriously.
YoLanda spent time evaluating her son’s schoolwork and identifying concerns that that
should be addressed, then advocating for her son’s needs by communicating with the teacher.
YoLanda also referenced her ability to support her children’s lessons at home by speaking with
them about their learning at the dining room table. She saw this time as an opportunity to see if
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they were retaining the material that they were learning in school. She explained that once she
made it a habit to ask her children explicit questions about what they were learning, that they
were more specific in the answers that they shared with her. Thus, she felt more knowledgeable
about what was happening at school. In addition, her children seemed more motivated to share
their day because when they would get home from school, they would be excited about what
they had learned.
In-School Presence: PTA. Both YoLanda and her mother had attended the World Café. I
knew that her mother was highly interested in these types of events because a few years earlier,
when I had held an African-American parent dialogue circle,her mother had been the first person
to RSVP for the event. Yolanda, following her mother’s lead, also had attended the World Café.
At the World Café both YoLanda and her mother had mostly shared their concerns with forms of
in-school parental involvement, such as PTA and volunteering. However, when I asked
YoLanda, to describe a time that she was most successful at being involved in her child’s
education, she chose when her son was in kindergarten. She described how she, “volunteered a
lot at school with him…be it reading or cutting up papers and handing them out in class or
whatever.” She viewed the times that she was able to have an in-school presence as her most
successful forms of parental involvement, which is a type of parental involvement that many of
my teaching colleagues value. When I asked her why she felt like these were successful parent
involvement times, she responded that when she volunteers in the classroom, her children get
really excited.
Getting involved with other parents in the school district was difficult for YoLanda. She
felt like an outsider in an unwelcoming environment. She described the first elementary school
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that her children attended as “very cold,” when it came to the interaction there. Though she felt
like the teachers were friendly and the parents were fairly friendly, there was little camaraderie
and every parent was out for him/herself. She decided to keep to herself. Her mother had
remarried when she moved to the suburbs and became the stepmother to a young special needs
girl. Her mother’s stepchild attended the same school as YoLanda’s children. Her mother had
joined the PTA at that school and had convinced YoLanda to follow along and join the PTA.
YoLanda reflected:
That was her way of encouraging me to just try this, which I knew of it [the PTA]. But
from a parent perspective, I didn’t understand what the significance was. So, I tried that
and that actually helped me integrate a little bit more.
The encouragement from her mother to join the PTA helped her to get to know some of the staff
and parents at the school. When her family then moved, and her children started attending a new
school that was across the street from her new home, she tried to keep up her involvement in the
school’s PTA. But her work schedule changed and it became more difficult to attend the
meetings at her new school. However, she did feel like the PTA in her new school was a lot
more friendly and welcoming. She also noticed that the PTA was slightly more diverse at her
children’s new school. After the African-American parent dialogue circle I had organized, I
emailed the participants to inform them of every school event, including PTA meetings. Soon
after, there were about eight Black parents who attended each PTA meeting. It was the most
diversity the PTA at this school had experienced. YoLanda remembers thinking, “Oh my God
there are other Black parents [at the PTA].”
YoLanda believed that being involved in the PTA had become easier for her, now that
she was attending her third elementary school in the district; however, she said that at times, she
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still “does and doesn’t” feel included. Elaborating on her feelings, she responded, “I do in the
sense that I mean things come home for you to kinda get involved, but when you do participate
in those things, you still feel like an outsider.” YoLanda continued with a story of how she
volunteered her first year at her current school for the PTA’s popsicle meet and greet. When she
showed up for the event, they handed her a name tag and popsicles and sent her on her way. She
was disappointed that no one took the time to personally introduce themselves or welcome her to
the PTA or the school. She said that same level of interaction continued throughout the year.
She leaned in close to me and confessed, “I still only know two people on the PTA, and literally
two names, and I only know their names. If I saw them on the street right now, I probably
couldn’t identify them if you had a gun to my head.” That sentence created a powerful image in
my mind: Death by PTA.

Intergenerational Closure: Creating African-American Family Networks

When YoLanda’s children began their third elementary school in the district, she had
already learned that there was little community amongst Black parents within her kids’ schools.
At the World Café, she had said when you pick up your kids at school, you can see the groups of
parents standing and talking, usually divided up by race: the Indian parents, White parents,
Mexican parents, but when you see the Black parents, she said they, “were scattered about and
then you had random-like groups of neighborhood people, maybe.” She decided, “Well,
obviously, they are not going to speak to me, I’m going to speak to them.” YoLanda took the
initiative to walk around and talk to the other Black parents, asking them, “Hey how you doing?
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I’m YoLanda. I just moved here. What grade is your kid in?” She laughed as she recalled that
they probably thought that she was a crazy woman. But she assured me that after she starting
doing this on a daily basis, she could tell that they become more united as a group. Now,
YoLanda was proud to share:
Now, it’s more of a community to a certain extent. There’s four to five families now that
actually talk to each other and ‘Okay, yeah I’ll get him and bring him home, don’t worry
about it.’ Cause we all live right here, it’s like okay. Why not? Everybody doesn’t have to
walk over there; you know everybody’s kids. Do the count; everyone’s good. Okay let’s
go. But, that didn’t exist before I got here and I [make] a conscience effort to kinda connect
with my community especially since there’s not that many of us [Black Families] over
here. Um…at least so far that I’ve noticed.
YoLanda explained that there were only six Black/African-American families that lived in her
neighborhood, and five of those families had formed a small social support group for school drop
off, pick up, and for sharing information about school amongst one another.

Home-based Parental Involvement

Concerted Cultivation: I’m the Teacher’s Back Up

Yolanda described her ideal role in her child’s education as, “I would love to be kind of
the back-up to the teacher, so to speak.” She further explained that she could support the
teachers’ lessons at home by filling the gaps with anything that her children are missing, or
provide extra experiences for any lessons that they need more time to learn. If she couldn’t help
them directly with what they were missing, she would try to find the resources for them. She
enjoyed that the school also saw this as her role. When she first moved to the school district, she
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was shocked with how much the schools wanted these types of parent connections. She shared
one of her first memories in the school district with parental involvement:
The stuff that they [the school] would send home seemed like they were actually trying to
get the parents to help or encourage your kid along the way or what have you. I don’t
know. I don’t remember [my school] sending that stuff home with my mom, just
homework, yeah, you just help the kid with homework. But, even the unit letters I think
that’s what they're called and like family activities for you to walk through with math or
what have you. Foreign, never seen anything like that before.
“So did you do these at home activities?” I asked her. YoLanda confirmed that they did. She
explained how her children get excited to bring home the papers and to tell their parents what
they have to do:
And they would say, ‘Hey, I have this thing we are supposed to do as a group, you know,
let’s do it.’ Um…and I’m like, Okay, I just got up for work, (laughs) but they were so
excited about it.
Because she sees her parental involvement role as the teacher’s support. Together with
her husband, she planned to spend a majority of the upcoming summer teacher her younger son
his sight words. They have been working at home to help him learn his words all year, in order
to catch up, but now she has the second-grade sight word list and her husband is going to preteach that list over the summer. She shared, “I’m hoping that helps. We read with him at home,
but at the same time, we know it’s summer break, you know, so we don’t want to do too much. I
don’t know…” At home, she is taking the steps to support her child’s education that I believe
many of my teacher colleagues would appreciate.
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Cultural Knowledge: Be a Proud African-American

YoLanda affirmed a theme that Sheryl had discussed at the World Café, that is, cultural
knowledge must be taught to Black children. During the interviews, YoLanda substantiated that
an important educational role that she plays in her home is to educate her children about being
Black. She fully stated, “There’s a lot that my children learn about our ethnicity or about the
world in general at home.” Though she acknowledged that some of her culture is taught in the
children’s school, she assured me that it’s, “a different perspective when it’s coming from your
parents.” YoLanda explained that “out here” students don’t learn as much about AfricanAmerican culture because a majority of the people are not African-American. She has taken note
that many of the people that her children are learning about are White and the same people that
they have learned about year after year. She feels that the schools haven’t diversified their
curriculum to match the diversity of their student body. She teaches her children that AfricanAmericans have a foundation here in this country, too. And, she reminds her children, “it’s a
proud one. It’s not one to be ashamed of.” She spends time helping her children to not be
ashamed of who they are. YoLanda believes that many people have the stereotype that AfricanAmericans are “slackers, pay less attention or ‘half do’ stuff.” She teaches her children how to
combat these stereotypes with their own personalities. YoLanda reinforced that teaching these
lessons to Black children, is “kind of the biggest part, making sure they stay accountable,” so
that they can gain the respect of others and themselves. YoLanda said that she starts with her
own children by “teaching our own kids to be accepting of diversity and may be that will able to
rub off on other children”.
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Intrinsic Forms of Parental Involvement

Expectations for My Children and Myself

Good Parental Involvement: Being at School Makes My Kids Happy

YoLanda followed her mother’s style of parent participation. She admitted, “I think my
mother’s presence in school when I was younger motivated me to have that same presence with
my children.” YoLanda very much wants to have a presence in her children’s education at home
and in school. Her ideal role would be to participate more through the PTA, however, she feels
that meeting that goal would be difficult, because she still feels so uncomfortable in the PTA.
She explained, “there’s a different dynamic there that’s hard to put my finger on. I mean they’re
welcoming in the sense that they want all parents involved, but at the same time when you try to
be involved, you don’t really feel welcome.” However, the reality is with her work and school
schedule, she has little time to actually participate in her children’s education at the school. She
explained, “it is frustrating at times for me because I know that seems to make a difference to
them [her children] and makes them excited that they [know] next week my mom comes to
school because we’re doing X, Y, and Z.” In addition to her children being excited to see her, she
feels like being in school helps her children to “stay on track” and “to know that [mom] talks to
people at the school”. YoLanda feels certain that if there is an issue, she will probably find out
about it quickly. She assured me that parents having a physical presence in the classroom, “is a
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big motivator for children and ... helps them do what they’re supposed to do even though they
theoretically could do that without their [mother’s] presence.”

Feelings and Beliefs Which Influence Parent Involvement

Community Collective Beliefs: We are Not a Culture of Slackers

If YoLanda could share one piece of advice with educators about her parental
involvement, she would tell teachers, “Don’t judge a book by its cover.” When YoLanda was in
school there was a strong African-American presence. So she felt that teachers were less likely
to generalize students into stereotypes, like “slackers”, based on race because there were so many
different personalities of African-American students in the classes. She wants to let her
children’s educators know that they need to understand that:
Every kid is different; every family is different and just because we have a certain
appearance [skin color] that doesn’t mean we act the same way. Because within their own
ethnicity, it’s totally different. So, if they can have that same race, they have to recognize
their ethnicities have diversity as well.
Not all Black people are the same, just as not all White people are the same, or Asian people, or
any other races. There is diversity amongst groups of people, but YoLanda feels that educators
don’t always apply that insight to Black parents.
YoLanda, explained how it’s the parents’ responsibility to teach children how to be more
accepting of diversity. She added:
Being open to other things, I think that’s the biggest thing. Across races, being open to
the experiences that you can have interacting with people from other cultures and what
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you can learn from interacting with people of other cultures. At some point, you’d think
we’ve got to get to a place where that becomes more understanding, more welcome, more
accepting. Not so far. We’re in a better place than we used to be, but there’s still a long
way to go.

Good Parental Involvement: It Matters.

YoLanda recognizes that her own beliefs and feelings regarding parental involvement in
school stemmed from her mother’s beliefs. Watching her mother involved in her own education,
YoLanda explained that:
It showed me that being involved makes a difference. Not even necessarily just with me
or just my class, but showing that there are parents that care. It’s not just the staff that
has an obligation to the kids. It goes beyond just the people that work there. It’s a
community effort. Eventhough you’re not my kid, ‘I notice that you seem to be
struggling here. Is there something I can do to help?’

Reflection

It was clear that YoLanda respected her mother’s role in her own education, because
when it came to educating her own children, YoLanda decided to follow in the steps of her
mother. YoLanda’s mother passed cultural capital to Yolanda, which dictated the way she
became involved in her children's education. For example, YoLanda’s mother was very involved
in PTA and YoLanda also became involved in PTA, and explained that her ideal involvement in
her children’s education would be through the PTA. She regularly saw her mother involved in
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her education at school, and therefore she has made more of an effort than the other participants
to volunteer in school, attend PTA meetings, and volunteer in the classroom.
YoLanda also followed her mother out to the suburbs, when her mother relocated to raise
her children in a safer community. YoLanda’s mother’s stepdaughter attended four of the five
schools that YoLanda’s children had attended. Though they never lived in the same house, they
moved around the same school district, following each other. They even served on two PTAs
together. It was clear that YoLanda also deferred to her mother when she was unsure of how to
participate in her children’s education, taking up advice on the PTA, the school district, and other
educational issues.
Despite having so much of her parent involvement style reflect her mother’s parent
involvement style, there was one difference between YoLanda’s involvement and her mother's
involvement. YoLanda’s mother didn't have an in-school presence during the day at YoLanda’s
school. YoLanda believes that her mother would have done so, however, there were no
opportunities where parents could volunteer during the day for class parties or other types of
lessons. Additionally, YoLanda pointed out that her mother worked two jobs to support her
three children and it would have been difficult for her to leave to volunteer at school.
When it came to home-based parental involvement, YoLanda also followed in her
mother’s footsteps. She had mentioned that whenever she needed help with her homework or
lessons, her mother would help her or find someone who could. YoLanda spent much of her
interview talking about the struggles her son faced, and how she worked with him at home to
help catch him up. In addition, YoLanda’s mother embraced teaching her children about Black
History Month and their culture, when she would take them to the library to check out books.
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YoLanda also spoke about the need to educate her children about their culture, but she remained
focused on the social-emotional side working to develop their self-esteem as minority children.
All of the participants, whom I interviewed, talked about the impact of their parents in the
backward section of their portraits; however, YoLanda mother continued to have a substantial
voice in the rest of her portrait. The outward ways that she is involved in her children's
education and the inward feelings she has about parental involvement also both included her
mother’s influence on her parenting style. YoLanda’s mother was the first person to sign up for
my African-American parent dialogue circle and, she brought YoLanda with her. At the World
Café, both YoLanda and her mother were present, focused, and articulate. If I had another event
about the needs of African-American students, I could almost say with confidence that in would
walk YoLanda’s mother, and behind her would be YoLanda, following in her footsteps.

CHAPTER 10

ANALYSIS

The Artist’s Exploration

The analysis and exploration process began with the transcription of the interviews. Then
I hand-coded the data; combing it for repetitive refrains (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997) and
grouping the codes into broader themes, so that I could fully immerse myself into each
participant’s experience. Next, I created profiles for each participant by sorting emerging themes
into four perspectives: backward, outward, inward, forward (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). I
used the backward, outward, and inward themes, together with my personal reflection, to
compose each portrait. The backward themes describe the participants’ unique cultural capital
(Carter, 2003; Yosso, 2005) highlighting the memories of their own parents’ involvement in their
education. The outward themes contain what participants describe as their own extrinsic forms of
parental involvement. The inward themes explain the participants’ intrinsic expectations for
themselves and their children, as well as their feelings and beliefs about parental involvement.
The forward themes, which conveyed the participants’ recommendations to increase involvement
of low-income African-American parents is presented in Chapter 11.
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In this chapter, The Artist’s Exploration, I provide a detailed analysis of the findings
painted in the six portraits. By weaving together the themes in the participant's individual
portraits, and highlighting where the interview findings converge with the World Café data, I
present the participants’ stories within the context of a larger community story. Though I believe
that it is important to draw together common themes that participants used to involve themselves
in their children’s education, I was careful to not undermine the individual experiences that the
participants had by highlighting the variance of their experiences under each of those themes.
This exploration chapter begins with analysis of family cultural capital, then explores extrinsic
forms of parental involvement and intrinsic forms of parent involvement, before concluding with
an explanation of the overarching themes of the individual portraits.

Family Cultural Capital

All of the participants began their interviews by describing their own educational
experiences and how their parents were involved in those educational experiences. Their own
parents’ level of involvement varied greatly from participant to participant. Similar to the
findings of Field-Smith (2005) one of the fundamental ideas that each participant shared was that
education was important to their families. This was a message all of the parents agreed they were
passing on to their children, and combats the claim that if Black parents do not come to school,
then they do not care about the education of their children (Abdul-Adil & Farmer, 2006). The
following quotes about growing up from Brianna, Cassandra, and Sheryl convey the importance
of education in their home:
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My mom she always made sure reading was a big thing for us, because she couldn’t. We
used to teach her too. She was always like, ‘You don’t want to be like me, mopping floors
and doing stuff like that.’ School was always easy for us. We all were on honor roll. We
played in every sport. We had so many trophies. We had a stand with all of the trophies.
And she’d be like, ‘Look at all of my kids’ trophies.’ (Brianna)
That’s it’s important that education is important. ‘So you feel that your grandparents
transferred that message to you that education is important and you’re transferring it to
him?’ I guess. Because my grandfather, he was into education. (Cassandra)
They were real strict, especially my father, when it came to our education. We came home
from school – we couldn’t watch TV, we had to study, y’know. They stayed on those report
cards. They was really concerned – education was a big thing in our house. It was a big
thing, y’know. (Sheryl)
In fact, all six participants stated that education was important to them and most of the
participants believed that was a message which was conveyed to them as children through their
parents. Contrary to these interview findings, none of the participants in the World Café
discussed their own parents’ involvement in their education.

Social Leverage

When examining the extrinsic types of involvement that low-income African-American
parents utilize to become involved in their education, three themes were revealed which all
helped to leverage the participants’ social statuses (Briggs, 1998) to that of the suburban
community. The themes that were most resounding were relocating (Briggs, 1998; Rubinowitz &
Rosenbaum, 2000), hiding poverty and utilizing community resources (Diamond,1999), and
having and family social networks (Diamond,1999).
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Relocating

A theme which was scrawled on the World Café table documents was “relocating from
the city to the suburbs for a better education and quality of life” (World Café Documents). This
prompted me to delve deeper into this idea in the interviews. Each of the participants spoke
about how they used techniques, such as housing voucher programs to relocate from
communities of poverty to high-income suburbs, for the sole purpose of their children having
access to a good education. For example, Vondra used the Internet to “Google the top schools for
the state, stuff like that, and Riverbrook happen to be the top of the list.” Anita claims, “One of
the reasons we moved here was because of the school district. We knew it was a good school
district.” Sheryl shared that, “I liked the schools because...I’m like, why pay for a private school,
when I come out here and these supposed to be the best schools and my kids can get a
education?” YoLanda concurred, “We pay whatever we need to pay to try to stay out here. Plus,
the school system is better. The teachers seem to be more involved with actually wanting the
students to excel.” Education was a priority to these ladies, but they all seemed to understand that
their children’s educational needs couldn’t best be met while living in their homes in the often
higher-poverty communities in the city. Relocating to a new home in order to acquire a better
education for your children seemed to be one of the most dedicated forms of involvement
because of how life-changing it can be for the entire family. However, few research studies even
discuss movement as a form of involvement (Rubinowitz & Rosenbaum, 2000), thus illustrating
how overlooked relocation is in parent involvement literature.
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Community Resources and Hiding Poverty

Many of the interview participants agreed that they needed the help of a combination of
community service programs, including Section 8 housing vouchers (Rubinowitz & Rosenbaum,
2000), churches (Diamond, 1999), free/reduced lunch waivers, and other community service
programs to gain access to housing, resources, information, and social support to remain living in
a high-income neighborhood. Many of these programs were difficult to find, apply for, and
navigate. When I asked parents about their involvement in their children’s education, finding the
social service programs that could help keep them living in the suburbs with access to quality
education was a crucial form of involvement in their children’s education. These findings
indicate that the participants wanted to remain residents of better school districts. Sheryl told me
about a program that furnished her empty home. Vondra utilized a program that provided her
family gifts for Christmas and grocery store gift cards. Anita spoke of a program that helped her
to purchase a home. Four of the participants used Section 8 housing vouchers. Vondra explained
finding and navigating these resources as a “full-time job” (Vondra). However, without her
ability to get these resources, her family would be unable to live in Riverbrook and her children
would be unable to have the access to Riverbrook schools. At times, securing the resources took
so much of Vondra ‘s time, she claimed that it interfered with her ability to become involved in
her children’s education in other ways.
In addition, the participants needed these social service programs to hide the fact that
they were more economically disadvantaged than the rest of the community. Vondra stated
bluntly, “I feel like they [other parents in the school district] are rich and we’re poor.” When I
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asked the parents whether they felt that their race or their socioeconomic status hindered them
more from being involved in their educational community, most chose their socioeconomic
status first, followed closely by their race. Hiding their poverty was a way that they helped their
children become more integrated into their high-income suburban schools, which supported their
education. Research has documented that students who feel more connected at school, do better
in school (Azzam, 2007; Henderson & Berla, 1994). Parents went to great lengths to make sure
that their children had the same clothes, toys, and games as other children in the neighborhood.
For example, Brianna shared:
His friends are amazed he has everything: iPads, laptops, and you know, big TVs. We make
sure that he doesn’t know that he’s low income. He’s living in a good neighborhood. He
doesn’t know what I have to do to make him living in a good situation. That makes me
happy that he doesn’t know that we have to get food stamps. I want him to go to school
and focus on [learning]. I don't want him to ever see me cry if I can't pay this bill. So, I
try. I will work so hard [for him to] get that education.
Similar to Brianna’s story, Vondra had to teach her son how to manage having rich friends, when
he turned to stealing to get some of the things that his friends had. For example, she explained to
him how to save a little each month to get the shoes that he wanted. She also tries to keep her son
home from field trips, so that other children won’t know that she doesn’t have the money to send
him. Brianna explained how she doesn’t want to let the schools know exactly how poor she is.
She doesn’t tell them that she doesn't have access to a car or the Internet, because she fears that
her children would be treated differently, or that she would get in trouble with the school for
being a bad parent. At the World Café, the parents’ discussions only focused on community
resources, such as YMCA or Communities in Schools, but they did not mention social service
programs. However, on the World Café documents, some parents started a list of social service
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programs in response to the question, “What method or resources help you to become involved
in your child’s education or school community?” The resources listed were, “Geo Group, Aunt
Martha, youth services, a local outpatient hospital rehabilitation center, and the county health
office,” (World Café Documents). These were all community service programs created to help
families in the community. Some World Café participants did reference, through their
conversations and the documents on the table that they were involved in their child’s education
by “working long hours to stay living in an area that allows for better education,” (World Café
Documents).

Family as Social Networks

When Brianna has to buy items that she can’t afford to help her son fit in, she relies on
her family networks to help. When Brianna, YoLanda, and Vondra needed to find a new place to
live, they relied on their family as social networks to help them move to more affluent
communities. Similar to Diamond’s findings (1999), these three women, together with Anita,
relied on their family to provide social support to transfer information about their new
communities and schools to them, and to provide them with social support to be able to
acclimate to their new communities as well. YoLanda used her mother to help her gain
information about the school system and the PTA. Brianna relied on her mother to raise her son
in Riverbrook, while she waited for her housing voucher. Also, when some of these participants
wanted to know more about the school system in order to get more involved, they turned to
family, friends, and neighbors to provide them with this information.
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School-Based Parental Involvement

A second category of extrinsic parental involvement which emerged from both the World
Café data and the portraits was the type of parental involvement that happens within the school
(Jackson & Remillard, 2005). Some examples of parental involvement types include
communication with the teacher, attendance at school events, presence at PTA meetings,
volunteering, and forming relationships with other parents at the school.

School-Expected Parental Involvement

All of the parents exhibited some form of parental involvement which I categorized as
school expected. Though these forms of involvement varied from participant to participant, I
believed all of the following would be viewed as parent involvement from an educator's
perspective. During the World Café, participants spoke extensively about communication with
the school personnel in person, through email, and on the phone. In fact, during the World Café,
one of the strongest and most frequent form of school involvement discussed by participants was
their level of direct communication with the school. Participants shared, “We get our information
from the teachers. I contact the principal and teachers directly,” (World Café Participant #7) and
“We get direct communication from the teachers,” (World Café Participant #4) and “[You]
become one with the school principal,” (World Café Participant #15).
In the interviews, I followed up on these themes of school-expected extrinsic forms of
involvement and the interview participants confirmed that they, too, exhibit some of these types
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of involvement. For example, YoLanda had a palette of varied experiences. YoLanda spent time
in the school volunteering. She had participated with the PTA, but most enjoyed attending the
classroom parties, being a mystery reader, and helping the teacher in the classroom. She also
attended parent-teacher conferences and school events regularly. Sheryl, “went to school to be a
teacher,” so she felt like she knew exactly what the school expected of her. She read the parent
handbook, volunteered with the school sports teams, and was a math tutor. She always attended
her child’s parent-teacher conferences and IEP meetings.
Cassandra, Anita, Brianna, and Vondra did little inside of the school, such as
volunteering. Cassandra and Anita were more focused in their efforts and determined to make all
of the in-school meetings and parent-teacher conferences, than Brianna and Vondra, who
attended these meetings more sporadically. All of the participants in this study had at least one
child with an IEP, whose behavior impacted his/her learning. IEPs tend to frame an experience
of heightened communication. Consequently, because of their children’s IEPs, the school
communicated more with these parents. I surmised that Cassandra, Anita, Brianna, and Vondra
believed that communication was the main in-school expectation of parental involvement
because when I asked them how they were involved in their children’s education, they
predominantly shared stories of times that they had communicated with the school regarding
their child. When I asked how educators could prepare low income African-American parents
for in-school parental involvement, Anita stated, “I think they would need to know that
communication [is important], especially with the teachers, the counselors, and the deans, just to
know the school policies and to get involved and just be there.”
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Intergenerational Closure

Anita, Sheryl, Cassandra, Vondra, and YoLanda, talked about how they gained
information about school through the use of the social capital “intergenerational closure”
(Coleman, 1988, p. S101). Sheryl was able to volunteer as the “team mom” on her son’s football
team. She became a liaison for other city parents she knew looking for information about
suburban schools. Anita met with other neighborhood mothers, whose children attended the same
school. They discussed the general expectations of the school, as well as information about the
school district. YoLanda saw that there was a lack of community amongst African-American
parents in her child’s elementary school. She took it upon herself to try to get the few AfricanAmerican parents at the school together to create a local network of social support. Now, she has
a small group of African-American parents who help each other out with their children and share
information about school within the group. Cassandra felt very comfortable extracting
information from the parents of her children’s White friends. In fact, she shared that she has
always been more comfortable around White parents in the school district than Black parents.
Vondra didn’t have a social network of parents within the school, but she did join a network of
parents through her church’s youth group. These parents would receive information both through
the church and one another. Brianna is the only parent who didn’t feel she had any parents of her
children’s friends that she could rely on to gain information or social support.
While a few World Café parents discussed how their “kids played sports and so we
discuss [school-related] things amongst each other,” (World Café Participant #15), most of the
intergenerational closure discussed at the World Café was done through social media. Parents
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painted a picture of getting information from Facebook and Twitter. They also extensively
discussed local Facebook groups that were created in order to keep families in the loop with
information. While some parents found the social media groups to serve as beneficial avenues to
stay updated on school-related topics, other parents explicitly shared their disagreement of the
usefulness of Facebook groups. One parent shared, “I don't agree with the Facebook Riverbrook
mom’s groups. It’s just another way for them to gossip and hide behind their computer instead of
getting together, face-to-face, to talk.” (World Café Participant #6). The theme of using social
media to connect with other parents within the school did not surface during any of the
interviews, aside from Anita mentioning that it would be a good tool to use to promote AfricanAmerican social networks.

Home-Based Parental Involvement

Some forms of parental involvement in their children’s education happen in the home.
These forms of parental involvement that were discussed during the interviews included:
concerted cultivation of academic skills, family time, and teaching culturally-related academic
and social-emotional knowledge.
Concerted Cultivation

A recurring theme throughout the World Café was the idea of parents participating in
their children’s education at home, in such a way as to academically mold their children. This
theme warranted further investigation through the interviews. When it came to supporting or
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becoming involved in their children’s education outside of school, all of the interview
participants, aide from Cassandra, had a lot to share. Anita and YoLanda were the two parents
who discussed concerted cultivation as defined by Lareau, (2002) of academic skills in the home
(Jackson & Remillard, 2005). YoLanda viewed her role as a parent, as the teacher’s “back-up.”
Her main goal in the home was to support her children’s lessons and to pre-teach and re-teach
skills that they were learning in school. Similar to YoLanda, Anita viewed her role as a mother
and grandmother to help with homework, but to also take her children to the library, and other
outside classes. While all of the children of the participants were enrolled in sports outside of
school, only Anita and Vondra mentioned how they brought their children to the library and
participated in the summer reading program. Additional themes of concerted cultivation
discussed at the World Café included: extracurricular activities, tutoring, advising about college
and career paths, coaching struggling students using Internet resources, and summer reading
programs.

Family Time

Vondra, Anita, and Sheryl discussed the importance of family time outside of school, as a
way to support their child’s education. Vondra shared how during Friday night family time, her
children would tutor each other and play games. She also shared that this was her time to talk to
her children about school and what they were learning. Sheryl used her “Mommy, Devon,
Damarion time” to do activities with her children like go to a movie or play games. Whereas
Anita didn’t really specify what activities were most important to participate in during family
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time, she mostly stressed the need to spend quality time doing anything with your children. She
preached, “Let the dirt keep,” meaning, do not let housework overtake your weekends. Instead,
spend that time with your children.

Cultural Knowledge

The most frequent home-based theme at the World Café was the idea of teaching cultural
knowledge to their African-American children. Parents complained that schools taught “no
African-American awareness and history beyond Martin Luther King, Jr. and Rosa Parks,”
(World Café Documents). World Café participants spoke extensively about sharing cultural
movies, songs, and lessons with their children. One participant told her group, “I teach AfricanAmerican history at home because it's not at school. My kids don’t know anything about Civil
Rights because they are not being taught. I had to sit and teach them. I talk about it at home,”
(World Café Participant #18).
Brianna and Sheryl spent an extensive amount of time talking about the importance of
giving their children cultural knowledge outside of what they are taught in school. Sheryl spoke
about the need to educate Black children on their heroes, holidays, and cultural background in
the home because these lessons were missing from their school’s curriculum. She discussed the
need to show her kids African-American cinema, like Raisin in the Sun and Malcolm X to teach
them about their culture. In fact, her home was like an African-American museum because she
had many African-American artifacts on display.
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While YoLanda also mentioned the need for this type of education for her children at the
World Café, she did not elaborate on it in her interview. Instead, she chose to share that part of
her parental involvement was to teach her children about diversity in general. She also
mentioned that she needed to build their emotional strength up in order for them to become
strong enough to combat racism they may encounter. Both Brianna and Sheryl discussed the
need to teach Black boys social-emotional cultural knowledge on how to grow up to be strong
men. Sheryl talked extensively about how schools discipline Black boys and the contrast with
how she disciplines her boys. She talked about how boys need to be spoken to directly and be
raised in a way that, “they don’t let society’s racism get in their head.” Brianna, talked about how
she was teaching her son at a young age about the judicial system. She spent a lot of time talking
to him about the history of Black families in America, and about inequity in the American
judicial system. She also spent time talking to him about how the judicial system works since, at
the time of this interview, he was on trial.
At the World Café, there also was much conversation around the idea that parents must
be responsible for the social and emotional development of their children. Many of the parents
felt that the schools and communities do not do enough to combat the racist message that their
children receive. Parents at the World Café called for the importance of a different type of
education: “Negotiating societal racism,” and “Common sense for Black people” and “Book
smarts and street smarts is still education,” (World Café Documents). These parents felt like a
large part of their educational responsibility was to prepare their children for growing up Black
in America.
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I believe that when a teacher mentions at-home parental involvement, the first idea that
comes to mind is helping their child with homework, or reading to them (Gutman & McLloyd,
2000; Joshi, Eberly & Konzal, 2005; Lareau & Horvat, 1999). Though everyone mentioned
helping their children with homework, no one chose to elaborate on that topic. Even further, no
one mentioned reading to their child as a form of parental involvement.

Expectations

Part of the parental involvement that some parents displayed was not an outward action
that they employed, but instead an intrinsic belief or expectation that they held inside, which
could be used to further their child’s educational success. There were two types of expectations
that parents discussed: an educational expectation for their child (Coleman, 1988) and an
expectation for themselves, as parents.

Dreaming for My Child

Dreaming for my child was a theme both present in the World Café data, as well as the
interview data. The dreams that were discussed at the World Café were more related to “my
child has to graduate,” (World Café Participant #7). In the interviews, Brianna, Cassandra, and
Anita all shared expectations that they had for their children. Brianna spoke in more broad
brushstrokes about her expectations for her son to go to school and get an education. Cassandra
dreamed for her child to go to a diverse school and have the choice to participate in the activities
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of his choosing. Anita was much more detailed: She dreamed that her son and daughter would go
into journalism as a career, and her other two daughters would be a teacher and doing something
in the health field, respectively. She had the expectation that all would finish college.

Good Parental Involvement

Each of the interview participants shared their ideal form of good parental involvement.
Their ideas ranged from participant to participant. YoLanda saw her ideal parental involvement
as volunteering in the school, because seeing her there makes her children excited. Anita viewed
her parental involvement as being, “...involved. Continue to encourage her. And... always tell
her, she can do anything she sets her mind to.” Sheryl viewed good parental involvement as the
creation of authentic relationships with the staff at school. She said, “In the school, I want
administrators and teachers to know me. To know that I’m Ms. Sheryl and I’m this person’s
parent and if there’s anything they need, they need to come to me.” Sheryl also wanted to be a
role model to her children. Her children can see that she is taking her education seriously, and
therefore they should too. Anita also mentioned being a role model to her children. She wants to
complete her degree in social work, which she hopes will motivate her children to complete their
degrees as well. Vondra felt like she was more involved at school with her older children and
less involved at school with her youngest child, despite the feeling that she did a better job of
supporting her youngest child’s education at home, when compared with her two older children.
Both Vondra and Brianna talked about how they would like to be more involved in the school,
with PTA, and in the classrooms. However, both of these parents shared that they didn’t feel
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welcome, nor do they have the confidence to follow up on this expectation for themselves.
Vondra is the only parent who discussed overcoming poverty and discontinuing the need for
social service programs as an additional expectation for herself.

Feelings and Beliefs

The final category, encompassing the themes of the portraits, was feelings and beliefs.
This section of the portrait discussed the inward feelings and beliefs that the participants had
regarding being involved in their children’s education. The salient themes included: community
collective beliefs, understanding dominant cultural and school expectations, and good parental
involvement.

Community Collective Beliefs

The most common intrinsic theme discussed at the World Café was the idea of the
“African-American mindset” (World Café Participant # 14). When each participant spoke of this
mindset, they shared their perception of the community belief that African-Americans were
disconnected from each other, individual members of the dominant culture and society as a
whole, although they did not necessarily believe that they personally or all African-Americans in
general were subject to it. For example, during the World Café, participants frequently discussed
how this disconnect may make it difficult for members of the community to unify and rely on
one another for social capital. It seemed to be a shared belief among the World Café participants
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that this so-called mindset stemmed from their upbringing. One parent said, “Nobody wants to
say it, it's your upbringing. How you were talked to as a kid,” (World Café Participant #1).
Another parent confirmed, “I believe that it is a lack of trust. Some of us have a ‘mind your
business and stay out of mine’ type attitude,” (World Café Participant #14). Other parents
discussed how it was the “mindset” (World Café Participant #7) that makes parental involvement
difficult because, “We [African-Americans] have the mindset about how we treat our kids. We
send our kids to school and expect them to learn there. Until that changes we will continue to
have major issues. That is why it is so important for us to be involved,” (World Café Participant
#7). The World Café participants went on to discuss the need to alter these perceptions of distrust
and for more African-American communities to bridge differences, and come together to support
one another. They realized a need for more African-American social networks amongst parents.
During the interviews, Brianna, YoLanda, and Anita all took the time to talk about their
views of this collective belief about African-Americans and how they believed it related to
parental involvement in their children’s education. YoLanda, early on in her interview, had
mentioned that she had observed Black parents on the playground. They were not interacting
with the other parents or with each other, but standing alone. They were isolated from other
parents, thus closing themselves off from being able to create social or cultural networks that
could help them acclimate to the school environment or obtain or pass along important
educational information. Anita discussed that African-American parents tend to have a mentality
to “keep to themselves.” Anita told me that Black parents tend to not interact with White parents,
and even have a general distrust of other Black parents. Anita called it, “slave mentality.” She
explained that the divide began in the early days of slavery with the house slaves and the field
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slaves. Part of keeping the slaves divided and pitted against each other, helped the White man to
stay in power. This mentality made it difficult for Blacks to unite during slavery and had
suggested it may possibly continue to make it difficult for some to socialize and participate in
school communities.
Brianna further explained, another collective belief that she had observed. She noticed
that her Black peers had a certain level of fear and distrust for the White people in their
neighborhood, a claim supported by other research (Archer-Banks & Behar-Horenstein, 2008;
Perkins, 2008). She spoke about growing up, and how the “only time [they] seen White people in
[their] neighborhood, they was the bad guy,” coming to take their kids or buying drugs. Brianna
explained how this fear affected her parental involvement. She was scared to get too close to the
school staff because she didn’t want them to learn that she didn’t have a car, or the Internet (to
check her son’s grades), or that her electricity had been turned off. She had a fear that the school
would turn her in for “not being a good parent” and that she would lose her children.
YoLanda was also concerned with another collective belief regarding African-American
students and parents. She wanted teachers to know, “we are not a culture of ‘slackers.” She was
so scared that her children were beginning to internalize these assumptions that she went further
to explicitly teach them how to combat these negative stereotypes. Similar to previous findings,
she knew that some teachers have low expectations (Archer-Banks & Behar-Horenstein, 2008)
for African-American children and she didn’t want her own children to internalize those low
expectations. The participants in this study felt like they were combatting these community
collective beliefs in order to become more involved in their children’s education. However, I
assert that even the act of overcoming these collective beliefs in itself is a form of parental
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involvement in a child’s education, because in this act, these participants are trying to unify,
build trust, and increase expectations to support their children’s education.

Understanding Dominant Cultural and School Expectations

Sheryl and Anita both believed that if African-American parents could understand “how
to relate to White people,” they would be more successful in being involved in their children’s
suburban school education. Sheryl believed that because she was bussed to a predominantly
White school, she had an easier time integrating with White parents and staff. She felt like she
understood what their expectations about education were and the way that they communicated
those expectations (Horvat, Weininger, & Lareau, 2003). YoLanda had also attended a diverse
suburban school, and she had shared that she mostly gets along well with the White parents, but
not the African-American parents. Anita’s children attended a diverse school in the south
suburbs before moving to Riverbrook. She attributed their ease at integrating into the Riverbrook
schools to the exposure to a variety of races at their previous school. Other participants at the
World Café discussions agreed that if, “people have never spent time with other races,” (World
Café Participant) they were more likely to struggle in acclimating to other cultures. In fact, a few
participants of the World Café chose to relate their extrinsic forms of parent involvement to their
battle against the racial stereotyping of their children in schools by staff and other students. Other
parents at the World Café discussed their need to be an advocate for their children against
racism.
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In her interviews, Anita felt that to be more successful in suburban schools, Black parents
have to act “more White.” Anita told me about her experiences with White families. They know
the school’s expectations and they know how to get the information that they need (Horvat,
Weininger, & Lareau, 2003). Anita believes that Black people don’t have access to certain
information that keeps them from succeeding. Anita used the example of her granddaughter
wanting to be tested for the accelerated math class. When they had inquired about the testing
process, the teacher had told her family that her granddaughter Ameena needed to have straight
A’s in math to be tested. When I later told Anita that there was no grade expectations and that
any parent could have their child tested for the accelerated math program regardless of their
grades, she believed that Black people don’t have access to this knowledge. Anita explained to
me how White people are more “aggressive about their children’s education” than Black people.
Anita observed that if White children are getting low grades in math or reading, their parents get
them a tutor. Anita concurred that if Black children are struggling with reading or writing, their
parents needed to be just as aggressive in catching them up as White parents are by spending
their money on a tutor and not a new pair of “high-priced shoes.” Anita believes that White
parents stand their ground when advocating for their children’s education and that Black parents
need to do the same. She suggested that Black parents need to be, “willing to do what is
necessary for my child to succeed academically.” Anita also suggested that “being involved is
one way of showing [the school staff],” that they are serious about their child’s education.
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Good Parental Involvement

When I asked the interview participants about their involvement in their children’s
education, they sometimes chose to answer the question with a mosaic of feelings or beliefs they
had about parental involvement. It was difficult to correlate whether or not these sets of beliefs
transpired into action. Brianna was concerned that the school understood the need for parents to
have authentic relationships with their schools and the school personnel. She believed that good
parental involvement could be fostered when the school personnel took the time to get the know
families and appreciate how they each have differences, thus creating an understanding that
parental involvement amongst these families will be different. Brianna shared with me that her
brother and her uncle had both been shot and killed this last school year; her emotions were
already running high with these two incidents. However, if the school had spent the time to get to
know what was going on with her family, they may have been less upset that she didn’t always
respond promptly to every email and phone call.
On the other hand, Cassandra would argue that parents need to be doing a better job of
carving out the time to meet with teachers and be involved in their children’s education. She
didn’t think that parents had the right to make too many excuses. YoLanda pointed out that
beliefs about education and parental involvement, can be passed down from parents. YoLanda
believed that parental involvement is a community obligation that people have, not just to their
own children, but also to the other children in the classroom. When our [community] children
struggle, we all as parents should reach out our arms and ask, “Is there something I can do to
help?” (YoLanda).
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Overarching Themes

The foundation of this study was to identify the ways in which African-American parents
are involved in their children’s education. As each interview participant shared her story, one
overarching theme began to rise above the rest. Therefore, within each portrait, I pointed to
where this theme continued to reveal itself. In the beginning of each portrait, I introduce the
overarching theme specific to the individual participant. During the portraits, I highlight its
connection to other emergent themes, and at the end of each portrait, I summarize its significance
in relation to the data. Furthermore, each overarching theme is a progressive verb because it
represents the main action that each of these interview participants to took to become involved in
their children’s education.
For YoLanda, it was “following in her momma’s footsteps” that shaped her role in her
children’s education. If her mother did it, she was more willing to try it. Of all of the participants,
she was most likely to execute forms of parental involvement that her mother did, and often with
her mother physically by her side. Sheryl’s predominant role in her children’s education was
“feeding the boys.” While beefing them up for the sports they played was important, nothing was
more important to Sheryl than beefing them up for life. She truly felt that she was feeding her
boys the culturally academic and social-emotional lessons they needed to become successful
young Black men. Brianna was also focused on raising a successful young Black man, however
her life was a mess and his life was becoming one too with his imminent conviction. She worked
hard on “cleaning up the mess” of her life by relocating to a safer suburb, getting her son an IEP,
keeping him out of trouble, and now helping him to navigate the legal system to get out of the
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mess he has made with his choices. Cassandra, also spent much of her parent involvement
“speaking up and speaking out” for her son’s special needs. She utilized much of her parental
involvement in his schools communicating with teachers, staff, and administration to get him out
of the alternative school setting and getting him back mainstreamed. Vondra’s sons also had
special mental and health needs. Vondra’s oldest son had behavioral issues and her youngest son
had asthma issues. So, Vondra saw her main role as a medical professional, and a parent, to be
the one who “nurses her kid’s needs.” She firmly believed that until her children’s physical and
mental needs were addressed, they could not successfully tend to their educational needs.
Therefore, she spent much of her involvement getting them physically and mentally stable.
Finally, Anita felt that as a working parent, she was unable to meet the needs of her children.
However, now as a grandma who is retired, she has a second opportunity in “re-living
parenthood.” Anita now has the time to take care of her granddaughter's basic needs, help with
activities and homework, and cover for Ameena’s mom at school events. She is much more
confident that she is doing a better job at parenting this second time around. It is through these
overarching themes, that another layer of data is revealed. In this layer, we see what the
participant most valued, utilized, or described as their main form of parental involvement in their
children’s education.

Summary

In summary, all of the parents were in fact involved in their children’s education.
Additionally, all of the parents utilized both social and cultural capital to be involved in their
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children’s education. However, the portraits revealed that parents varied on how they chose to
show their involvement. Generally, each interview participant’s family cultural capital motivated
her to participate in her child’s education, in a manner unique to her own experiences. Some
parents, such as YoLanda, were more comfortable showing involvement in ways that tend to be
more valuable to suburban school teachers, such as: volunteering in school, helping with
homework, and communicating with the teachers. Other parents, such as Vondra chose more athome or abstract activities, such as: talking to her children about cultural knowledge or spending
family time together. Yet, there were still other ways that parents were involved in their
children’s education, that may be overlooked by staff and dismissed as forms of parental
involvement, such as: relocating, hiding poverty, navigating family and community resources,
and sharing certain expectations and beliefs.
In this section, I presented a brief analysis of the findings. Whereas in the portraits’
chapters, I examined the data as it pertained to each interview participant individually, in this
chapter I examined the themes as they cut across multiple participants’ stories. During the
analysis of each of the emergent themes, I explained how they related to various participants, as
well as where they deviated from the combined experiences of the participants. In addition, I
highlighted when the interview data originated from World Café data, and/or how the interview
data related to or contrasted with the World Café data. Finally, I presented information on how
the overarching themes, which named the portraits, were derived. In the following chapter, I will
discuss these findings in light of the research questions of this study, as well as the implications
of the study and explore ways in which researchers can apply these findings to everyday school
experiences.

CHAPTER 11

DISCUSSION

The Gallery Viewing

This dissertation explores beneficial social and cultural capital that a group of lowincome African-American parents used to get involved in their children’s suburban school
education. In order to explore these forms of capital, I conducted a World Café with 18
participants to generate discussion on low-income African-American parental involvement. In
addition, I interviewed six low-income African-American mothers, listening to their concerns
and their stories, in order to “capture the good” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p. 9) in
their forms of parental involvement. I painted the struggles and triumphs of their parental
involvement against the background of an affluent suburban school district. From their portraits,
I highlighted themes of parental involvement, some recognized and appreciated by schools and
others less so, and woven overarching themes throughout their individual stories. Particular to
participants’ portraits, repetitive refrains and emerging themes that encapsulate and symbolize
their stories materialized. In the end, the aesthetic whole (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis),
resulted in portraits which captured the parental involvement strategies that these mothers
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employed, giving homage to their past cultural capital, highlighting their inward feelings and
dispositions, all at the same time providing a vivid context and placing myself, the researcher,
into the unfolding story, revealing my own thoughts, reflections, and becoming (LawrenceLightfoot & Davis) elicited from this dissertation.
In this chapter, I discuss the findings of this study as they relate to each of the three
research questions exploring the social and cultural capital that the participants use to involve
themselves in their children’s education. As I discuss the findings, in terms of each of the
research questions, I illustrate connections between the findings and previous research studies
and literature on the topic. Next, I discuss the limitations of this study and how my findings can
contribute to the current body of literature discussing low-income African-American parental
involvement. In the end, I discuss opportunities to translate the findings into action, topics for
future research, and my final reflection and concluding thoughts on this study.

Summary of Findings

Overall, the findings of this study point to the complexity of the topic of parental
involvement. The participants were not a homogenous group of parents. They were a diverse
group of parents, with diverse backgrounds and histories. In addition, each parent had varying
levels of experience with the dominant culture and differing personalities. The findings reflect
their diversity of character. Though they did utilize some of the same types of cultural and social
capital, it didn’t always benefit them in the same way. The most constant finding was that all
participants cared about their children’s education and took steps to involve themselves in the
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preservation of that education. Additionally, all of the participants understood culturally
dominant forms of parental involvement, and they first sought to measure themselves by those
standards. Some of the parents, like Yolanda, Anita, and Sheryl, would be viewed as more
involved by dominant culture’s standards. However, as our discussions unfolded in the World
Café and during the interviews, the participants began to reveal, highlight, and discuss other
forms of parental involvement that each used to support their children’s education. As I listened
to their life stories, I began to hear alternative forms of involvement, defined by some
researchers as non-dominant forms of involvement (Baquedano-López, Alexander & Hernández,
2013; Carter, 2003; Carter, 2008; Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Reynolds, 2010; Yosso, 2005).
Participants such as Brianna, displayed more forms of involvement that would be defined by
Carter (2008) and the Reynolds (2010) as African-American cultural specific forms of
involvement. Therefore, these findings aim to frame the portrait of parental involvement of lowincome African- American parents, but also to highlight the intricacies, shades, conflicts, and
nuances of the topic.
This section summarizes the findings of the dissertation. I concisely present the findings
of this research study organized by research question. Finally, I compare and contrast the
findings of this dissertation with other similar studies, thus completing the picture of where this
study’s findings may fit into the larger discourse of low-income African-American parental
involvement. The findings which answer the first research question are more consistent with the
dominant cultural expectations, though I do point out where the participants’ voices deviate from
dominant cultural standards. The second and third research questions highlight more socially and
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culturally unique forms of capital that these particular participants used and are also forms of
parental involvement which are more likely to be overlooked by suburban school educators.

How do low-income African-American parents describe their experiences of parental
involvement in suburban school education?

When I asked the participants how they were involved in their children’s education, they
had a difficult time thinking of examples because many believed that they were not involved in
their children’s education. They struggled to give examples of their involvement which matched
middle-class suburban school norms of a school-based presence. These parents’ assumptions
that parental involvement begins with being present at school align with many teachers’ beliefs
(Joshi, Eberly, & Konzal, 2005). After some in-depth and thorough exploration of their
experiences, parents provided examples of both dominant culture forms of involvement, as well
as unique non-dominant forms of involvement.

School-Based Parental Involvement

In the group setting of the World Café, parents were quick to highlight their forms of
school-based parental involvement, such as, “PTA, Market Day, school functions, classroom
parties, checking report cards, reading listserv messages, and communicating directly with
school staff,” (World Café Documents). However, the World Café conversations revealed that
though they made an effort to have school-based involvement, some didn’t always feel
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comfortable at school. One parent shared, “the PTA [ Parent Teacher Association] is very
cliquish… there are no Black people. When I came, it was weird, they [White PTA members]
just stare at you, and some [White PTA members] just stare through you,” (World Café
Participant #15). However, another parent shared, “The school is very welcoming and inviting. I
think it is too easy to send a letter or email. When we get personal invitations, it is more
meaningful,” (World Café Participant #11).
When asked about their school-based involvement, Sheryl and YoLanda felt the most
comfortable participating in school activities, such as: volunteering, tutoring, being a teacher
helper, or participating on the Parent Teacher Association (PTA). YoLanda and Sheryl both held
the highest educational degrees amongst all of the participants. Their level of education may
have added to their degree of comfort in navigating school-based parent involvement
opportunities, similar to the findings of Lee and Bowen (2006). Particularly, Sheryl felt
comfortable volunteering at school because she had a bachelor’s degree in education. She felt
confident that she understood the expectations of the suburban schools. Not only did she feel
comfortable with the school’s expectations, but she also felt comfortable with the dominant
cultural expectations because she grew up in a diverse community and felt that she understood
how to relate to White people. YoLanda felt comfortable volunteering and participating in
school programs because her mother had similar forms of involvement in her education. These
two specific parents were able to mobilize more educational opportunities for their children
because of their comfort with the school system. These findings were consistent with Lareau and
Horvat’s (1999) findings, which concluded that parents who understood the expectations of
suburban schools were able to navigate the schools, as expected by school educators, because the
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parents held the capital needed and valued by these school communities. For example, YoLanda
was able to mobilize her understanding of the school’s expectations and communication style to
advocate for the placement of her eldest children in the advanced math classes. These findings
may point to a main factor that can influence school-based parental involvement as the parents’
understanding of the school’s expectations. This understanding seemed to stem from one’s own
school experiences. The influence of one’s school experiences will be discussed further in
research question three.

Communication with the School

In a study conducted by Joshi, Eberly, and Konzal (2005), the researchers concluded that
the main vehicles that the teachers used to get parents involved were parent-teacher conferences
and written communication. In the findings of this dissertation, all of the participants in the
World Café and the interviews used communication with their child’s teacher most often as their
main dominant form of parental involvement. In the World Café, the primary forms of social
networks discussed for school involvement included forms of school communication, such as:
“School/district listserv messages, teacher communication, direct contact with principal” (World
Café documents). However, in the World Café, school-related social media emerged as a theme
of school communication, as opposed to the interviews where no participants discussed social
media as a social network.
Each interview participant discussed how, when, and why they had to contact the school
to help support each of their children’s education. Anita, Sheryl, Cassandra, and Brianna shared
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how they were involved at school by communicating with the teachers regarding their children’s
behavior, while Vondra and YoLanda spent more time communicating with the school regarding
their children’s academic needs. YoLanda was successful in utilizing her communication to get
her children placed in higher level courses. Perna and Titus (2005) concurred that direct
communication with schools about academics produced more social capital for AfricanAmerican families than when other racial and ethnic groups communicated with the schools.
All of the interviewees in this study had at least one child who had an Individualized
Education Plan (IEP) for academic or behavioral needs. In addition, many of the World Café
participants also had at least one child with an IEP. If a child has an IEP, the school expects an
increased level of communication with the family. For example, all of the participants spoke
about attending IEP meetings in addition to the regular parent-teacher conference meetings.
Also, all of the participants talked about the communication they had with their children’s
teachers regarding their child’s academic, health, or behavioral plans. YoLanda and Brianna
were both shocked at the level of care their sons’ teachers showed toward helping the boys
improve in their learning. This finding contradicted Perkins’ (2008) findings that AfricanAmericans were the greatest number of participants who believed that teachers did not want their
children to be successful. Understanding that communication may be the main and most
comfortable form of school-based parental involvement used by low-income African-Americans,
can benefit teachers when helping them to feel comfortable with other forms of culturally
dominant forms of parental involvement. For example, educators can use increased, authentic,
personalized communication to help these parents become more comfortable in participating in
other forms of school-based parental involvement opportunities.
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Home-Based Parental Involvement

While the focus of the conversation at the World Café started with school-based forms of
parent involvement, later parents did discuss how they helped support their children’s education
at home. Aside from what Jackson and Remillard (2005, p. 68) would call “involvement in
children’s school,” there were many examples in the data that showed evidence of parents
“involvement in children's learning” and “involvement in children’s schooling” (p.68) within the
children’s home. At home, parents discussed some forms of “involvement in children’s
schooling,” such as helping with homework, using web resources to help teach concepts, and
talking to their children about their grades. Only two of the participants devoted substantial time
to discussing this type of involvement, which may indicate the value they placed on this type of
involvement. The other four participants briefly, if at all, mentioned support the schooling at
home, which may signify their lack of knowledge or worth of this form of involvement.
All of the participants predominantly discussed forms of “involvement in children’s
learning,” (Jackson & Remillard, 2005). Some of the types of home-based parental involvement
in children’s learning that the World Café and interview parents discussed were spending family
time together, teaching cultural knowledge to their children, and involving one’s family in
community programs. Sheryl talked about the importance of family time, when she would take
her children to special places like the zoo or the movies, whereas Vondra talked about spending
special time with her family at home or taking her children to the library. Anita spoke about how
“dirt can keep,” and that parents needed to spend quality time with their children on the
weekends, enhancing their learning, instead of cleaning up or doing chores. Cassandra shared
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how she signed her son up for the Big Brothers program so that he could learn from successful
adult male role models. These parents placing importance on home-based involvement on
activities which do not support the school’s agenda, may verify Trumbal et al.’s (2001) findings
that some parents and teachers have differing cultural views of the goals of school and this
studies’ findings may potentially then build on Trumball’s findings by showing that some
African-American parents have culturally differing views on the parents’ role to support the
school’s goals.
Sheryl, Brianna, and YoLanda all discussed the importance of teaching their children
cultural knowledge to grow up to be successful African-American men. They discussed
everything from teaching their children Black history, to learning appropriate behavior for Black
men, to avoid displaying stereotypes of Black men. These forms of involvement substantiate
Jackson and Remillard’s (2005) claims that African-American parents are deliberately involved
in their children’s education. However, teachers may not recognize these forms of involvement
because they differ from the types of involvement the teachers expect, which supports claims
made by Baquedano-López, Alexander & Hernández (2013), Carter (2008) and Reynolds (2010),
that many research studies do not acknowledge the parental involvement role that AfricanAmerican parents play in preparing their children to live in a racialized society. Understanding
how these forms of home-based parental involvement benefit these families can point teachers in
the right direction for how to better support African-American parents’ involvement in their
children’s education at home. By understanding the parents’ involvement by teaching life skills
within their homes, educators can create and support opportunities for parents to become
involved in their children’s education in ways that are already comfortable to the parents.
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Concerted Cultivation. While both the World Café and interview parents showed varying
levels of what Lareau (2002) calls concerted cultivation, their actions may not be viewed as such
because they don't align with high-brow forms of parental involvement, such as the formal
scheduling of adult-directed leisure activities. However, the participants were, in a sense,
attempting to cultivate learning experiences outside of school. The participants were purposely
scheduling time for family, library trips, homework help, community activities, and cultural
lessons, while their children were at home. These findings suggest the definition of Lareau
(2002) of concerted cultivation may be too narrow and therefore excluding other forms of
cultivation that parents use to shape their children’s education outside of school. These forms of
parental involvement will be discussed further under research question three.

Expectations and Beliefs

One component of parental involvement that may be overlooked by educators is the
beliefs and expectations that these parents have for their children. Every interview participant in
this study believed and expressed that their child’s education was important, which was
consistent with Field-Smith’s (2005) findings that African-American parents stated that their
children’s education was a priority. In addition, similar to Nieto (1996) and Compton-Lilly’s
(2000) assertions, all of the participants held high expectations for themselves and their
children’s education. Anita shared the professions she dreamt her children would become,
whereas Cassandra was more general in sharing her dreams for her child to be able to further
explore his various talents, and Brianna just simply dreamt for her son to gain the education she
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was never able to acquire. Previous research has concluded that parents’ educational
expectations of their children, as a form of parental involvement, are a strong predictor of
academic achievement (Coleman, 1988; Fan & Chen, 2001; Jeynes, 2005; Perna & Titus, 2005).
Additionally, this was a theme that was also introduced in the World Café when participants
shared the following messages, “Showing them [my children] potential colleges and different
career paths,” (World Café documents) and “My principal came and talked to me about putting
my child in an alternative school. I said no way, I will be here every day. She is graduating from
this school” (World Café Participant #7). In fact, it may have been the parents’ expectations for
their children’s education that most likely drove much of their involvement. The educational
expectations that they had for their children were instrumental in their reasoning for relocating to
Riverbook and their utilization of community resources to maintain their residency in a good
school district. In addition, a main motivator in using home-based, as well as school-based,
forms of involvement was because they held educational expectations for their children.
Additionally, when it came to themselves, each interview participant shared her
perceptions of good parental involvement, exposing that each held personal expectations
regarding their own parental involvement. YoLanda shared that she makes an effort to have a
school-based presence because it makes her children happy to see her at school. Sheryl, Brianna,
and Vondra all shared that they wanted to create authentic relationships with the school through
improved communication to benefit their children’s education. YoLanda, spoke about how good
parental involvement means taking the time to make it to the school and to communicate with the
teachers. Anita shared that helping to raise her grandchild has provided her a second chance to
be more involved in her granddaughter's education than she was in her own children’s education.
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Vondra also felt like her parent involvement was improving, from raising her two older children
to being more of an advocate for her younger son, Martin. Brianna, shared that she is “trying to
do it your [the school’s] way,” and be more involved the way that teachers expect her to, but that
it was difficult for her coming from a background where parents don’t participate in school in the
same way. All in all, the participants agreed that being involved in their children’s education
was important and that it mattered. Educators must understand that parents’ expectations and
beliefs regarding the advancement of their children’s education, is a form of intrinsic parental
involvement, which will benefit their children’s educational experiences. Vondra and Brianna
stressed the need for schools to recognize that families are unique; therefore, their needs and
forms of involvement will also be unique.

How do low-income African-American parents use social resources to involve themselves in
their children’s suburban school education?

A repetitive refrain that resounded throughout the portraits was the social resources
parents use to involve themselves in their children’s education. The following social capital
themes emerged from the World Café and interview data: relocating, hiding poverty and use of
community resources, and displaying intergenerational closure. Little if any attention has been
given to these forms of parental involvement in literature, empirical studies, and parent
involvement models (Coleman, 1988; Epstein, 1995; Epstein, 2010; Lee & Bowen, 2006; Perna
& Titus, 2005).
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Relocating

At the World Café, some parents shared stories of why they had moved to this suburb
similar to, “my son wouldn’t see what I saw, or get involved in that stuff,” (World Café
Participant #6). Each participant shared that they came to the school district where Riverbrook is
located, so that their children would grow up in less violent communities and have access to a
better education. These findings resemble similar themes to Rubinowitz and Rosenbaum’s
(2000) relocation study which found that low-income African-American families who relocated
to more affluent suburbs experienced less violence than in the city, higher standards for
education, better employment opportunities, and increased parent communication. Brianna and
Cassandra relocated mostly for the safety of their children, as well as their education, whereas
Sheryl, Anita, Vondra, and YoLanda explained that the main purpose of their relocation was
their children’s education. When these parents chose to move from their homes to a new
community, they were often leaving behind a majority of their social networks to settle in a place
where there was a higher social status, which they wanted to leverage, and they had fewer social
networks to turn to for social support (Briggs, 1998). Many educators may not recognize
relocation as a form of parental involvement. However, relocating their families for better
educational opportunities is a committed form of parental involvement in a child’s education
because it requires a significant life adjustment.
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Hiding Poverty and Community Resources

Similar to Rubinowitz and Rosenbaum’s (2000) findings, once the families relocated to
these suburbs, they experienced racial tension, academic struggles due to the higher educational
standards in the suburbs, difficulty acclimating to the school’s policies, and challenges
developing relationships with the educators. While the families who I interviewed mentioned
most of these difficulties, they also talked about the additional challenge of being poorer than
many of the other families in the school and community.
One form of parental involvement that only interview participants discussed using, in
order to acquire the Brigg’s (1998) type of social leverage, was hiding their poverty from their
community peers. For example, Brianna made sure that her child had any technological device
he wanted, and Vondra taught her children how to save money, pay bills, and resist stealing to fit
in with their peer groups. Vondra also had the expectation for herself to break free of the
dependence on social service programs by moving to a less expensive area once her youngest
child was done with high school. Hiding poverty was a form of involvement that the parents
used to increase their child's feelings of school connectedness, which studies by Azzam (2007)
and Henderson and Berla (1994) asserted was linked to student achievement.
Surviving in a community that is affluent when you have little financial capital and
resources is difficult. However, each family did what they needed to do in order to remain
residing in a “good school district” (Vondra). Each participant in the study relied on a certain
level of social service/community resources in order to remain in an area that provided them the
necessary social leverage they needed to integrate with their new community (Briggs, 1998). All
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of the interview participants benefited from the free/reduced lunch program and food stamps. In
addition, five out of the six interview participants used community housing programs to acquire
housing. Sheryl relied on the Riverbrook Cares program to acquire furniture/supplies for her
home. Vondra relied on churches, the school district, and other programs to pay her bills and
buy some necessities to take care of her children. YoLanda spoke about the free health clinics to
help the children get their physicals at the back-to-school resource fair for financially struggling
families. Vondra explained that when money was tight and she couldn’t acquire a job, she made
it her “full-time job” to find the resources to take care of her family and keep them living in
Riverbrook, so that they could continue to get “one of the best educations in the state” (Vondra).
In addition, the World Café participants shared a variety of community resources that aided them
in being involved in their children’s education including, “the YMCA, the Community in
Schools program, the county health office, an outpatient rehabilitation center, Aunt Martha [a
national social service program], and local community youth service programs” (World Café
Documents). Recognizing the effort that low-income parents use in acquiring and utilizing
community resources is necessary to understanding their unique forms of involvement. Taking
the time to find and utilize these resources is taxing, and the parents’ efforts should be
commended because they are doing it so that their children have access to quality education.

Intergenerational Closure

Much of the social leverage that the participants gained was through relocation and
community resources/social service programs. However, participants also relied on two types of
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social networks: family networks and friend networks. Family networks will be discussed more
in depth under research question three. The participants’ use of friend networks, termed,
“intergenerational closure,” (Coleman, 1988, p. S106) to gain information about their child’s
education provided them with social leverage as defined by Briggs (1998). Coleman defined this
network as communication with their children’s friends’ parents. The idea of friend networks
was first introduced in the World Café documents, when asked about social networks that
parents utilize to become involved in their children’s education. When I followed up this theme
in the interviews, five of the six participants discussed ways in which they utilized their
children’s friends’ parents in order to gain information about their suburban schools. This
information provided families with an opportunity to leverage themselves socially to the status of
the suburban school community, by learning the school’s expectations, thus establishing them
more as an insider, in the eyes of the school.
Coleman assumed that parents who know a large number of their children’s friends’
parents are able to: (a) acquire information and observations about their children’s school-based
and extracurricular activities; and (b) pass and reinforce social norms, shared expectations, and
values associated with child rearing and academics to other parents. While I believe that
Coleman provided a weak argument that the number of other parents that a parent knows would
automatically lead to increased social capital, I was able to see how communication with a
variety of school parents could increase a parent's understanding of schools’ norms and
expectations. Sheryl talked about being a parent leader for her son’s football team, and
Cassandra also used sports to connect with other parents at school. YoLanda spoke about being
a mentor parent for other disenfranchised African-American families. Anita recalled collecting
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information about the schools from the families in the neighborhood. Anita, as well as Vondra,
met parents through their church, whose children attended the same schools and learned
information about the schools from them. In all of these social relationships, the participants
were able to gather valuable information about the school and the school’s expectations to
benefit their own involvement.
Lin (2001) argues that socializing with family and friends inhibits people from passing
social capital because these groups tend to be at a similar social status. Instead, socializing with
groups of people in higher social statuses than one’s self promotes social escalation. While
many of the parents who spoke about communicating with other parents chose similarly situated
African-American families, some of the participants [Cassandra, Anita, YoLanda, Sheryl] did
choose to socialize with the White middle-income suburban parents in the school. This may be a
reason why these parents felt more included in their school community than Vondra and Brianna,
who both felt uncomfortable socializing with White suburban parents. However, many of the
participants called for stronger African-American parent ties to increase their involvement. Lowincome African-American families benefiting from stronger African-American ties would
contradict Lin’s (2001) findings that socializing with family and friends inhibits people from
passing social capital. Therefore, more understanding and exploration of how low-income
African-American parents deliberately use social capital to involve themselves in their children’s
education can benefit educators and parents in developing and accepting various forms of
involvement in children’s education.
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How do low-income African-American parents use cultural resources to involve themselves in
their children’s suburban school education?

The participants in this study relied on a variety of types of cultural capital in order to
become more involved in their children’s suburban schools. Lareau (2001) asserted suburban
school educators may not recognize these forms of capital as parental involvement because they
may differ from what dominant cultural expectations define as types of parental involvement.
The themes encompassing cultural capital which parents referenced when becoming involved in
their children’s education include: family cultural capital, family networks, church, cultural
knowledge, collective community beliefs, African-American networks, and understanding
dominant cultural values. These findings concur with previous research highlighting nondominant forms of cultural capital (Baquedano-López, Alexander & Hernández, 2013; Carter,
2003; Carter, 2008; Diamond, 1999; Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Reynolds, 2010).

Family Cultural Capital

When exploring the interview participants’ history regarding their own parents’
involvement in their education, it became clear how much of their family cultural capital
influenced the way they themselves participated in their children’s education. Each participant’s
parents’ involvement laid the backdrop for how they viewed and executed their forms of parental
involvement. Though this theme was strong throughout all of the portraits, it is illustrated well
in the contrasting examples from Brianna and YoLanda’s stories.
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Brianna’s mother had little opportunity to become involved in her children’s education at
school because she worked two jobs and the school lacked opportunities for parent involvement.
However, Brianna’s mother taught her daughters various important life lessons about men and
living on the streets. Brianna’s mother relocated from the “ghetto” to escape the violence, much
like Brianna, who relocated to the suburbs because she didn’t want her son to end up suffering
the “curse of the men” in her family. Brianna was also the least involved in her child’s education
when using factors that Joshi, Eberly, and Konzal (2005) used to describe suburban teachers’
expectations of parental involvement, such as: attending school events, answering emails and
phone calls, supporting homework, and having a school-based presence. However, Brianna did
explain that these forms of involvement were not part of her own education and upbringing.
Also, much like her own mother, she spent a majority of her parental involvement educating her
son on the reality of being a young Black man in the judicial system. Brianna’s parental
involvement was mostly her effort in “cleaning up the mess” in her son’s life regarding his
impending court trial.
YoLanda’s mother was very involved in YoLanda’s school when she was a child, as
defined by teacher’s expectations in the study conducted by Joshi, Eberly, and Konzal (2005).
Her mother attended the after-school PTA meetings, participated in bake sales, and met regularly
with the teachers about her children’s progress. Her mother helped YoLanda with her
homework, found her tutors, and supported her participation in the school science fair. YoLanda
“followed in her momma’s footsteps” when her mother moved to the suburbs for better
educational opportunities for her sons. YoLanda also had five sons and wanted better
educational opportunities for them. YoLanda also supported her children’s education by joining
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the PTA at each of the four schools her children attended, participating in school events, and
attending all of her children’s parent-teacher conferences and school activities. YoLanda took a
step further than her mother, and started volunteering in her children’s classes for activities, such
as: class parties, mystery reader, and teacher helper. When YoLanda felt uncomfortable
attending PTA, it was her mother who provided the social support as defined by Briggs (1998) of
accompanying her so that she didn’t feel out of place.

Family Networks and Church

While the World Café participants didn’t mention their family and religious networks at
the World Café, these two themes resounded throughout the interview participants’ data.
YoLanda attributed her level of comfort of being involved in the school with her experiences of
her own mother, who was also very involved in her schooling. When YoLanda felt apprehensive
about having a school-based presence, she often relied on her family network (her mother) to
accompany her to school events. Brianna also relied on her mother for the sharing of
information regarding how to navigate suburban schools, since her mom had moved to the
suburbs first and thus had more experience than her. Finally, Anita’s daughter also relied on
family networks to become involved in her child’s education. Anita relived the role of mother
for her granddaughter, Ameena, when Ameena’s mother was unable to care for her or attend her
school events. YoLanda, Anita, and Brianna’s use of family networks concur with Diamond’s
(1999) findings that African-American families rely on family networks as a form of cultural
capital to become involved in their children’s education.
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A second component of cultural capital that Diamond (1999) referred to in his research is
religious institutions. Five of the six interview participants spoke explicitly about the influence
that church had on their parental involvement. Anita began her own life history by sharing,
“growing up in the church is what Black folks did.” When it came to educating her own children
and grandchildren, she saw part of her role as taking them to church and teaching them the
scriptures. Other parents saw church as a resource for their children. Hope Church, where
Vondra, Sheryl, and Brianna’s children all played basketball and participated in the youth
program, was a place where their children acquired a religious education while the parents
networked to collect and share information about school. Vondra described the church
community as a place that also provided resources for families including food, parental support
with attending IEP meetings, and bill payment assistance. Anita, YoLanda, Vondra, Brianna,
and Sheryl all shared that they were able to gain information about the school’s expectations and
community/school events from their churches. The church was a form of cultural capital that
five participants benefited from in multiple ways to increase their involvement in their children’s
education. These findings indicate the church provided to participants in supporting their
children’s education, and contradict Lareau and Horvat’s (1999) findings that in order for this
form of cultural capital to benefit students, the schools must first decide to acknowledge it and
interpret it.
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Cultural Knowledge

The conversation regarding the importance of cultural knowledge stemmed from
conversations at the World Café, where participants strongly felt that they needed to educate
their children about Black culture because the school did not cover it. World Café participants
shared everything from, “I must teach my son common sense for Black people,” (World Café
Participant #7) to “I have to teach African-American history at home because it's not at school,”
(World Café Participant #18). These themes were similar to other research studies which
emphasized that African-American parents deliberately taught their children valuable lessons in
racial socialization, and how these types of parent educational lessons may not be included in
current definitions or models of parental involvement (Baquedano-López, Alexander &
Hernández, 2013; Carter, 2008; Reynolds, 2010).
In the interviews, Sheryl, YoLanda, and Brianna all felt that the primary role of the
school was academics, but their chief role as a parent was the social-emotional learning of their
children. Trumbull et al. (2001) corroborated that most parents and educators simply have
differing cultural views of the purpose and goals of schools. Sheryl believed strongly in her need
to “feed her boys” the African-American cultural knowledge through the artifacts in her home,
the movies that they watched, the books she encouraged them to read, and her conversations
about their culture. In addition, Sheryl emphasized how schools need to complement the
parenting styles of Black parents in order to discipline Black boys more effectively. Because of
her son’s trial, Brianna was more concerned with teaching her son the rules of the court system,
and ways to navigate racial bias in and outside of the court system, whereas YoLanda focused
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her children’s cultural education on being proud of their identity and heritage. These parents felt
the need to educate their children about their African-American culture, because it is a lesson
that is absent from their children’s school and curriculum. Additionally, these parents understand
the importance of their children needing to be able to negotiate and overcome institutional and
societal racism in order to preserve their children’s education, safety, and future (BaquedanoLópez, Alexander & Hernández, 2013; Carter, 2008; Reynolds, 2010). The school does not help
students with this type of education, so parents know that they must fill the school’s gaps.

Collective Community Beliefs/African-American Parent Networks

Another recurring theme, which originated from the World Café discussion, was
collective community beliefs. Participants at the World Café some discussed that amongst some
of the African-American community there is a mentality of, “I got mine, you gotta get yours,”
(World Café Participant #13) and “A lot of African-Americans have experienced a lot of
distrust… mind your business and I’ll mind mine,” (World Café Participant #14). This theme
was further elaborated in the interviews.
In the interviews, Anita and Brianna discussed how these types of collective beliefs could
become a deterrent when trying to get involved in the education of their children. Brianna
explained how she felt that many Black people simply don’t trust White people, an idea that is
supported in studies by Archer-Banks and Behar-Horenstein (2008), Bermudez and Marquez
(1996), and Trumbull et al. (2001). More specifically, Brianna spoke of her fear of White
people, the school, and the police, corroborating similar findings from Lareau (2002). These
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fears could be one of the factors that kept her from developing a close relationship with the
school. She mentioned that she feared that the school would discover that she was unable to
afford furniture, or Internet access, or a phone and would “take her kids away” (Brianna).
Anita, YoLanda, Sheryl, and Brianna each alluded to a collective belief of “keep to our
own,” (YoLanda). They felt that African-American families don’t want to let others in, help
each other out, or even socialize with others outside of their family networks. Anita believes that
this African-American mentality stemmed from a “slave mentality” designed to keep the house
slaves and the field slaves separate. The mistrust the slave groups had of each other, kept them
from uniting.
Lareau (2002) theorizes that when an individual’s way of thinking, and the dominant
culture’s way of thinking are well aligned, then they often become woven in a way that makes
both invisible, thus helping the individual to capitalize. However, when the individual’s way of
thinking differs from that of the dominant culture’s thinking, it creates a disconnect, making the
individual feel less comfortable, less welcomed, and less able to utilize the school’s resources.
These types of beliefs, may keep African-American parents from being able to relate the
dominant culture’s beliefs. However, working to overcome these types of collective beliefs can
also be viewed as a form of involvement, because it illustrates how parents attempt to overcome
distrust and increase expectations in their community. Feelings of disconnect amongst an
African-American community can be flipped to help bring African-American parents together to
create beneficial social and cultural networks.
When YoLanda saw that the African-American parents in her child’s elementary school
were scattered around the playground, not interacting with one another or creating any sense of
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community, she took it upon herself to work to bring them together. She turned a collective
African-American belief of “keep to your own” (YoLanda) to “let's help each other out”
(YoLanda). Now, there is a small community of African-American parents who can rely on each
other for transportation needs or share information about their schools. When discussing ideas
for how schools can help parents to become more involved in their children’s education, both the
interview and World Café participants agreed that more cultural networks for low-income and
African-American parents must exist. A further explanation and analysis of African-American
social/cultural networks is discussed later in this chapter.

Understanding Dominant Cultural Values

Many studies (Lareau, 2002; Lareau & Weininger, 2003; Lee & Bowen, 2006) support
that parents who possess the same social/cultural capital as the dominant culture are more likely
to have children that are academically successful in the school system, as compared to parents
whose social/cultural capital is misaligned with the school community. The participants in this
study felt more successful about their parental involvement when it aligned with dominant
cultural values. In fact, most types of parent involvement which were discussed at the World
Café were types that are valued by the dominant culture. In other words, the World Café
participants first described their own involvement in terms used and valued by the community’s
dominant culture. However, as the World Café discussions progressed and it seemed participants
became more comfortable with one another, participants began to shift their responses to more
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culturally unique forms of involvement, which differed from the dominant cultural forms of
parent involvement.
Interview participants Sheryl, Cassandra, and Anita all attributed feeling more
comfortable in Riverbrook because they had either previously lived in more diverse communities
or attended more diverse schools as a student, which gave them more opportunities to mix with
White families and learn their cultural expectations. Sheryl also expressed that attending college
for an education degree, also helped her to learn the dominant culture’s school expectations.
While, Anita felt like she understood the dominant culture’s expectations, she was confused by
some of the school’s expectations. She was struggling with the misinformation that she received
from her grandchild’s teacher on how to get her tested for the advanced math class. She believed
that African-American families were not given the same information as White families. She
believed that the rules often change for African-American families when they start to understand
the expectations, as opposed to White families.
Anita shared that Black families could better support their children’s education by acting
more like White parents, which means “speaking up” when advocating for their children, using
money for tutoring instead of clothes, and being more aggressive with the school about what
their child needs. Anita’s statements align with other research studies which concluded that
parents who were involved in their children’s education in ways that educators expected, such as:
their children’s course placement, entitlement when advocating for children, private tutoring,
extra academic practice, extracurricular activities, as well as close monitoring of their children’s
homework time and positive praise, were able to positively influence their children’s academic
success (Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Joshi, Eberly & Konzal, 2005; Lareau & Horvat, 1999; Lee
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& Bowen, 2006). Though these dominant forms of parental involvement were recognized and
sometimes exhibited by participants, they also used non-dominant forms of involvement as well.
Because they were aware of how dominant forms of parental involvement were viewed
favorably by educators, they seemed to measure value of their involvement against dominant
cultural standards, as opposed to recognizing the value of their own unique non-dominant forms
of parental involvement.
According to Bermudez and Marquez (1996), a parent's culture can produce barriers to
their involvement in their children’s education. On the contrary, a parent can leverage cultural
resources to become more involved in their children’s education as well. Building on claims
made by Carter (2003) and Yosso (2005) that every culture has unique cultural capital which is
mutually beneficial to the owners of that capital and their community, the participants in this
research study utilized their cultural capital to benefit their children’s education. In addition to
understanding and utilizing dominant forms of cultural capital, participants in this study also
referenced the use of culturally specific forms of capital, such as: family cultural capital, family
networks and church, cultural knowledge, community collective beliefs, and African-American
networks. Though some suburban-school educators may overlook these forms of parental
involvement produced by cultural capital, they can be meaningful and powerful ways for parents
to become involved in their children’s education.
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My Becoming

As much as this dissertation was a journey to discover valuable forms of social and
cultural capital that low-income African-American parents utilize to become involved in their
children’s education, it was also my journey. One aspect of voice in portraiture is the voice
which reflects “the story of the portraitist” (Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis, 1997, p.95). I
embarked on this journey because of an observation that I had made in my school: teachers refer
to low-income African-American parents as uninvolved in their children’s education. As I
developed relationships with many of these parents, I realized their stories were much more
complex than a simple dichotomy of involved or not involved. I became motivated to learn more
about their families. As I prepared for the World Café, I became more aware of the importance
of personal invitation with this subgroup of parents. I spent endless hours calling, emailing,
texting, connecting, and reconnecting with these parents. I realized the more I related to them,
the more reciprocal their feelings became. I became aware of the amount of affirmations of their
feelings they needed and the number of personal invitations that must be offered before they
would truly feel welcomed. At the end of the World Café I became aware of how much I cared
about the parents in the study, as I became emotional speaking to them about my struggle to
advocate for low-income African-American families in my school. I wondered, as teachers how
much do we really do to help low-income African-American parents feel truly welcomed? Do
they need more or a different type of invitation than parents of other cultures?
During both the World Café phase and the interview phase, I was very pregnant and had
a four-year-old son. Though it was summer and I was hot and uncomfortable, I completed all of
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the interviews, often times bringing my four-year-old son with me. It was during the interviews,
that I began to see the other side of the students who I taught. I knew them in school, but now I
was in their homes. I was fascinated with looking around their homes and seeing their baby
pictures, the items they valued, and just the way they lived. I became closer to the families as I
immersed myself into their environment and into their stories. My son often times played with
the other children in the home as we completed the interview, and I could feel our relationships
developing. As educators, how much do we give of ourselves when developing relationships
with these parents? Do we truly try to make it a reciprocal relationship, or in an effort to stay
professional do we guard our authority?
After completing the interviews, as I replayed their stories to transcribe their words, I
truly listened. I heard things that I had not heard during the interviews; the laughs, the
hesitations, the pauses. I became more aware of their feelings. I felt their stories more deeply. As
I coded the data, I began to see patterns that I had not noticed before. I started making
connections to my own experiences with these parents. Their stories and my experiences began
to fit together like pieces in a puzzle. As I talked to people about my dissertation, I became more
knowledgeable about why we struggle to connect with low-income African-American parents,
but I also became an advocate for these parents’ needs, quoting my own research claims to
support our efforts to include these parents in our school community.
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Limitations

The World Café data consisted of a sample size of 18 participants, where due to snowball sampling, five of the participants were not low-income as measured by the study’s
definition, and two participants were not parents in the school district. One was a youth pastor
and the other a dean. In order to keep the integrity of the data, I blacklined and excluded the data
from the two non-district parent participants and the five parents who did not meet the lowincome definition. Though their data was not used, it must be noted that their comments may
have influenced the comments of other qualifying participants. The World Café participants
included only five males, and the rest were female.
The interview data focused on six African-American parents whose children all attended
the same school district, which provided me insight into this particular setting. Only AfricanAmerican mothers volunteered to be interviewed for this study. These findings are unique to
these particular mothers and may not be consistent with how other racial groups or AfricanAmerican mothers or fathers choose to be involved in their children’s education. This study is
limited to the experiences these parents had in the school district where Riverbrook is located,
and may not be the same as other affluent suburban school districts. The findings describe the
participants’ successful experiences of feeling included in their children’s suburban education
and what types of social and cultural capital were utilized to accomplish these feelings of
success.
In order to recruit participants who trusted me as a researcher, about half of the World
Café participants and four of the six interview participants had an already established
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professional relationship with me through my school district. The data collected through the
interviews relied heavily on self-reporting and on the memories of the participants as they choose
to remember and retell them. It is plausible that participants may have withheld an opinion or
belief from me. Finally, I must acknowledge that my own cultural, racial, and social status
backgrounds are different from the participants’ backgrounds and therefore could be viewed as
an additional limitation in the study. In order to control for any bias, I attempted to be as
transparent as possible about any beliefs or assumptions I had by noting them within the
portraits. In addition, I kept a detailed researcher’s journal, participant profiles, explicitly
transcribed the interviews, used open coding, and peer reviews to ensure that I truly grasped and
relayed accurately the feelings, opinions, and heart of the stories that the participants shared.

Contribution to Research Literature

This study contributes valuable qualitative data to three decades of research findings on
social and cultural capital, as it relates to minority parental involvement which heavily relies on
quantitative methods (Coleman, 1988; Lee & Bowen, 2006) with samples predominantly taken
from the National Educational Longitudinal Study data set (Ho & Willms, 1996; Kao, 2007;
Perna & Titus, 2005; Sun, 1998). In addition, this study’s findings build on previous quantitative
studies’ data and statistics, by adding deep layers of meaning, exploring perceptions, and
honoring the stories of the people whose voices may be absent in quantitative studies or silenced
in schools (Delpit, 2013)
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Using the perceptions of low-income African-American parents to capture their what
they define as parental involvement strategies instead of focusing on their barriers has rarely
been done in research (Archer-Banks & Behar-Horenstein, 2008; Jones, 2013). This research
study paints the portraits of the participants’ experiences and perceptions providing a more
complex and powerful story that challenges dominant views of African-American parental
involvement (Amatea & Vandiver, 2004; Joshi, Eberly & Konzal, 2005) and supports claims that
African-American parents care about their children’s education (Field-Smith, 2005), and claims
that they are deliberately involved in their children’s education (Jackson & Remillard, 2005).
More research must provide a platform for low-income African-American parents to share their
strategies, present their ideas, and create solutions to overcome minority parental involvement
obstacles (Snell, Miguel, & East, 2009; Trumball, Rothstein-Fisch, & Hernandez, 2003).
The findings of this study further disrupt the perpetuation of cultural deficit theory of
parental involvement (Olivos, 2006) and call for further examination of current popular parent
involvement models (Epstein, 1995; Epstein, 2010). Building on previous critical research
(Baquedano-López, Alexander & Hernández, 2013; Carter, 2008, Fan, 2001; Fan & Chen, 2001;
Feuerstein, 2000; Lee & Bowen, 2006; Reynolds, 2010), models, such as Epstein’s widely used
framework for parental involvement (1995; 2010), narrowly define parental involvement and
reinforce dominant culture’s expectations of parental involvement as the norm. In addition, they
do not include non-dominant forms of parent involvement in their definitions, such as the
following examples described in this study: relocation, expectations, hiding poverty and utilizing
community resources, teaching cultural knowledge, community collective beliefs, churches, and
family networks. The absence of these non-dominant forms of involvement from their research
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studies may skew findings towards African-American parents being viewed as uninvolved in
their children’s education. Future research should include these non-dominant forms of parental
involvement in their definitions and measurement tools to better understand the diverse,
complex, and often oversimplified idea of parental involvement in education.

Recommendations for Future Practice

Between the lines of the six portraits presented, an unfolding story of parental
involvement, past, present, and future is told. It is my hope that from the portraits, educators can
become knowledgeable about non-dominant forms of parent involvement and inspired to enact
policy and procedural changes in schools to accommodate for these families’ forms of
involvement. First, educators must acknowledge that low-income African-American parents care
about their children’s education and are deliberately involved in their children’s education in
some ways that do align with suburban school expectations. For example, communication with
the school was the predominant component of school-based parental involvement that these
parents exhibited. Most of the communication with the school, participants discussed, was direct
communication. Educators must honor their efforts in communicating with the schools and
maximize on this form of involvement to help parents feel more included in the school
community. One way educators may be more successful is to take the time to call and/or make
physical contact with parents. During all of their communication, they should take active steps
toward honoring the parents “funds of knowledge” (Baquedano-López, Alexander & Hernández,
2013; González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005), building trust with the parent, and inviting the parents
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to share their perspectives and ideas with the teacher, thus creating a mutually beneficial
relationship.
Additionally, many of the parents were involved in their children’s education in social
and cultural ways that may be overlooked by schools. However, with some policy and
procedural changes within schools and school districts, suburban school educators may begin to
recognize and incorporate these forms of parental involvement. One example of recognizing
relocation as a form of parental involvement, could entail principals and school staff creating a
type of welcome package to address the needs and struggles of relocated families. Because
many of these families rely on community resources to leverage their social status, these
welcome packages could include information on community services available to families.
Knowing the importance church and community programs play in these families lives, schools
could partner with local service organizations and churches to engage their school’s families.
Or, the government could take responsibility to help these families acclimate to their new homes.
Brianna had suggested that the government should provide more social support and resources to
relocating families through the Section 8 housing program, because they are aware of the social
and economic challenges participants face in these transitions.
Understanding how home-based parental involvement for African-American families
includes a type of cultural education, educators can incorporate lessons that help students
positively navigate their racial and cultural identity. Schools could create events or distribute
resources to aid parents in teaching these types of lessons to their children. Realizing the
importance of family networks in African-American parent involvement, schools can reframe
who they are inviting to the schools. Understanding collective community beliefs, as well as
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expectations, that African-American parents have can also guide institutional changes. More
professional development about and awareness of African-American’s educational expectations
for their children could be shared with teachers, thus helping to increase their own expectations
of this subgroup of students. Finally, the school could create opportunities to bring this
community of parents together to create stronger social and cultural networks amongst them.
School administrators and teachers need to begin to recognize, respect, and honor the
variety of ways that parents can be involved in their children’s education, instead of simply
requiring parents to assimilate to the dominant culture’s standards or parent models. Schools
should avoid Family Influence Models of parent involvement (Olivos, 2006). These models often
promote parent education nights, parent universities, or other activities, in which schools try to
rectify skills parents are lacking through education. In addition, schools should not rely solely
on Alternative School Reform Models, where parents join school committees (such as PTA) to
influence change within the school because not all parents are able and comfortable joining these
committees (Olivos, 2006). Instead schools need to move to more Transformative Education
Context Models of parental involvement (Olivos, 2006). In these models, parents are viewed as
valuable and knowledgeable participants in an ongoing effort to improve schools. They are
invited to the discussion table and respected for the knowledge that they bring. Together with
educators, they dialogue on how to address challenges and increase educational opportunities
within the school. Interestingly, when asked about how to increase parental involvement in
schools, participants called for this type of networking and collaborative experiences. These
participants wanted more opportunities for low-income African-American parents to develop
social/cultural networks. The following section describes how these networks can be powerful
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tools to integrate and empower African-American parents within the schools. Also, these
networks can provide parents with the social leverage, social support, and cultural resources they
need to become more successfully established in their suburban school community. Finally, the
section explains how educators can use these networks to transform educational experiences
within their schools.

A Call to Action: The Voices Unite

At times throughout the study, the interview participants’ voices were clearly individual
and echoed unique refrains shaping their individual portraits. Each interview participant’s past
experience reflected a particular combination of their individual upbringing, their parents’ forms
of involvement and expectations, and the environment in which they were raised. The
participants’ practices of inward and outward parental involvement were bound by general
themes, and yet were executed differently. But when the participants shared their forward
thoughts of ideas on how to improve low-income African-American parental involvement, their
voices united into a single harmony...a single message. Accordingly, I have compiled the
forward data into this separate section, A Call to Action: The Voices Unite, as a single united
portrait. The interview participants’ voices pleaded for a common goal: the development of more
social/cultural networks to support low-income African-American families. When describing
what these networks or support groups would look like, participants discussed ways in which
these groups would help African-American parents assimilate to dominant cultural standards of
parent involvement, as well as support socially and culturally unique non-dominant forms of
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parental involvement. This dichotomy illustrates the complexity of what constitutes parent
involvement and which types of involvement are valued and certainly, points to the participants’
own struggles with navigating both dominant and non-dominant forms of parental involvement.

Creating a Social/ Cultural African-American Support Group

Though Anita, Vondra, Sheryl, YoLanda, Brianna, and Cassandra never physically all sat
together at the same table, it was ironic how their vision of improving parental involvement all
spoke to a common theme: create more African-American parent networks. When I asked
YoLanda what kind of resources she wished were available for low-income African-American
families, she responded, “Maybe like a student union for parents?” I laughed a little aloud,
nodding and replied, “Do you mean, like a PTA?” We both giggled a little at the irony that a
parent union already existed as the Parent Teacher Association, but it was not a group where
low-income African-American parents felt welcome.
Brianna and Sheryl both agreed that an African-American parent group needed to be
established at schools to help families who relocate from high-poverty areas to more affluent
suburbs. Sheryl shared, “A lot of these parents get out here, first of all, they’re scared. I notice
that, a lot of them, they’re scared because they don’t know what to expect. I’ve run into parents
like that.” Brianna believed that the program would be more effective if it stemmed from the
Section 8 housing process. She realized:
When they took down all the projects, and they give all the people Section 8 [housing
vouchers],; they like just let them go. They free, let them move wherever they want. But
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they don’t know anything...it's an ignorance thing, like they don't know nothing about
where they live [other than] in their little area.
Brianna shared that while some families may try to learn the expectations of their new
community, it is difficult when you come from an area that has little to no expectations. For
example, Brianna talked about the landscaping, and how relocated families need to learn
suburban skills like:
How to mow your grass…. you have to keep your landscaping up and when you get a
house, cause we don't have grass in the ghetto. Like they cut all the trees down so police
can see the drug dealers. So, we don't have trees. We don’t know ‘bout landscaping.
Brianna and Sheryl both felt like a support group for these families would be helpful to learn
typical suburban community expectations.
Sheryl also brainstormed that the group could help parents learn suburban schools’
expectations. She suggested that the community needs, “more programs to teach these parents
how to transition from the urban schools to the suburban schools.” Sheryl saw the group as a
place where both parents and students could get information to better support their schooling.
She reminded me that the parents and the children who are relocating have to be tough to survive
every day. Generally speaking, suburban school teachers may not understand that struggle, and
the associated attitudes and behaviors that these families display. Therefore, it would be helpful
if there was, “some kind of transition committee, or something, somebody that understands these
kids’ [and parents’] plight basically.” Vondra agreed with Sheryl that there needed to be a
program in place for low-income African-American parents, and the person who runs the
program should, “know our way of life and the struggles.” Vondra shared, “each culture has
different struggles…within the culture. We [Black families] have these similar struggles. If we a
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had a program where we could go, as a resource, that could understand what we are going
through,” then maybe Black parents could be more involved in their children’s schools.
YoLanda shared additional ideas of how African-American support groups could benefit
their community. She thought that the group could lend social support to one another explaining
expectations for the beginning of the school year, such as when school starts and what supplies
parents need to get together. Also, the group could share resources that are available for lowincome families, like the “back-to-school fair” that offers free health services and school supplies
to low-income families in the county. YoLanda also thought that the group members could
provide support to each other regarding how to navigate the curriculum. More established
parents could help less established parents to realize:
That you’re kind of in a whole new ball game when you come out here. Things that you
either didn’t even imagine your kids learning in kindergarten, they’re learning in
kindergarten. So, opening their eyes before they’re bombarded with packets that come
home and you’re like ‘Oh my God you’re in kindergarten. Where are they getting this
from?’ It’s not even on your level, not in your mind.
Ironically, at the time of the interviews, there were two already-established AfricanAmerican parent groups in the school district. Each parent group had a presence at two of the
three high schools. The third high school had just started to work on creating a group for their
school as well. When I told the participants that groups like this were already established in the
school district for a few years, they were very surprised because they hadn’t heard of any
African-American parent groups. Then again, a majority of the participants’ children attended or
will attend the high school that, at the time of the interviews, still didn’t have an AfricanAmerican parent group. Sheryl suggested that the groups really needed to be established in the
elementary schools because parents needed the social support early on in their children’s
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educational careers in order to give them a good start. Being an elementary school teacher, I
certainly agreed that it would be more beneficial to start African-American support groups early
in elementary school rather than simply in the high schools.

Low-Income African-American Parents as Mentors

Cassandra had suggested that there be a “team of African-American [parent]
“professionals” who have been through the experience of transitioning to a suburban school and
acquiring resources to act as mentors to incoming parents. She was eager to volunteer to become
a mentor in such a group. The idea of a mentoring program was a common theme among the
participants, who all seemed eager to mentor other struggling African-American families. Only
Vondra shared that she wouldn't feel comfortable being a mentor because she herself wasn’t
involved. However, Vondra did share that she would love to have a mentor. Vondra explained:
I can’t help them become more involved because I am still trying to become more involved.
I need someone to help myself, because I am just now getting to that point, where I am
even going to the school. I guess I could invite them to be with me. I guess I could say ‘I
don't like going by myself, you don't like going by yourself, let's go together.’ You know
whenever they have these meetings, parents’ nights, welcome nights. ‘Let's just link up
and go together and we can be each other's supports and mentors.’
It was interesting to observe how in a simple conversation Vondra went from being insecure to
becoming a mentor, to feeling like she could buddy with another parent. Vondra and Cassandra
both discussed how they could provide social leverage, by helping parents to find the right
resources to acclimate in the suburbs. Cassandra shared that she could provide a list of resources
to the families:
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I would help them. But I would help out with showing them the resources. I volunteer at
the food pantry every week and trust me, I’m always giving out resources…I have a list of
everything, you know I can go there and get all of that information.
Though Vondra was apprehensive about being a mentor for parental involvement in school, she
became much more confident to share how she could mentor parents within the community.
Vondra agreed, “that there is so many parent programs out here. There are a lot of programs to
help with your livelihood and emotional support...I would go to some of those places with
them...show them the ropes.”
Cassandra also talked about the need to provide social and emotional support to families.
She shared how she would tell them, “don’t bring that ghetto stuff out here,” because people
judge you based on your behavior and “the way you act, and the way you look, the way you
carry yourself,” (Cassandra). She explained to me how she could help low-income AfricanAmerican parents talk in a way that helps them to be “heard” by the suburban community
members. She called it “professional talk,” and described it as the way people talk at work. She
also advised low-income African-American parents to:
Be yourself and continue doing what you’re doing. If you’re trying to elevate, you just
keep going up. Keep on doing what you’re doing.… If you are grounded and trying to
make a difference in your life, you just do what you came here for. And people aren’t
going to accept you if they won’t accept you. You didn’t move here to actually be
accepted. You came here for a better life, so you do what you need to do to have that
better life and then the acceptance will come along.
Cassandra viewed the African-American parent network as a place where the participants were
assimilated to dominant culture’s manners and speech. However, the network could instead be a
place where parents didn’t have to worry about impressing who they are talking too and a place
where they could talk like themselves and still get the social support that they needed,social
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support that might get turned away from the school if you talk differently than the teachers.
Sheryl added that the parents could bring their children to the group as well, and they could
mentor the children on the school’s expectations, curriculum, and acceptable behavior. Brianna
loved the idea of a parent-child mentoring group because she felt that she and her son could have
really benefited from the social support. She was eager to also become a mentor to a family.

Recruiting Members for a low-income African-American Social/ Cultural Group

When the two African-American parent groups started at the two high schools, they were
excited to have created a network of African-American parents who could advocate for the
academic success of their children. Their aim was to raise up the African-American children’s
test scores and opportunities. Their goal was not to provide social support, or social leverage, to
low-income African-American families, and so maybe this is why they had little to no lowincome parent membership. I have been a part of many educational initiatives geared towards
low-income African-American families, mostly manifesting in some type of event. However, the
greatest challenge for each of these initiatives was getting the low-income African-American
parents to attend the events. Naturally, I was curious to learn from the participants what we
could have done to get these parents involved.
There were a variety of ideas suggested by each of the participants. They suggested
everything from phone calls and emails, to posting on the school website, to the principal visiting
the families in their home. Vondra confessed that she wouldn’t come to an event based on an
email and she would never check the school website. Brianna was scared of the school
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administration visiting her home, even if it was for an informal invitation. Brianna also admitted
that it is difficult for the school to reach her by phone because of her work schedule and her
phone service being turned off at times. One suggestion that Sheryl made seemed like it could
be effective; she believed that that the information really needed to come from the school. She
had suggested that the school have a flier with information on it about the group and the services
they offer to hand to parents at registration.
YoLanda thought that the most effective way to recruit members would be word-ofmouth. People would have to say, “I’m in this group. You should come check it out. Just see
what it’s about. No pressure to join or what have you.” YoLanda also believed that if teachers
promoted it through direct conversations with parents, they would also be more willing to join.
Anita suggested to, “start out with African-American families that we do know and feel
comfortable talking to, talking with.” Then once those families are involved they can reach out
to other families. Sheryl agreed and suggested that once the personal connection was made that
they could follow up and, “communicate through email, text parents, you know, word of mouth.”
Ironically, Anita, the grandma of the group, was the only participant who suggested, “they [can]
communicate on Facebook, letting us know what’s going on in the community. Social media,
that would be a good source, since everyone is into social media.” I know that when I have had
the best turn out of low-income African-American families for an event, it was when I took the
time to invite them personally or over the phone. Emails and fliers home with no follow-up were
not effective for me. When all else fails, everyone agreed that offering food, “is a big motivator
for people to come. Even for the simplest things. I mean snacks and drinks. They’ll come just
for snacks, but ‘hey I got something out of that, maybe I should come back.’ And that helps.”
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(YoLanda). We laughed because it seemed so true for all people. Even at the World Café that I
had organized, the food was a big hit, and the participants were excited to take home the
leftovers.

Why are Social/ Cultural Networks Necessary?

After combing through the data, it seemed that these participants believed that more
African-American parental networks were necessary for three reasons. First, Sheryl discussed
how many affluent suburban communities experienced a quick dramatic demographic switch.
She described it as:
Now there are all these minorities in the area that was predominantly White… AfricanAmericans are venturing out into these communities. So, these communities need to
develop some kind of transition committees for these schools, for these kids in order for
them to succeed. That’s the only way they going to succeed.
With this type of demographic shift, a mentor/support group would benefit relocated and all lowincome African-American families in the community learn the behaviors that will help to
successfully embed themselves into the larger community.
A second reason why the participants believed that low-income African-American
families would benefit from a social/cultural support network is because they felt they lose a
little bit of their culture when they attend predominantly White suburban schools. YoLanda
mentioned, “I think some of us don’t realize or forget that we are...African-American. I think we
try to conform so much that, but you’re still different.” YoLanda talked about how it's easier to
become successful in the suburbs if Black families conform to White middle-class suburban
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culture. Though as they conform, they lose more of themselves, which can also create issues
because they could never truly fit in because they aren’t White, middle-class, and from the
suburbs. An African-American social/cultural support group will help to empower these parents
through their culture and social status, allowing them to get ahead in the community without
compromising their identity or culture.
Finally, the third reason that an increase in low-income African-American parent
networks may be beneficial is because of community collective beliefs. YoLanda’s view was that
some African-Americans are taught to “keep to their own”. In addition, Anita shared how she
thinks African-Americans don’t have as many opportunities because of their lack of access to
information. They don’t get it from Whites and other cultures, and then when they do get
information, Anita said, “we don’t want to pass it down to our own people.” Participants shared
that one of the African-American collective beliefs amongst some groups of people is to keep
everything a secret and not help each other out. Creating parent networks and groups like the
aforementioned would benefit families because they would be creating a community of care
where information can be freely shared in order to lift everyone up.

Schools Using the African-American Parent Groups to Increase Parental Involvement

It is interesting that when asked what African-Americans parents could do to increase
involvement, these participants predominantly generated ways for parents to assimilate to
dominant cultural standards, thus exposing the complexities of their understanding of their own
parent involvement. However, these networks could serve parents in more ways than helping
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them to conform to dominant cultural standards. If school administrators and educators attended
and participated in these networks, they could better understand the non-dominant forms of
parental involvement that these parents deliberately use. Also, parents and educators could better
learn about each other’s expectations. Anita pleaded that if only educators could welcome
parents “with open arms and don’t judge” them. She shared the following thoughts:
Don’t pre-judge them by thinking, ‘Ok they’re Black, they don’t care.’ You know talk
with them. Get to know that parent. Find out where their head is at. Get a better
understanding of what they want for their child. Again, communication is key because
sometimes, you gotta try to get to know that parent. Sometimes people fear what they
don’t understand.
Educators could utilize the idea of the low-income African-American parent group to build
empathetic relationships with parents by including them in transformative dialogue to improve
the schools.
Eight years ago, the dynamic of my classroom changed. One-third of my classroom
become low-income African-American students. After developing relationships with these
students and their families, I have become an advocate for their needs. I have chaired equity
teams, diversity committees, organized African-American parent dialogue circles, and become a
mentor to many African-American families. Hearing the stories of these participants has further
inspired me to call for action. I have witnessed principals and educators talk about Black parents,
create programs for Black parents, hold events to help Black parents, but one thing I have not
seen is a direct conversation with the low-income Black parents. They talk about them and try to
solve the problems for them, often times without getting to know their experiences, their work
schedule, their life, their insecurities, and without knowing them personally. When they plan
these events to engage low-income Black parents, they are always baffled as to why these
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parents don’t attend. They sent the email. They passed out the flier. The recorded the date on the
school calendar. What is missing? How do we create something where low-income AfricanAmerican parents feel truly feel welcome and participate?
Anita answered my question concisely when she suggested:
You know what might be nice for African-American families? If they had like a group of
African-American parents where they could come together and discuss, almost like the
World Café you had, and discuss their concerns and the things they would like to see in the
school district and then present it to the school. That would be nice because AfricanAmerican parents understand African-American parents and although some of us may
come from different backgrounds, we can bring our knowledge, the things that we know
together. Lay them out on the table and then present it to the school. And then that way
they can inform the teachers and the teachers can have a better understanding of where
we’re coming from, and what we want for our children.
Yes, African-American parents have knowledge that they can share on how to help other
African-American parents become involved in their children’s education. These parents might
even discover, like Vondra realized, that the act of helping or mentoring other parents, could
even help them increase their own participation. I hear Anita saying that African-American
parents can be at the table to help solve some of their own struggles and support one another in
the suburban school educational system. Now, it is time for policy and procedures in schools to
include the valuable insight these parents can share by inviting them to that table.

Call for Future Studies

As I captured the participants’ stories through the assemblage of the portraits, new
avenues were discovered and new routes exposed. Further research on the perceptions of lowincome African-American parents are essential in order to continue to highlight forms of their
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involvement that are often overlooked by educators. More qualitative studies, which highlight
the voices of low-income African-American parents and record their stories, need to be done. In
fact, there is a need for more portraiture research, in general, regarding African-American
parents because portraiture design allows for the voices of the participants to be honored, and
empirical research presented to the ears of educators in an empathetic writing style. It would be
interesting to follow up this study, once low-income African-American parents have created
these social and cultural networks, in order to observe how these networks, benefit them. Social
action research studies on this topic could help to measure ways in which these networks
influence parent involvement and children’s education. In addition, this type of action research,
could identify avenues to improve these social and cultural networks. Additionally, since this
study’s participants were all mothers of students, it would be worthy to study how fathers of lowincome African-American students narrate their involvement in their children’s education. A
better understanding through further research studies of low-income African-American parental
involvement would be beneficial to the field of education.
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Final Reflection

There is no one perfect way to be a good mother. Each situation is unique. Each mother
has different challenges, different skills and abilities, and certainly different children…
What matters is that a mother loves her children deeply.
--Elder M. Russell Ballard, Daughters of God, 2008

What I have learned from hearing these powerful women’s stories on parental
involvement in education is that “there is no perfect way to be a good mother,” (Ballard, 2008, p.
1) or a good parent. Also, “that each situation is unique. Each mother has different skills and
abilities, and certainly different children” (Ballard, 2008, p.1) and what these mothers wanted
from their teachers and schools was to acknowledge that their families are unique and that they
did their best to help their children’s education. These parents were deliberately involved in their
children’s education in a variety of ways that are not typically acknowledged or recognized by
their schools as parental involvement. They understood many of the expectations that the school
had of them, but they weren’t always able to meet those expectations. It wasn’t because they
didn’t want to, it was because sometimes they didn’t know how to, or they didn't feel
comfortable, or supported enough to fulfill the school’s expectations. However, these parents
continue to do what they know and what they can to support their children’s education.
The women in these portraits all uprooted their lives to move to an area with a better
school system. They worked tirelessly to acquire the resources to remain in the better school
district. They attempted to be involved in their school in the ways that the educators expected.
They reached out to family and friend networks to learn information about the schools to benefit
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their children’s schooling experience. At the same time, they continued to be involved in their
children's education at home through the teaching of cultural knowledge, the deliverance of
educational expectations and beliefs, and focusing on quality family time. Parents of lowincome African-American students use a variety of social and cultural capital to involve
themselves in their children’s education. This study fills in and highlights their involvement and
calls for their portraits to be viewed, their voices heard, their input considered, and their forms of
parental involvement acknowledged, honored, and respected.
This research study has influenced my own teaching practices. It has helped me to
become a more empathetic teacher. I have worked to discover and understand unique forms of
involvement that parents of low-income, and all income statuses, African-American, as well as
all cultures of parents, utilize when navigating the involvement of their children’s education. I
have been slower to make assumptions about parents, and quicker to highlight, validate, and
value all forms of involvement. I have become an advocate for parents in our school by helping
other teachers to see parental involvement when they think there is none. For example, my
school district is planning to adopt Epstein’s model of parent involvement, so I spoke to the
school board members, exposing the cultural insensitivity of the model, and urged them to revise
their model to include non-dominant forms of parental involvement.
With the continuation of the gentrification of the major metropolitan city closest to this
study’s research site and the dismantling of urban public housing, more and more low-income
predominantly African-American families have been using housing subsidy programs to move to
affluent suburbs. Consequently, suburban communities are experiencing greater income
inequality and gaining more diverse community members (Murphy, 2010; The Changing
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Geography of U.S. Poverty, 2017). In this climate, the relevancy of the findings of this study will
continue to increase, especially as educators search for ways to engage their diverse parent
community and specifically to increase low-income African-American parent involvement. This
study presents two effective means of accomplishing that goal: (1) Create social and cultural
networks where low-income African-American parents have a platform to share resources,
encouragement, and insight with each other and with the school to positively influence their
children’s education. (2) Revise parent involvement definitions and models to include nondominant forms of parent involvement utilized by low-income African-American parents, so
their efforts can be appropriately recognized and validated.
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African American Parent
World Café
June 30th @7:00-8:30
Eola Branch Library Community
Room 555 S. Eola Road, Aurora, IL
♦ We need to hear your voice. Your
perspective and insight are important. Help
us make every child in our school district
feel unique and valued.
♦ Talk about experiences and challenges of
parents getting involved in the schools
your child attends.
♦ Share strategies explaining how African
American parents can successfully become involved in suburban
schools.
♦ Participate in a research study about successful African American parental
involvement in schools.
Snacks/refreshments provided for
participants
Questions and RSVP
Please RSVP the names of the participants attending. Rachael_Mahmood@ipsd.org
223
630-6741
* A World Cafés an open participation discussion group in which participants are
speak
about their
encouraged
to own experiences of African American parental involvement in
suburban schools and collectively create action steps to resolve any concerns about
this topic.
“The Aurora Public Library provides meeting space as a community service. The Library
neither sponsors nor endorses this event, the speaker(s), or the organization”
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World Café Participant Demographics
Adults/children
in home

Years in
School
District

Free
Reduced
Lunch
Status

Income
(2014) as
measured
by HUD

3140

2/3

5

N

Above
80% of
Median
Income

M

3140

2/3

5

N

Above
80% of
Median
Income

P

M

2030

2/1

5

N

Lowincome
50-80%
of
Median
Income

M

P

M

4150

2/2

18

Y

Above
80% of
Median
Income

5-AA

F

STAFF

M

4150

2/2

9

X

Above
80% of
Median
Income

6-AA

F

P

S

2030

1/1

3

Y

Very
Lowincome
under
50% of
Median
Income

7-AA

M

P

S

4150

1/2

Not
Answered

Y

Above
80% of
Median
Income

Participant
# & Race

Gender

Role

Marital
status

1-AA

F

P

M

2-AA

M

P

3-AA

F

4-AA

Age
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8-AA

F

P

S

5160

1/2

12

Y

Very
Lowincome
under
50% of
Median
Income

9-AA

M

P

M

3140

2/4

8

N

Above
80% of
Median
Income

10-AA

F

P/G

M

5160

5/1

15

Y

Lowincome
50-80%
of
Median
Income

11-AA

M

PASTOR

M

2030

2/2

2

X

Very
Lowincome
under
50% of
Median
Income

12-AA

F

P

S

3140

1/1

7

Y

Very
Lowincome
under
50% of
Median
Income

13-AA

F

P

M

3140

2/5

9

Y

Lowincome
50-80%
of
Median
Income

300

14-AA

F

P/G

S

5160

1/1

13

Y

Very
Lowincome
under
50% of
Median
Income

15-AA

F

P

M

3140

2/2

4

N

Lowincome
50-80%
of
Median
Income

16-AA

F

P

M

4150

2/2

Not
Answered

Y

Lowincome
50-80%
of
Median
Income

17-AA

F

M

M

3140

2/2

2

N

Very
Lowincome
under
50% of
Median
Income

F- Female/M-Male, P-Parent/G-Grandparent, M-Married/S-Single, Y- Yes/N- No
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World Café Consent Form
I agree to participate in the research project titled, African American Parents’ use of Social and
Cultural Capital to Increase Parental Involvement being conducted by Rachael Mahmood, a
graduate student at Northern Illinois University. I have been informed that the purpose of this
study is to identify what strategies African American parents use to get involved in suburban
schools.
I understand that if I agree to participate in this study, I will be asked to participate in a World
Café which will meet on June 30, 2015 from 7:00-8:30 p.m. at Eola branch library in Aurora, IL.
A World Cafés an open participation discussion group in which participants are encouraged to
speak about their own experiences of African American parental involvement in suburban
schools and collectively create action steps to resolve any concerns about this topic.
I understand that my participation is voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time without
penalty or prejudice, and that if I have any additional questions concerning this study, I may
contact Rachael Mahmood at 630-428-6800 or my advisor Dr. Mary Beth Henning at (815) 7538591. I understand that if I wish further information regarding my rights as a research subject, I
may contact the Office of Research Compliance at Northern Illinois University at (815) 7538588.
I understand that the intended benefits of this study include an opportunity to collaborate with
other African American parents to gain ideas about how to increase African American parental
involvement in schools, as well as, an opportunity for your ideas and voice to be heard. I promise
to respect the confidentiality of others, by not sharing the ideas discussed at the World Café
outside with non-participants. However, I understand that a possible risk of participating in this
study is that full confidentiality of my statements cannot be guaranteed, though every effort will
be made to protect me.
I understand my participation in this study will not affect my children’s relationship with their
school and that all information gathered during this study will be kept confidential by using
pseudonyms, fake names. All information gathered will be kept on a password protected
computer file, and/or in a locked cabinet.
I understand that my consent to participate in this project does not constitute a waiver of any
legal rights or redress I might have as a result of my participation, and I acknowledge that I have
received a copy of this consent form.
___________________________________________
Signature of Subject

__________
Date

I give the researcher permission to take notes on my conversations.
___________________________________________
__________
Signature of Subject
Date
I give the researcher permission to quote me in her dissertation using a pseudonym.
___________________________________________
__________
Signature of Subject
Date
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Interview Consent Form
I agree to participate in the research project titled, African American Parents’ use of Social and
Cultural Capital to Increase Parental Involvement being conducted by Rachael Mahmood, a
graduate student at Northern Illinois University. I have been informed that the purpose of this
study is to identify what strategies African American parents use to get involved in suburban
schools.
I understand that if I agree to participate in this study, I will be asked to participate in two 60minute interviews, at the time and place of my choosing, over the course of about two weeks, in
the summer of 2015.
I understand that my participation is voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time without
penalty or prejudice, and that if I have any additional questions concerning this study, I may
contact Rachael Mahmood at 630-674-2231. or my advisor Dr. Mary Beth Henning at (815) 7538591. I understand that I can choose to not answer any questions that I do not feel comfortable
answering. I understand that if I wish for further information regarding my rights as a research
subject, I may contact the Office of Research Compliance at Northern Illinois University at (815)
753- 8588.
I understand that the intended benefits of this study include an opportunity to collaborate with
other African American parents to gain ideas about how to increase African American parental
involvement in schools as well as an opportunity for your ideas and voice to be heard. I
understand that a possible risk of participating in this study is that full confidentiality of my
statements cannot be guaranteed, though every effort will be made to protect me.
I understand that all information gathered during this study will be kept confidential by using
pseudonyms, fake names. All information gathered will be kept on a password protected
computer file, and/or in a locked cabinet.
I understand that my consent to participate in this project does not constitute a waiver of any
legal rights or redress I might have as a result of my participation, and I acknowledge that I have
received a copy of this consent form.
_________________________________________
Signature of Subject

__________
Date

I give the researcher permission to audio record all of my interviews with her.
___________________________________________
Signature of Subject

__________
Date

I give the researcher permission to quote me in her dissertation using a pseudonym.
___________________________________________
Signature of Subject

__________
Date
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Interview Participant Demographics

Particip
ant

Area
From

Vondra

West Side
(all Black)

South
Suburbs
(All
Black)

Sheryl

Brianna

Anita

YoLand
a

Cassand
ra

# of
Children
have
Special
Needs

Marit
al

Education/
Occupation

39

S

Associate’s
(Med. Assistant)

51

S

Bachelor’s
(Education)

1 IEP
1 Behavior

1
IEP/Behavio
r

Age

1 IEP
1 504

At least
one child
attended
alternative
school

No

Yes

Years
in
Riverbr
ook

10 years

11 years

West Side
(All
Black)

30

S

Associate’s
(Dental Assistant)

South
Suburbs
(Mostly
Black)

52

M

(Some college No Degree)
Retired

1 IEP

M

2 Bachelor’s
(Health Science
and Psychology)
and
1 Master’s (MBA)
(in a 2nd Master’s
for Organizational
Management)

1 IEP

No

9 years

S

Bachelor’s
(Paralegal)
(just got accepted
to Master's
Program)

1
IEP/Behavio
r

Yes

5 years

South Side
(All
Black)

South Side
(Mostly
Black)

34

39

Yes

Yes

3 years

15 years

IEP: Individualized Education Plan, 504: Plan to protect child with disabilities,Behavior:
Behavior Plan in place for child
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Interview Guide
Interview #1: (2 parts)
Focused Life History
Objective: For the participants, “to tell as much as possible about him or herself in light of the
topic up to the present time” (Seidman, 2013, p. 21).
1. Tell me about yourself (demographic information: marital status, #of children, age)
2. Tell me about your childhood education.
a. Where did you live?
b. Tell me about the schools that you went to as a child.
c. Tell me about your educational experiences growing up.
d. Tell me about how your parents were involved in your education.
3. Tell me about a memory that you have about your parents being involved in your education
as a child.
4. Tell me about another memory that you have about your parents being involved in your
education as a child.
5. Tell me about how you ended up in this school district.
a. (if they moved here) How did you choose to move here?
The Details of Experience
Objective: The participants should “concentrate on the concrete details of [their] present lived
experience in the topic area of study” (Seidman, 2013, p. 21).
6. Tell me about your first experiences, as a parent in a suburban school. If I had a movie
camera, what would I have seen?
a. How did you choose to come to this suburb/neighborhood?
b. How were you treated?
7. Tell me about your past experiences at this school.
a. Tell me about a past experience that you had getting involved with the school
staff.
b. Tell me about a past experience that you had getting involved with other parents.
8. Tell me about your current experiences at this school.
1. Tell me about a recent experience that you had getting involved with the staff.
2. Tell me about a recent experience that you had getting involved with other
parents.
9. Tell me about a time that you felt you were very successful in getting involved in your
child’s education.
a. Why do you think you were successful?
b. What helped you to become successful?
10. Tell me about a time where you felt very included in your child’s suburban school
community.
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Interview #2: Reflection on Meaning
Objective: Participants should “reflect on the meaning of their experience” (Seidman, 2013, p.
22).
11. How do you get involved in your child’s education?
12. How do you think your background as a student has shaped your involvement in your child’s
education?
13. How do you think your parents’ involvement in your education, has shaped your involvement
in your child’s education?
14. You told me the story about_______________, how do you think that story has affected you?
15. What role do you want in your child’s education?
16. What role do you want in your child’s school?
17. What do you want to tell educators about your involvement in your child’s education?
18. What are some resources that helped your family understand suburban schools?
a. Can you give examples?
b. Did you utilize any of these resources?
c. Why or why not?
d. Explain which resources were most beneficial to your family.
e. What types of resources do you wish were available to your family to help you
understand suburban schools?
19. How would you prepare a limited resourced African American family for a suburban school?
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Observation Notes Sheet
Circle One: World Café
Date:

/

Physical
Setting
(Context)
Body
Language/
Behaviors

Feelings

Choice
Words
Refrains/
Meaningful
Symbols
My
(Researcher)
Placement in
Context
How I
(Researcher)
am Being
Received
Historical
Context

Other

/

Interview

Participant Present(s):

Other: ___________________
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Impressionistic Records Template
Date: ___________________
World Café Interviews
Research/
Study
Participant(s):
Component
Other:
Emerging
Themes
Relations to
Research
Questions

Shifts in
understanding
or perspective

Puzzles and
dilemmas that
need more
attention

Future
Questions
Changes in
Direction of
Study

Other Notes

Observations

Documents

Writing

APPENDIX I
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Organization of Themes and Relation to Research Questions

B
a
c
k
w
a
r
d

Brianna’s
Cassandra’s
Portrait
Portrait
Cleaning Up Speaking Up
the Mess
and
Speaking
Out

Sheryl’s
Portrait
Feeding the
Boys

YoLanda’s
Portrait
Following
Momma’s
Footsteps

Vondra’s
Portrait
Nursing
Needs

Anita’s
Portrait
Reliving
Parenting

Cultural
Capital
Educational
Cultural
Capital: This
Ain't no
Suburban
School

Cultural
Capital
Family
Cultural
Capital: The
Other Parents

Cultural
Capital
Family
Cultural
Capital:
Silver Spoon

Cultural
Capital
Family
Cultural
Capital:
Momma’s
Involved

Cultural
Capital
Family
Cultural
Capital: The
Other
Parents

Cultural
Capital
Family
Cultural
Capital:
Southern
Hospitality,
Church, and
Education

Social
Leverage
Relocating:
Running
from the
Cities’
Bullies

Social
Leverage
Relocating:
Rolling out
to the
Suburbs

Social
Leverage
Relocating:
Following
Momma Out
to the Burbs

Social
Leverage
Relocating:
“Out Here”

Social
Leverage
Relocating
for a Better
Education:
Homesteadin
g

Community
Resources:
Someone
Cares

Community
Social
Networks:
Church and
Sports

Family
Networks:
Lessons from
My Momma

O
u
t
w
a
r
d

Social
Leverage
Relocating:
“The Curse
of the Men
Growing up
in the
Ghetto”
Relocating:
Fleeing “the
Ghetto”
Family
Networks:
Momma
Knows Best
Hiding
Poverty: I
Don’t Want
Him to Know

SchoolBased
Parental
Involvement
Understandin
Schoolg the
Family
Based
School’s
Networks:
Parental
Expectations: Involvement
Momma
‘When it
Understandin Knows Best
Comes to
g the
Mikhail, I
School’s
Don’t Play’ Expectations

Community
Resources:
Church and
Schools
Hiding
Poverty:
Fitting in
with the
Rich Kids
SchoolBased
Parental
Involvemen
t

Understandin
g Dominant
Cultural
Expectations:
We Always
Lived in a
Mixed
Community
Work
Related
Support and
Meeting
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that I
Struggle

Intergenerati
: I am a
Schoolonal Closure:
Teacher
Understandi
Based
I Feel More
ng the
Parental
Comfortable Intergenerati Involvemen
School’s
with White onal Closure:
Expectations
Schoolt
Parents
Team Mom Understandi : My Life is
Based
ng the
Unique
Parental
School’s
Involvement
HomeUnderstandin
Expectations
Based
g the
: I Can’t
Home-Based
Parental
HomeSchool’s
Believe
Parental
Involvement
Based
Expectations: Involvement
Concerted
They Really
Parental
We Do What
Cultivation:
Care
Involvemen
We Know
Community
Mommy,
t
Resources:
Devon,
SchoolConcerted
Damareon
Based
Cultivation:
Home-Based Big Brother
Program
Days
Presence:
Special
Parental
Cultural
PTA
Sunday
Involvement
Cultural
Knowledge: Intergenerati
Night
Knowledge:
Educating
onal
Family
Black Boy’s
Black Boys
Closure:
Time
Education
Creating
African
Intergenerati
American
onal
Family
Closure/
Networks
Religious
Networks:
HomeHope
Based
Church
Parental
Youth
Involvemen
Group
t
Concerted
Cultivation:
I’m the
Teacher’s
Back Up
Cultural
Knowledge:
Be a Proud
African
American

Basic Needs:
Getting a
Second
Chance
SchoolBased
Parental
Involvement
Understandin
g the
School’s
Expectations:
Communicati
on is Key
Intergenerati
onal Closure:
About Our
Kids’
Education
Home-Based
Parental
Involvement
Concerted
Cultivation:
“Dirt Can
Keep”
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I
n
w
a
r
d

Expectations Expectations Expectation Expectation Expectation
for My
for My
s for My
s for My
s for My
Children
Children
Children
Children
Children
and Myself
and Myself
and Myself and Myself and Myself
Dreaming for Dreaming for
My Child:
My Child:
Good
Good
No One Can Education is
Parental
Good
Parental
Take Away
Important
Involvement:
Parental
Involvement
Your
Authentic
Involvement : Changing
Education
Relationship
: Being at
Involvement
s
School
Makes My
Kids Happy
Good
Hiding
Parental
Poverty:
Involvement:
Breaking
My Feelings
My
I’m Trying to My Feelings and Beliefs
Free from a
Feelings
Do It Your
Cycle of
and Beliefs
and Beliefs
Way
Understandin Community
Social
Good
g Dominant
Collective
Service
Parental
Cultural
Beliefs: We
are Not a
My Feelings Involvement: Expectations
Make the
: Knowing
Culture of
and Beliefs
Community
Time
How to
Slackers
Collective
Relate to
Beliefs: Keep
White
Everything a
People
Good
Secret
Parental
Involvement
Good
: It Matters
Parental
Involvement:
Accept that
every
Household is
Different

Expectations
for My
Children
and Myself
Dreaming for
My Child:
Big Dreams
for My Kids
and Me
Good
Parental
Involvement:
Fairy
Grandmother

My Feelings
and Beliefs
Community
Collective
Beliefs: Keep
to Yourself

Understandin
g School
Expectations:
Who Has
Access to
Information?
Understandin
g Dominant
Cultural
Expectations:
Acting White

Themes Related to Research Question 1 - How do low-income African-American parents
describe their experiences of parental involvement in suburban school education?
Themes Related to Research Question 2 - How do low-income African-American parents use
social resources to involve themselves in their children’s suburban school education?
Themes Related to Research Question 3 - How do low-income African-American parents use
cultural resources to involve themselves in their children’s suburban school education?
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Profile of Participant Organizer
Name (Pseudonym)
Repetitive Refrains
Overarching Themes
Related Codes/themes

-BackgroundDemographic
Information

Childhood Educational
Experiences

Own Parent’s
Involvement in
Education
-OutwardParental Involvement
Experiences/ Stories –
Related Codes

-InwardFeelings Beliefs and
Dispositions about
Parental Involvement

